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You've travéled a long and weary way,

Through many a conflict past,
But now life’s evening comes stealing on,
The sun is setting at last.

A's one rejoices, at the close of day,
That his task is almost done,
So may your spirit be glad and strong,
For the race will soon be ran.

and eighty miles,

Naturally

year 1861,coincides with that of the meteor-

spirit of Mr. Poland’s

stream producing the showers

not at all improbable that decisive action,in
favor of the struggle for freedom in the fair
Isle, may be had in the premises. , Cuba,

of the

20th

of April, while, at the same time, Weiss,
D’Arrest and Galle showed with complete

probability, that Biela’s comet was connected with meteor showers occurring near the

end of November and beginning of Decem-

ber. Dr. Weiss also predicted the probable
return of this shower the last of November
__ {or beginning of December, in the years of
“| nearest approach of Biela’s comét to the
earth. In confirmation of these last predictions, Prof, Schiaparelli recognized among
the notes of one of the first of Italian observers, marked indications of a shower
which ‘occurred
on the 30th of Nov., 1867,

‘and which

he at once

determined

meteor-stream of Biela's comet.

to

However,

And when you’ve spoken your last good-night,
May you, by the Father’s love,
Be safely led through the vale of gloom
To say good-morning above,
Runiney, N. H.

server counted no less than 83,400 meteors

date assigued

by

Galle.

Oue

Italian

resolutions,

and itis

pecially, now that we are rid of negro
slavery, shopld we sympathize with all peo-

ples who are striving to rid themselves dnd
their country from.

system.

this

vile

-

and

wicke

‘

EQUALIZATION OF BOUNTIES.

of bounties.
Should it beit will operate to aid many
under

former

laws, have not received what they are justly

entitled to. © The

measure is considered

a

Just one and ought to pass.
THE

VETO.

, The President to-day sent back

the

cur-

rency bill to the Senate without his approv-

al.

ob-

Till within a day or

two it

has

been.

confidently asserted by the fciends of he
meagdre that it would be approved ; mis-

in six and one-half hours.
From what precedes we sce it is already
proved that the orbits of four comets coincide with those of marked meteor systems.

led by this assurance,

letter that
On more

I stated

the President
mature

in my

would

consideration,

last

sign
and

it.
oy a

ashes and. dust, These must be distinguished | of Biela's comet into two parts was witnessto have been seen dur-

lia, weighed a ton and a half;but the largest ing several of its last revolutions, Fifth,
yet known are those discovered by the It is a fact in’ connection with one of the

Shooting stars, no less than comets, were
objects of dread to pzople in former times,
being regarded as heralds of the judgment.

This was the cass with the greatshower

November meteor

swarme,

that,

although

we experience a shower annually, yet the
greatest falls occur once jin 83 1-4 years,
while in the case of the August meteors, the

showers of each year are well nigh equal in
amount, This tends to show that the comet

of of the former is not- so completely disinte1833, when they fell ag thick 48 snow-flakes, grated, or spread over its orbit, as that of
it being estimated by Prof, Loomis that the latter; hence, once in thirty-three years
240,000 were seen in Boston within the Space we intersect a denser portion corresponding
of a few hours. Now that their nature is to the head. Sixth, spectrum and chemical
known, they ave ranked among the grand- analysis seems to favor the unity of the two

* est of celestial phenomena.

systems,

Among the leading champions of metedric
astronomy may be mentioned Dr. He is of
Germany, Profi Alexander Herschel of Eng
land, and Prof. Newton of Yale College.

‘The latter calculatés that the average num:
ber of meteors which

enter

the

earth's at

mosphere in twenty-four hours, including

“those so small as to be invisible to the naked

eye, is
weight
ounces.
against

Number.
A

The number

past year

of duction

THE ARKANSAS

"~The

contest for the

| Arkansas

resulted

AFFAIR.

Governor's

in

of

: Qug

ries.
H

fully praise God's wisdom and love for the
very changes and trials which prevented
them from finding unalloyed joys, or lasting.

comforts,in this lower world.—8. 8. Times.

Communion

iw

EN

.

with

.

God.

|
ticed

All

ing Christians have is derived from a form
fired in the streets of Little Rock, several al salute ~which they make to him in their
being wounded andoneor two killed. Ac- prayers, when they rise wp in the morning
counts differ as to the precisé responsibili- and lie down at night. While this state.
of |

session of

the legislature,

seems to be that, Mr. Brooks, the 1liberal candidate of the last election, is really

not to men;

try to bring

refer to him in all your

seyer joined

temp-

not waiting till night to confess “it, lest,
meanwhile,
the night of death overtake you,

ly assassinated in Mexico by Catholics, develops the fact that the military guard of
the village of Ahualulco were the first to’
discharge their muskets into the body and
head of Mr. Stephens, blowing his head
to pieces.
A Mexican, who occupied a
room in the same premises, was then
killed. Then Mr. Stephens’s rooms were
sacked, his papers and books taken {o the
public square and burned amid the ringing
of bells, music and great rejoicings, * The
murder was occasioned by a sermon of the

or,at best you should lose time in your
spiritual course; in short, walk hand in
some

dangerous

and

thorny

dreading above all things te quit

road),

church Mission

his" side,

fall into mischiefand trouble; seek not so
much to pray as to live in an atmosphere of
prayer, lifting up your heart momentarily
to him in varied expressions of devotion, as
the occasions of life may prompt,’ adoring

thanking him, resigning

t‘cutting . down

a tree

fruit

which

bears

THE SOUTHERN FLOOD. ' °
Varjous parts-of ‘the ‘Mississippi valley,

|

of God which

particularly in the vicinity of New Orleans,

are flooded: by ‘the rise of the
houses have been

swept

river.

away,

thou-

sands of people are obliged to seek high
land for safety, The flooding is on account of inadequate levees along the river.|

Gteat suffering prevails, and reliefis pour-

ing in from the north.
serious aspect of the

At present the most
flood

is

the

destruc-

tion of the growing cotton and sugar crops.

REPORT ON THE MOIETY LAW.

The Ways and Means sub-committee,
charged with reporting on: the. disposition
of the moiety law, report to the fall com-

contents

and

The

them

Tug

of an advanced

native

some of

character, are well

school with 23 boarders.

sup-

A- telegraph

,connests

The first message

sent over the wires was to the Free Church
Record from two Kafiir operators,
A Kaffirnewspaper—the Express—is prioted one-half in Kaffir and the other in English, and a new translation of the Bible is passing through the
press,
One of the Cape Colony papers: says: *
There

is scarcely a religious denomination in the Col-

.

produce like effects, and as ‘the ‘sun shone
oun. watery clouds before the flood, it must

The

are highly spoken of, schools,

Lovedale with Cape Town.

;

here

CAFFRARIA.

Relative to the declaration of the Lord to
Noah, “I do set my bow in the cloud, and
it shall be for a token of a covenant between
me and the earth,” the Rev. Dr. Wm. H.

says:

churches

The Free Church Mission has an Educational
Institution in' Lovedale that enjoys a remarkable prosperity.
Its President is Dr.. Stewart, a
former companion of Dr. Livingstone. - It has
a boys’ school with 150 boarders, and a girls’

satisfies

Some persons
suppose
the
bow
had
been seen before, but was now: first used as
a Divine token; for, say they, like causes

its

ported, and the church life seems firmly rooted.

>

Lewis

gave

the

The

have nearly" 5,000 communicants.
ministers:

your will to

w=
PCPA
in
Bow in the Cloud,

nN

Many

and

fully

the soul.— Dear Goulburn.

Society

far

Africa.

had-10 native preachers, 2,944 communieants
,
and 2,148 children in the schools. The Wesleyang have also been very successful in this field.
Their stations cover the peninsula, and they

day ; and you shall thus, as you advance in
this practioe, as it becomes more and more
habitual to you, increase in that knowledge

bad

of any in West

an independent organization, reserving to itself
only some outside mission posts. In 1873, they

assured that, as soon as you do so, you will

him,

~ SIERRA LEONE.
This large mission field is said to be by

most flourishing

ony

whose

OLiver C. WENDELL,

gling and other offenses against the cus- and so, we may suppose, that with Paradise

representatives

are

not to he found

in the class rooms of this Institution, where
any *

young man can receive his training
for five’
pounds a year, . The male pupils are
taught to
be teachers, clerks, interpreters, blacksmi
ths,
wagon-makers, printers and carpenters.
. ,

toms revenue laws,or aiding in the conviction of the same,
;
THE VETO SUSTAINED.
The reception of the news of the, President's veto of the finance bill appears to give
general satisfaction in all quarters where
inflation is not specially favored. The inflationists at the national capital are recovering from their first fit of rage at the
resulf, and are coolly laying plans for the
future. Tere is a division of sentiment as
to the question of policy, but the element

in favor of adhering

-

The

annual

minority, and the fifendsof a compromise

Theological Library

of

society

the

amettiod

wholesome

Géneral | General

was held in

Boston on Monday of last week. * The

selves of its privileges.

ob-

which

is perhaps

quite ‘as

un- : be on

Wolseley,

who

has

just

to: all
them-

The rooms are at

which

Repént To-day.
What hast thou now to gay;

O

my

soul,

why this jpdgment, seconded with divine
proofs, backed with the harmony of holy
men, should not proceed against thee?

last year of $141.27; re-

$3655.69; balance on hand, $140.08; and

Dally no longer with thy own Ralvation,
nor flatter thy own corruption.
Remem$4640.08.
The estimated value of the ber, the wages of flesh. are. sin, and the
property of the corporation ‘is $81,524.80, wages ofysin, death. God hath threatened
an increase of $628.68 over the previous it, Whose judgments are terrible ; God hath
year, Among the deaths.of the yearof witnessed it, whose words are truth, Conthe

bands

of the

Lreasurer,

Despise not any man and do not spurn
anything. For there is no man that has not those who have been prominently connect ‘sider: then, my soul, and let, not momenta
hig'hour;. nor is there anylhing that has ed ith the corporation, mention’ was ty pleasures - flatter thee into “an eternity
not its place.
:
. made of Seth Adams, the Hon. Charles of tormentg,- How many that have trod thy

Good humor, gay spirits are the libera-

tors and sure cure

for

‘spleen

and

melan-

J

ney [Bolt iin

1

God

!

finished

Insecurity.

prisoners held there, has been voted a gov-

ceipts for the year, $3664.48 ; expenditures,
total assets in

The heathen
had a traditional record of all this, for Iris
—that is, the Rainbow—was called by them

: that is, they pay them money.

ernment grant of $125,000 yearly,
ought to be fair pay for his services.

present at 12° West St., Boston, but it is
proposed to secure more suitable quarters.
The annual report.of the treasurer shows

a balance from

Yow there
falls. The

deluge was most likely the first outbreak of
the watery clouds; the more térrible because the first, as if they had accumulated
their stores for that day of wrath; and then
the bow after the flood would, of course, be
its first appearance, more comforting and

the Achineese wat and released the English

ject of this society we believe is to furnish
reading, under library regulations,
clergymen, &c., who wish to avail

came ; and we know that even
are regions where rain never

the Daughter of Wonder, and was said to
measure are numerous in both parties.
have been given by the gods as a sige to
"PAID FOR FIGHTING.
.
men, and she was styled a celestial messenWhile the English do not reward their
ger. The Peruvine Indians paid
al
successful generals by giving “them politihomage to this heavenly phenomenon; and
cal appointments, as we do, they resort to

A a

meeting

the

Owi race, and when united to a ¢ red
clay’ wom-~
an, the men necessarily deteriorated
.
To mend

this state of things, the Lovedale
opened its doors to girls,”

Institution
a

INDIA,

The Rev. N. Sheshadri, the
preacher who excited so much
late meeting of the Evangelical
Y., is one of the most successful
Free Church in India.
He is
chain of missionary operations

native
interest
Alliance
laborers
‘earrying
between

Hindu
at. the
in N.
of the
on a
Jalna

and Indapur, a distance of a hundred miles. The
Annual “Report, speaking of hiin, says: ** From
outset, his

grand

aim has been to raise up a 3

band of efficient laborers. . . . At Indapur,
itself, that mode of watering may have con- the oldest of
the stations, there are half a dozen
tinued until the deluge made its changes, such laborers; at Jalna, and out-stations, about
and swept Eden aud all its belongings a dozen and a half, and at the other branch staaway.
We are told of no rains till the flood tions, more than half a dozen, in all about thirty

rigidly to the issue of impressive, because the first.

inflation or no inflation is decidedly in

| natiyes heretofore, has been their marriage.
Few suitable wives could be had among
their

the

God is teaching us the insecurity of everythingin this world. Man wants fo make
things secure here; He wants his home,

agents. Some of these desire to be received as
candidates for the ministry, and all are encourag-

ed to prosecute their studies.”
JAPAN.

As soon as Japan was belived

May 10, 1872, a native church

Church of Christ.
Another union church was
formed at Yeddo (Tokir). The Mission Boards,

on hearing of these union churches, condemned
the action of their missionaries.
Some of the
missionaries were firm in their. course, others

obeyed the orders of their Beards, Si Preshyie.

i

initelonatled immed. a P

in conclave, admit'ing none of the missionaries,
and issued a manifesto addressed to the Christian

missionariesin Japan. The manifesto declared
the Bible as their rule of conduct, and their dethe

on

only

name

of the Lord Jesus

pendence

lasting and abiding. - He does not want

be-a sojournerin a vanishing world.
be insecure.

All man’s state here

But
‘shall

He must not place his happi-

ness in the thing’s-of time; and as the. only
sure means of perventing this, his whole

stetg,~while passing through this world,
shall be insecure.

And this very

ty will drive him to me,
laying up treasures on

poor, perverse man!

and

earth.”

Ilow

he

insecuri-

prevent ‘his
But,

works

alas!

and

toils to counter-work God's plan, and make

things stable here. And, then, when God,
in mercy to him, stretches forth his hand,
Sumner, Benjamin T. Reed the Rev. B. N. steps are now roaring in the flames of hell ! and touches higrcomforts, apd they shrink
and yet thou triflest away the time of thy dnd shrivel and vanish, then how the poor
Charles Hook Appleton and the Rev. Fran repentance. O my poor deluded soul, pre- soul is almost driven to distraction. , If oul

Kirk,D. Dy, the Rev. N. E. Cobleigh, D, D.,/

aby or Y, When

church wanted to label the native churches, and
another missionary wanted to plant “ a pure
Methodism” in Japan.
The native brethren
took the alarm, and on the 16th of last Jan. met:

their minister, who taught the
then besought the missionaries,
their sectarian differences, but to
ness and insufficiency of their
and so exert their Fireugth as
the people of the whole land to
Christ,

God says, “No.

to

was organized at Yokohama of the converts of
.nearly all the missionaries, and called the First
Christian church of Japan.
Soon afterwards
the missionaries held a convention.
A union
spirit prevailed, and they. agreed to use their influence to secure, as far as possible, identity of
name and organization in the Japan
native
church, that name being as Catholic as
the

and his friends, and his comforts here, to be

to

to be open

the-gospel, several Protestant missionary Boards

entered the field,

as

one

Christ, and promised a welcome to every

Bible. It
pure
not. to regdrd
pity the weakinfant. church,
soon to bring
the Lord Jesus
:

«MEXICO.

The Methodist Miss. Soc.hias been singularly
fortunate in securing a home for its first church
in the center of the Mexican capital. According.
to the Missionary Advocate it occupies the very
spot where once stood the splendid palace of the
great Montezuma,

and where
the impetuous Fer-

and in the

of Charles’ V:

nando

Cortez

seized

name

the person of the em Heror,

confiscated the country and

the property

of Spain,

and

the

then

4

"

*

-

;

ope,

sll its treasures

Romanism

as

appro-

JHisted this great palace (one of its saloons

held.

,000 persons), and here founded the “Convent one of the greatest
all
the motiastic establishments of the papacy... of Two
centuries
assed ; then the tos
on
threw, off
ecclesiastical tyrants, drove out the
of San ar tanclsco.

choly. = Deeper than tears, these irradiate
several millions. The average the tophets with their glad heavens,
warms of lazy friars, and President Juarez
Go cis T. Washburn. There had been added | sume no longer ; repent, to-day, lest to-morof these bodies is less than two laugh, vent the pits, ttansmuting imps into to the library the past year 234 volumes, ‘row come ‘too late. Or couldst thou travel of this furnace of affliction the soul stretthés signed the decree that restored to his nation.
up its desires, unto God, then blessed, thrice this, with other jf roperty Romanism .had plunThey - are ignited by friction angelsby the alchemy of smiles. The sa 128 of which were purchased and 111 giv- out thy day beyond Methuselah, tell me,
Bishop
a en, in his late visit to Mex.
blessed, has been“the effect of God's disci-. dered.
ico, was
the air, their customaty velocity be- tans flee at the sight of these redeemers. to Sequte to the mission, by.
{ en, making the evtire nwinber owned by | alas! will eternity be fhe shorter for the Qe: pline, On that farther shore, where insecu- purchase,justthesein time
most desira 0) premises,
¥

~

her husband in declaring her

coasts of Africi are in a difficult field.

hand with God through life (as a little |
child walks hand in.hand with its father
over

with

willingness to remain in the hands of the Ashantees rather than that the missionary treasur
y
should suffer by paying an exorbitant ransom
for them.
The recent advance of the British
troops rendered eithergalternative unnecessary,
The Basle mission is said to be thoroughly evangelical, thoroughly devoted, and spends less on
incidental expenses, probably, than ‘any other
society.
Its missions on the gold and slave

you are conscious of a departure from him,

RESULTS OF AN INVESTIGATION,
Investigation into the particulars of the
late-

But

tations ; go back at once to his bosom’,when

entitled to the office.

death of Mr: Stephens, the missionary

Basle missionary committee their con viction that
)
the Lord’s purpose in allowing their captivit
y
would not be fulfilled till they established a mission in that place.” The young wife of Mr. Ram-

God into your daily work;
eonsult him
about it; offer it to him’ as a contribution
to his service; ask him to help you in it;
ask him to bless it ; do it as to the Lord and

quéstion, Who is Governor ? will probably
be submitted.
The general impression

also gained the assent of the king to the estab
lishment of a mission in Coomassie, Iris capital,

be ‘made if | and more than a year ago they wrdte to the

they were to offer stated prayer seven times

to which the

no-

the release of the captive missionaries, ~

Christian, They even found favor with the king
of the Ashantees, who allowed them to preach
the gospel and likewise to.teach School, They

Wednesday, about onehundred shots being

a day instead of twice.

AFRICA,~ASHANTEE CAPTIVES.

Mr. and Mrs. Ramseyer and their assistant,—by
the late British expedition into the Ashantee
country.
Some further particulars have since
been received,
They were saved, it is said,
through the influence of Prince Ansab, formerly a hostage in England and now an Ashantee

last the knowledge of God which many profess-

ty for the firing, butit is generally conced- | things lasts no progress wowld

.

Field.

In our last monthly mission column, we

nothing of him in his private and domestic

ed that the U. 8. troops did well in restoring-and "preserving peace. ' Baxter, the
acting Governor, has convened ‘an extra

.

* Mission

!
agi
a
* The knowledge of God is gained as the
knowledge of man is gained, by living
much with him. If we only come across a
man okcasionally and in public, and see
him,

will joy-

redeemed

the

rity has no place,

seal thy. choices

and the God of life. will
Frances

chair ‘in life, we can not be said to know

bloodshed

. =
LO

a thousand years? Be wisely
provident, O my soul, and bid vanity, the

was. 161,

. 17.

>

seizure should |idea is, that this was the first rainbow, for
usual plan of how could it have heen any special sign of
classes of cit- comfort to Noah if he had always been ac:repeal all pro- custormed to see it? If there had been
visions of the law. under which moieties of watery clouds before, we know {hat the san
any fines, penalties or. forfeitures, or ‘any does not always form the bow upon them;
share therein, are paid to informers of offi- and, besides, we have no evidence that
it
cers of the ‘customs or other officers of the ever rained before the flood, but rather
te
United States, and requiring the proceeds the contrary, for it is said in one place
that
of all fines, penalties and forfeitures to be the Lord God had not caused it to rain upon
paid into the Treasury. The Secretary of the earth, but there went up "a
mist from
the Treasury is authorized to make suita- the earth, and watered the whole
face of
‘ble compensation to informers and other the ground. If the mist was
sufficient for
persons aiding in the detection of smug- the whole earth, there was no need of rain ;

THE GENERAL THEOLOGICAL LIBRARY.

=

found tn Austra- | not certainly known

to Greenland, one
and another nearly

» 1874.

be repealed, and that such
be made according to the
making seizures from other
izens. It is also advised to

Events of the Week.

|

, {rom aerolites, which fall,
‘at times, in large|ed during its appearence in 1832, while it is
One of the latter,

Swedish expedition
weighing nine tons,
twenty-five tons,

the

oy

)

h

It now remains for ‘astronomers in the fu- | Wore careful examination of the President's | mjgtee that
the law by which the papers | have caused this appearance then as well as ug
ton are tual) uy agit to be
|ture to inérease the number of these coinci- formerly announced opinions in state PA" | and books of merchants are
seized should |after. But the plainest and most obvious of the great difficulties with regard a de
dences, as well as to learn fully how inti- | Pers and In private conversatf
ons, I

progress

“ masses,

oF

rs

TOOMS;

;

mind, that,in mate is the connection between these two satisfied that consistency demanded felt
his
of accurate classes of bodies. As regards the latter, veto. I'wasin the Senate chamber when’
knowledge, superstition disappears, reason we are not without strong evidence that the message was read, and had the opportunity to witness its various effects.
asserts its rightful supremacy, and pheno- shooting stars are disintegrated comets,
The
Schiaparelli, who received the gold medal
friends of the bill was evidently disappointmena formerly producing consternation and
bewilderment, become sources of the sub- of the Royal Astronomical Sgciety “for his ed, while the opponents were elated.
It
limest emotions. Yet it is in no fay sur- discoveries in this department, remarks in was a scene worth witnessing, and I might
prising that, in ancient times, objects of so one of his earliest memoirs, “must we re- describe it at length, but will forbear. Of
rare occurrence as comets, and of such un- gard these falling stars as swarms of small course, in the excitement of the -moment
wonted splendor, should be regarded with comets, or, rather as the products of the wen made prophecies ia respect to its
infear and apprehension.
dissolution of so many great comets? I fluence npon the country and upon the
Astronomers of modern days were 'of the dare make no reply to such a question.” party.
The Republican party is killed,
~ opinion that ancient accounts of comets The latter sentence seems rather to be due say some, and as for General Grant,
he is
were greatly exaggerated, but the “ year to the newness of the subject and the writ- a doomed man, and ten to one he
will be
1843 served to dispel this doubt, for, on the er's caution, for, later, he remarks that fall- burnt in effigy in many places
in the West
28th of Feb.,; one of these bodies was seen ing stars proceed from comets; and al- and South. Others say that
he has, vindigatin broad day light near the sun,by observers though some astronomers still speak ORfuis ed himself, and will, when the
‘excitement
in various parts of the world. The diame- connection, with customary circumspection, of the day is past,” stand higher in public
ter of the nebulosity surrounding the head as gn association of some kind, yet it is estimation than ever before. He can’
bide
was about 36,000 miles, and its greatest quite impossible to avoid the above conclu- his time, and so can the country
. We may
length of tail, 108,000,000 miles.
henceforth look for some legislation upon
On Feb. siofi from a number of considerations,
28, it almost grazed the sun, and sustained among which may be mentioned the follow- the financial issue, more healthy
in its tone
a heat, according to the computations of ing:
abs
and character, for something ha¥ing an
Sir John Herschel, 47,000
times that receiyFirst, As before remarked, it is mathe- ultimaté consummation in a return to a
ed by the earth under ofr
sun. The matically proved that four meteor-streams specie basis. The message will be publish:
“sun's rays united in the fodus of a lens thirty- have orbits identical with those of as many ed everywhere, and will be very general
ly
two inches in diameter and six feet eight Lknown comets. Second, meteor showers read. In my judgment, it carries with
it
inches focal length, melt agate and rock occur at such times as comets are known to both an external and an internal evidence
crystal. Fhe heat which the comet expe- be approaching the earth. Third, It is easi- that the President i’ honest in all his
views
rienced, exceeded this twenty-five times.
ly shown by mathematical analysis that the afd utterances, and the document will be
Shooting stars, or meteors, are small tendency of the spn’s agtraction upon a cos. everywhere admitted to be an able paper.
bodies which fall periodically in large num- mical body, as a qomet,
feebly. held
PHAROS.
bers, usually being éonsumed in the air; | together by its own
dd
gravity, is to disbhi
and the residue reaching the-earth as light integration, Fourth, An actual disruption

to the

pe

aA

| Catbolic priest if regard to the necessity of ‘him many times a day, and more or less all

:

Senator Clayton, from the committee on
military affairs, has introduced a bill for

soldiers in the late war who,

another cycle of revolutions was to be completed in Nov., 1872, and
astronomers
awaited the result with interest and not

without success, for, on the 27th, a copious

proportion

;

3

~

“hi
9
thn>) RET,
&

Wh

making a total of 11,161.
The reading common sorceress of the world, farewell,
| room received regularly ‘79 periodicals, Life and death are before thee ; choose , life,

like any other co’ony on this continent, has
aright to be free and indepentfent. Es

equalization
come a law

the

shower was observed throughout Europe
and America, agreeing precisely . with the

at
patent 10 évery

ER

.

y

Ti
arises, How long can this
CIVJL SERVICE REPORT,
i",
great supply be sustained ?
The
Civil
Service
Commissi
oners
have
is- [ Books had been drawn from the library: by
. In reply to this, Herschel and Heis have’
demonstrated
that the earth in its orbital sued their report and claim to haye accom- 4 Persgns residing in 65 tows, and” villages,
motion intersects over one hundred meteor plished a very decided reform; whether | 80d Tull 50,000 volumes had been consulted
systems with orbits at all angles of inclina- acts will warrant all they claim will be | oF taken from the rooms,’ Since. the, insti;
«doubted by those who have much better op- | tution of the library 12 years ago, ‘books
tion: hence, if the earth, moving ‘in one
s fo know respecting results than
been drawn by persons residing in 203
curve and in a single plane, oncounters sa portunitie
the Commissioners can possibly = haye, | bad
10W0s and districts in six different states,
many, there is no other possible conclusion
That the Civil Service needs reforming is and persons from 22 other states
by the calculus of probabilities, than that
use the

The sweeter the rest will seem;
Then welcome with joy the light which falls
From the sunsets latest gleam,

It is a fact

Pid
ONE

akin

pamphlets given

WASHINGTON, D. C., April 22, 1874.

the question

The longer the day of weary toil

heh, i SR BYE Cr
Comets and Shooting Stars.

a

bh

| the corporation: 11,000.

; that some improvement in
the number of systems is practically infinite. doubtless true
certain directions has been made is also
Previous
to the year 1866, the orbits of
ister letters whenever requested
to do so.
true; but that thy system, now in vogue,
- or s thus’ sent will be at ou¥ risk. Otherwise shooting stars were known
td
resemble has,
the will be at the risk of those
!
sending them.
to any considerable extent, develgped
The regular
charges for
money orders, bank
those of comets, and suspicions’ of their
theitrue wethods of reform is, when yiewed
checks, and Post Office money ordérs may
be deidentity were entertained,
ducted from the amount due, when thussent. Agents
but it remained in the light
of facts, quite doubtful. Sill,
are particularly requésted to make their rgpittances
for Prof. Schiaparelli, of the Observatory of
as large as possible and thus save expensés,
the
Commiss
ion,
shouldit have the cordial
Papers are: forwarded until an Xplicit order is Milan,to give definiteness and mathematical
received by the Publisher for their discontinnance,
support of Congress, may, after a time,
certainty
to
the
subject.
He was impelled work out
and until payment of all arrearagesis made as resome important. reforms in the
i
law.
to the investigation by his own observations
Le
18 particularly Fechiested to note
service, which will more than compensate for
of
the meteors which fell onthe 9th, 10th,
the date on the label for the expiration of his sub.
expenditures that will be made in time and
scription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
and 11th of August, 1866, and obtained as
year, without further reminder from this office.
money. ‘Chis may be hoped.
| the result, that the orbit of the August me~. NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.,
teor-stream coincides with that of comet
:
CUBA.
1. Any person who takes a newspaper regularly
Judge
No.
3.
of
Poland’
the
year
1862...
s
A
resoluti
few
weeks
on, introduced
after
from the
gost-oMee—whether directed to his name or
anothe?®,\or whether he has subscribed
or. not—is
this announcement,
Profs, © Peters
and into the House of Representatives, and freresponsible for the payment.
:
2. Ifa person orders his paper discontinued, he Schiaparelli,
as well as Dr.
Oppolzer, ferred to the committee on foreign rélamust pay all arrearages,or the publisher may con.
recognized the fact that the orbit of the tions, to recognize the belligerent rights
tinue to send it until paymentis made, and collectthe
whole amount, whether the paper is taken fromthe
meteors of the 13th and 14th of November of the Cubans, is attracting much attention
{
' not.
A
courts have decided that refusingto take is'identical with that of comet No. 1, of heye ; but whether the committee
will give
newspapers and periodicals from the post-ofiice, or
1866 (Tempel’s). A month later, it was a favorable report upon the .subject is not
removin
and leaving, them uncalled for, i: prima
/acie evidence of fhtentional fraud.
independently remarked
by Weiss and so clear. As far as I am able to judge, I
2% When Agents receig€
premiums,no per ‘entage Galle that the orbit of comet No,
1. of the think Congress is largely favorable to the
on, moneys sent for the Star isallowed in addition.
sion
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Hence the expression, **a covenant of salt.”

: Prof.

‘| Nu. 18:19. The Arabs of this day,if they

inl
NOTES

BY. PROF.J.

salt with abother, are most

eal ‘bread and

3.

May

Sabbath School Lesson.
QUESTIONS

to another.

to the pledge of one person

Communications.

generally

THE FIVE OFFERINGS,

it

tabernacle,

old

quit’ the

| worn; and go over to occupy the immortal

y

distinct and house eternal inthe heavens.

the masses

-

87. ** This

law,; in the

is the law'of the burnt offer-

gone astray, the sacrifice was a kid, lamb,
y
dove, pigeon, or flour.

The use of the blood of the victim was

the consecrations, and of the sacrifice of the

not the same as in the burnt offering. It
was put (1.) on the horusof the two altars
(2.) sprinkled seven times before the vail
of the sanctuary; (3.) poured out, at the

i

peace offerings.”

THE BURNT OFFERING.
An account-of its nature is found in Lev,

1:3—17; 6:8—13.

It was

so called be-

cause it ‘was entirely consumed on the altar.
Burnt offerings might be either voluntary
gifis of the individual, or offeriflgs required
of him, by law, or p8blic sacrifices at the

disposition

LE

of the body was still more distinct. The
inward fat, or the suet, was burnt on the
altar. The rest of the animal, if offered
of the priest or of the congrecost of, and for the benefit of, the whole’ for the sin
carried outside of the. camp
community.
This is the most ancient form gation, was
Allusion is made to this cusburned.
and
of sacrifice known to the Scriptures, and
to Christ, in- Heb. 13:
reference
a
in
tom
was that which the patriarchs practiced. It
offering “was made
sin
When the
stands therefore as the fepresentative of all, 12, 13.
ion, the flesh becongregat
the
of
ome
and is especially to be studied in searching by
was eaten in the
and
priest,
the
to
longed
for ‘the fundamental -idea of sacrifice. In
be noticed that this
will
It
e.
tabernacl
connection with the burnt offerings both
, though not
meat and drink offerings were by the law offering has primary reference

LY i

that is, to sins
victim for limited, to sins of ignorance,
intention, but
e
deliberat
by
d
committe
‘not
ox, sheep,
they should
Why
to be with- through inadvertence.
mistakes,
make
who
guilty
as
who gives’ be regarded
are of
they
existence
whose
law,
a
cross
‘and
best gratitude, and to him belongs the consecration at the time, ignorant, can only be explain- of whatever is best in our possession, as a ed by criminality for the ignorance. They
type of all we have. The application of ought not to be ignorant of the revealAgain,
this thought to modern piety will be seen, ed and written law 'of Moses.
e
legislativ
a
,
and needs by each teacher to be consider- this was a state endctment
no
since
und
politic,
body
the
for
ed. The age of the victim, when of the provision
flocks or herds, was defined, probably, to state can, in safety, admit innocent igne-

required.
Nu. 15:3,4.
The
this offering might be either an
‘goat, dove or a pigeon. It'was
out blemish, because the Lord
us all we have is worthy of our

prevent, in the cupidity of the worshiper,
the presentation of an old.and less valuable animal. Lev. 9:3; Micah 6:6.
The
victim was brought by the individual to
_ the altar, if it was a private offering, his
hand was laid om its head, and then

it was

settled.

question.

and arranged on the altar *‘ in order,” that
-is, as the Jews say, in the way they were
"in the living animal, and then the whole

sacrifice went up in the fire and smoke to
God. - The idea in the burning was not
«consumption, but the sending up to God.of

while the rest was

used,

tom

of the

altar.

of blood,

amount

The

extent

of sacri-

for claiming that

it could

the

by the frequency and
fices, is a reason

off at the bot-

turned

not havé been wholly poured
tar. It would bave kept it
blood. The Mishna reports
south-west corner of the altar
conducting away the blood

When the turtle dove

upon the aldrenched in
that, at the
provision for
was made,

was

or the pigeon

offered, the imposition of hands on its
head was not required, and the slaying of

the bird was by the priest.
[N

ply

This would im-

the sacrifice was always killed by him.

The blood of the birds Was ised for the
same objects as that of the animals, In
thé

spring, the

were

est each year

no more than in

tions,

turtle doves come in flocks

offerings were
the

for sins against

originally

sanctuary, then

other offenses.

ard to

extended

The

Hebrews! evidently

knew the difference, but we do not; We
notice several ‘peculiarities: (1.) Confeéssion was required ; (2.) restitution énjoin-

ed; (3) a fifth in excess of the loss, dded

to the Nottingham, Northwoad, Epsom,
and a few other churches, all on the plan
of the bequest ‘0 the Deerfield church;—
all these S. S. books for all ‘coming years

directed it should be read at his funeral,—

he

makes

a

record

much

others,

he ‘composed

was sung

the hymn, which

gation, and, still more singuHis re- by the congre
lar, and yet like himself, he wrote, some-

in these

came

g-house in Lee, April 8, 1872,
words :—** It was my custom on retirmg, to Union meetin
2 o'clock, P. M.—I make some extracts from

read a chapter

in

my.French

or

Hebrew

The

H. Yearly. Meetiig,

delegate.

sessions of
usuallyis a

He attended several sessions of
twice, I

was

;

think, a member of that body.
The Second Ossipee church is located in

region,

sparsely © settled

a

bf or-

But however complete the system

seldom

He

his ministry,

failed of being present at the

gets shaky and mustbe repaired,

several years prior

to

the

which,

for

war,

and

late

:

had considerably
during its continuance,

ganismis, its efficiency is still dependent.

omi}

churches of our beloved

Zion,

heathen

the

of Asia and Africa can expect no help. No
such friend as Paul to raise a cry for the
needy of foreign lands.
There is certainly a vast responsibility in

this matter,

a duty to be done that

and

can not be neglected without incurring the
just indignation of God upon the careless,
and where would it seem to rest so fairly
as upon those who stand to beseech the
world in Christ's stead to become reconciled to him, and yet fail todo as becomes
the true apostles of God ? "Is it not hoped

and with what else we know of the man,
one

sees

the

interior

life

sufficiently,

form of the loved friend, now
though

All were ‘mourners,

to

relative of the deceased.”

departed.

and occasioning pecuniary loss to others
connected with him. But adversity, which
not only tries friends but characters,

found our dear brother true in these vexatious difficulties. He did what he could
to prevent loss to the concern, surrendering his property more freely than his
friends, and even some of his co-partners,
wished, grieving mostly that he had been
in any mapper instrumental in bringing
‘
pecuniary harm to others.
* Bro. Chick as a citizen was highly re-

not one was a

I will give a

being

true,

it

ceases

to be

;—as a Christian he
spected and beloved

e ;—
‘disciple
pl
of a true
was a worthy exam

This

bebalf of “‘every creature.”

in

and in bis pulpit efforts logical, convincing

an optional

and, at times, really eloquent.’
He ordinarily enjoyed good health,

work with man, for it is God's werk. In
half of the hymn he had composed, now" Jike manner, it ceases to be a» matter of
pray well is to study well,” said Luther, sung by the congregation to the tune of feeling, as some may have regarded it. - It
Old Hundred:
i
;
apd the history of Christ's ehurch, and of
is a matter of conscience, a duty which
I
thank
Thee
in
the
$aviour’s
name,
written,
fully
well,
must be met by all, even to the poor widow
the ‘whole ‘world as
That Thou’st sustai
my feeble frame,

account for a manifest growth in grace and
the attainment of a high type of piety. “To

‘would teach that ‘men of much faith and
prayer have always been the truly great

|

family

circles

abroad.

with her mite.

That’s free from sin and worldly strife,

work may receive its needed support, and
that is that everybody should look upon it

Where cares are o’er and trialy cease,
And all God’s people dwell in peace.

After fitting remarks by A. G. Comings,

of Lee, he added, **It had been assigned

to him, by request, and appointment, to
read the funeral sermon in rhyme,”—

which

and

he

now

did,

solemnity "=and

* with

‘distinctness,

further on in the

services, he also ‘read his self-written epitaph. “ Numerous short,but very touching,
impressive and feeling addresses were
made by the following ministers, repre-

senting

several

namely,

“denominations,

Mass. ;L. P.
of. North;
Dover; D. W. C.

J. Burnham Davis, of Lynn,

He loved children, | Bickford and George W'.. Ashby,

account of inward fat was burnt,

was a remarkatle worker.

and

A year or two

before his death anxieties and excessive
labor began to make inroads on his vigorous physical constitution, and he gradually declined in health. - Yet he kept ac-

:

And taught me by Thy Spirit's power,

To be prepared for-death’s last hour.
I’m thankful there’s a future life,

the labors

and anxieties of the last years of his life
were greatly increased by his connection
with this undertaking. A variety of untoward events ‘ conspired to render the
enterprise at last a failure, taking from
Bro. Chick a large portion of his earnings -

those in churches having such pastors as
neglect this essential theme, that are far
ahead of their pastors ?
There are but two questions that can be

ing

Consequently,

to retire from it.

by every true child of Christ, that there be

may with whom he was a fayorite. . I never saw wood; J. Meader, of
that the offerings alone
ce,
!
10 the country, and tarry through the sea- |g ot occurren
sindied
} som, but the pigeons remain the year round. bo
him cast down or dispirited; and I feel | Durgin, of New Market; J. W. Lees, of
Ji:
.
e StudieC,
The law usually required two birds-as an
quite sure that he kad not his dwelling Lee; J. Stearns, Epping;” and near the:
THE PEACE OFFERING.
+ +
;
Lev. 5:7.
offering.
pros-,
of
view
in
among the tombs,and that the blues,or jeil- close the throne of grace was addressed
made
1t was an offering
;
bi
abide with in solemn earnestness by Bro. Davis. I
THE MEAT OFFERING.
perity which the worshiper had enjoyed ousy; or fretfulness did not
he drank given part of his epitaph, as other parts
lips,
his
fo
put
cup
earnestly sought. Some have thought him» The
At the time of the translation of the Bi- or
. Hope- of it were quoted in a former chapter. “In
ngs.
murmuri
or
s
The
complaint
offering.
without
thank
a
it might be called
dis- memory of B. Van Damfe.—His birth was
ble, meat’ meant ‘food; rather than flesh.
with
three causes of it werer(1.) thanksgiving; fal when others would be filled
The. meat offering is food offering, or rather
work
to
onward
in Holland, Earope, June 21, 1807,—died
steadily
The
moved
trust, he
vows; (3.), spontaneous piety.
meal or flour offering. It is a distinct sdc- (2:)
therecalled
Nottingham, April 8, 1872, aged 064
as
in
last,
After
should
day
herd.
the
or
while
flock
might be of the
rificeof animal fogd. Some authors. think. victim
burdens years. ‘Bendath: this tarf reposes one who
the ‘laying on of -hinds it was slain. The unto by the Master: + He bore his
this offering never was made alone, but in
well,
in
as
was a stranger in a strange land; but who
his-tasks
the blood used
patiently, he did

connection with others.

M, held during

read a chapter in my Greek Testament, |
coffin. was borne to the front.
with careful meditation on some text, and ham, the
and with order, "quiet,
pulpit;
the
of
commit my soul to God’s keeping for the
the evangelization of heathen
people, by invitation, asked, *theIs legitimate
the
solemnily,
and
work eof the gospel?”
day by prayer.” With such private comnations
upon the
munings with his Saviour year after year, came aroundto lock once more
Christ has long since affirmed this in plead-

as'a fine; (4.) a ram was the victim, with “and good, whom in time the nations and
. 5:6. It has been God have come to honor as the truest benefactors to then,
i
La
said that, in this passage, instead of tresforfeit.”
pass offering we might read
Cheerfulness, hopefulness and self-reliThe chief objection to’ this change is that ace were prominent in Van Dame;
it is the same word that we find, in other To us he seemed very cheerful when in
his - sickplaces, translated trespass offering, a (1 heath; and #hotwithstanding
call it ¢ forfeit” here, would help us to un- nesses seen to have been exceedingly
derstand the peculiarities of the trespass abundant, few persons have enjoyed life
offering elsewhere. This word ofteli means
moré than he. No one studied the classong thing in one place and another thing"in jos with truer zest,—the higher mathematanother place, and taking this view of it, jos were his real joy,—all researches after
‘truth and knowledge were ‘his meat and
we will be inclined to accept the eiange.
Fer an account of the sacrificesiat the or- drink. Never a family of his own, he was
dination of Aaron and his sons to the ‘always the welcome friend and: guest in

This a

That occasion

should come.

the exception in

priesthood, see Lev. 8.

With’ one excepof that organization.
tion, when kept at home with a dislocated
limb, he attendpd every session of the Q.

zation of permanent agercigs ; and the sec-

entitled, * Funeral of Rev.
Bible, and a psalm in English, with prayer, a printed sheet
B. Van Dame.” This says :—** Everything
and, before closing
my qyes in sleep repeat
conddcted in the simplicity of the
the Lord’s prayer in Latin,and in the morn- was
ements which he had made. On
ing, just before or immediately after rising, arrang
the arrival of the hearse from Notting-

Com-

tinction does not hold. Lev. 5:2—4.

made by

noble advocates of the cause, but. we would
use them conditionally. The first should
be for the purpose of effecting the organi-

each

$100

of S. S. books ;—and

purchase

of the highest

order,—his rules of conduct. toward

The idea has been advanced that trespass

in

manner,

a copious

And his principles

pared with Lev. 4:2, 13, 27.

some commentators say, *‘ poured out,”
or ‘ cast over,” or ‘ abroad” is meant.
Bush consistently thinks. the sprinkling to
in.

sin,” in the Heor

all,

English. Tn what respects the nature of
the trespass offering differs from that of the
Some have
sin offering is not known.
,
commission
of
sins
for
supposed one to be
the other for sins of omission, but the dis-

the sacrifice. The disposition made of the
blood should be studied. .It was used for
sprinkling the altar. Instead of “sprinkle,”

which only a part of the blood was

at

that

demonstrations

For several years he was clerk

cils, &c.

We would not underestimate the mission

the General Conference, and

It is a principle of morals
do the same.
that when ignorance of the law is innocent,
the violation of the law is innocent. This
offering was not confined to sins of ignorance.

« Trespass” differs from

manner will make a thriving missiotr.
are being

by the

demand

much in

Q. M,,of whichhe was a member, being
often required to.acton committees, coun~

each ;—$150 to
for the benefit

—his aims and purposes of life.

brew, scarcely

His time was

the N.

ligious habits were guaged according to
what lengthy and in rhyme, his own funerthe strictest terms of Christian discipleship.
, more than two years before his
Whatever he did for others, he would never al sermon
and designated a brother minister
death,
neglect religious personal instruction and
who should read it, when the occasion
duty. In respect to his secret daily devoin the

This sacrifice was made both for sius of
ignorance and for sins wittingly done.

bleod was caught in the bowl, by the priest,
its body was cut in pieces, washed, saited

poor of his own neighborhood.

upon its use. We have no fears in placing” lessened its population. Bro. Chick, who
amongst the foremost means of quickening had truly been a father to the church, beto be inscribed with the name of B. mission action, the pulpit in its normal came quite anxious for its future welfare,
are
There being a
Van Dame as the donor. The Will gave ‘Sabbath influence. Let the pulpit give its and perbaps existence.
enjoyments are those connected with the
$50 to a minister with whom he was most proper place to the subject that was the ‘good water power in the vicinity, he conexercise of his intellect.”
i
’
ely acquainted, and lesser sums, vision of prophets, the song of the sacred ceived that it mightbe used to advantage
Principle and conscience were the key intimat
from $25, down to $5, to his washer-wom- poets, the consolationof the redeemer, the and bring in an increase of population,
to his character and life. Never was there
labor of the apostles, the ingathering of that would benefit the church and coman, seamstress, and several poor widows,
a man more conscientious,—through water
—all going to show:zhat he was *‘faithful in the gentiles, and the missions would have wunity. With his usual zeal. for the puband through five, if duty led the way. He
a new standing in the church, a fresh de- lic good, he set about the work; and the
chose the right, if it put him among minor- that which was least.”
hing
about his funeral must be velopment in the world. It is to us a mys- result was, that the Ossipee Hosiery: com-,
Everyt
ities. He could honestly quote the words
modest ahd unpretewding. His coffin must tery, the abstinence of good men from this pany was incorporated, and a manufac
of Paul: “1 herein exercise myself to have’
be plain and unadorned. A’ writer says:— theme. We ask, has Christ given such a tory of woolen goods established. It was
always a conscience void of offense todifferent theme, than the apostles received, Bro. Chick's intention, when the enter‘ The arrangements for his funeral were
ward God and toward men;” and he
made with minuteness, written out by him- —a field less broad to be burdened - with? prise was in successful operation, to comadmired these lines of Pope,—
other
self, and committed to his intimate friend, Are their eyes never toturn with a look of mit the management of its affairs to
he
work,
the
lands?
begun
dark
having
these
But
to
parties,
compassion
and
pity
d,
of Lee, a co-worker of
Jonathan Cartlan
‘What conscience dictates to be done,
incompatihas
past
indeed
the
and
as
Or warns me not to do;
found it difficult,
many years in works of reform.” What If the fatureis to be,
This, teach me more than hell to shun,
circumstances,
is singular, he wrote his own epitaph and been, mainly helped by pastors of the ble with honor, under the
Tuat, more than heaven pursue.

THE TRESPASS OFFERING.

After the animal was killed, and its flowing

have been done

great quickness and clearness. ‘He
ergetic and prompt;—spirited in all his
efforts. Is very firm and persevering in
all the operations of his mind. Relies on
his own resources;—has strong sense of
independence. Is disposed to comtemplate
spiritual subjects. Has a reformatory spirit ;—has talents asa writer. His highest

show

were sure to

the courtésy of returning the minister's
weékly visits by their Sabbath attendance.
A house-going agency.” we say, in like

as may have fallen: into
ond to dh
Jxperience shows that from the
the Deerfield F. B. church disorder.
of its Sunday school, the languor that steals over all human arrangekept always, and the inter-’ .ments, the most complete systems get out
to be appropriated in the of trim in four or five years, machinery

rance of the laws, but makes every one
responsible for a knowledge of the law, so

If we took the passage in Lev. 1:5,

for authority, there would be no

people; as the people

two others, as his Will is not at hand) $100

acts with principal to be
is en-

mental features ns,—‘‘ His mind

this&Jewish state, for the public good, must

slain by the worshiper, or by the Levites,
or the priest ;—which, can not be definitely

One thilifgis needful ib order “that this tively about his Master’s business until a
short time
ended. He
very dayof
January 9,
be honored

as a legitimate work, one that they haye
to do. If this be the feeling, then we
got
are ready to begin

our foreign

with full faith and ready support.
The

second

element

which

operations

determines

the state of mind with the church we say
We say, not
is their foreign operations,

l Hymn.
A Santa
Rae

the ‘foreign laborer alone, but, wherever he
may be, he is but one of the responsible
persons among the 70,000 of our denomi:

Here 1s a Santal hymn, which dear Mahes
used to sing almost constantly. Its pe-

nation.” When the temple and walls of Jerusalem. were being rebuilt after the seyenty years' captivity of the Jews, the few
who may bave had charge of the work
The
were not all the responsible ones.
face of every Jew was Zionward. If he

culiar méter, tune

let the feelingof duty and love rest with
all who love God, for they should likewise
love his work over all his Zion.’
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MN

and

make ,it

idiom, all

more charming in its native tongue than
it can be in 4 foreign one, This rendering is veryin adequate :

_ JESUS, THE TRUE RICHES.
Be diligent to find these, O my sonl.

The Lord Jesus left his place in heaven and
|:
came to this world,

go dup to help, he did so: if not, he
coul
prayed, like Daniel, with his face toward
So
Jerusalem, that it might be prospered.

Lan.

before his earthly career was
was able to walk-about, the
his death, which took place
1874. His memory will ever
by those who knew his worth.
B. F. PARKER.

0 my soul; for thy sake;
He, for the good of man, took man’s body.

%

0 my soul, for thy sin,
What lieavy agony he endured

Gethsemane ;

In the garden of
gave
{ Omy soul,it was for thy great sin, that he
. up his life on the cross.

ih

: Rev.

John Chick.

That man, who, with faith in his heart;

;

i
a blameless life,
The last few yearsof his life he was in was surrounded ‘by friends, cherished in
, while the flesh fell, in part,
Rev. John Chick was born in Berwick, Lives
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to
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teach,
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to
now
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child,
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a
rest.
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While
1806.
Me., Dec. 29,
The riches beyond all price,
pendently. Lev. 2. The character of the | to the priest,
rs., “In connection: with it, ‘preach, went sud a portion of the time brance.
father, Robert Chick, removed: his family The riches that last forever, and never grow
offering was simple, but of three varieties: | to the worshipe
ways
glad
of
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visits.
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among
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©
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My
life
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toilsome,
at
were
a
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to Ossipee, N. H. John did pot receive
(1.) fine flour, with oil and frankincense ; a meat and a - drink That part of this sac. Evidently
My warfare is o'er,’
the tabernacle was ripening for
offered,
very thorough religious training; and bis|
(2.) unleavened cakes of fine flour ‘mixed | Same time
ory
161
heaved”
‘
and the soul maturPoor, sinful and weak, '
1.51
was
grave,
the
wmowsy
priest
of
the
rest
to
the
a
given
Fifice
|
and
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with
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educational advantages were {quite limited, Listen, O my forgetful soul;
with oil: (3.), * dried
When
deda
immortality.
with
behind,
imply
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to
a
clothed
be
without
Lord,
to
leave
ing
the
I
world
before
This
averaging, during childhood, two months Come and lay hold of Christ’s feet;
frankincense. This offering was not” al- | * waved” it to the Lord.
i
;
about twenty-two years of age, he had writ- At peace with God,~1I trust with all mankind.”
a year at the common School. ’ His early 0 my soul, immortal. joy in joy shall be yours;:
‘lowed to contain leaven, or honey; why, ication of
among
offerings was given

88. The law of ‘the
no reason in connection with the prohibithe guide of the service
tion appears, Some have supposed leaven | on Sinai, and was
all was fulfilled.
unti]
people
God's
of
and
heart,
the
a symbo) of corruption ‘in
of the Old Testastudy
Many lessons the
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Notice that - they
.
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s
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vinegar, to promote fermentation.
of the
best
the
that
Notice
'
.
offerings
‘will
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is constrained reasoning. The * oil”
the place

of butter

devoted ‘to God.
flock or herd was” ‘devoted

Con-

ten in his first New Testament,
1
other words, these: ~~

CHING

It points to heavenly mansions,
Beyond this world’s abode,
Where we shall dwell forever

?

With angels, saints; and God.

From this time onward till death, 42
years, studying the Bible as his daily companion, the sentiment above expressed,

answers
offering we are exFrankincense was added: because | sider what kind of an 12:1.
Remember to the hope ultimately of ** dwelling forever,
Ro.
of its * sweet savor” iu the sacrifice. Of hotted to make. the value’ of these sacriclass
‘with angels, saints, and God,” brightened
the
to
how
|
this offering, according to the form in which
the orientals

with us.

The .place of his, burial is in Epping,.in
the beautiful yaid of Hon, 8. P. Dow,

,
manhood was. oocupled Tn farming and | You shall find a place in heaven,
April
~
various mechanical employments.
who died many years ago, was
near the grave of Ensign John Dow, his 19, 1828, he married Miss Cosby Hanson, J Rama,
like Mahes, and it is interestmuch
very
patron father in youth,—where long cher- of Ossipee, who, although for many years
Jacob, Rama’s son, is marthat
us,
to
ing
ished love and friendship had invited his. an invalid, still survives him. ~~
#
ried to Ruth, Mahes’ daughter,a most excelchoice; as also his interest and desire had
in 1830 Bro. Chick became a lent couple, Jacob is the native co-pastor,
Early
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supported by the church, till
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they:
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the loved and lamented.
Ossipes church. = Soon’ afver, the Second chosen superintendent of the S, 8, when
which
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Bro. James went to the Santals, and he is
Bro. Chick becime a member, rétain- a splendid one, We have concert every
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from: the loy- ‘an article in the ‘Morning “Star, Rev. Jo- The Mission and thé Churches.
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daily lives !
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month, and have verses, dialogues, &c.,
.

just as home folks do.
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at
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in the hapds-of each disciple of Christ.
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Jicly: Ata
Christian professor
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more
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.
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«coveri
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| own: handwriting was
night partake. Salt-was a neces-1 en the life of ‘all wlio receive them.
for the most
was,
Le
1873,
to
1833
From
of ,the Christian
day and night of April 1st. ‘With his own the state, at any time
jent in every sacrifice, and is] Alas! how many sorfows, sharp thorns trembling hand, he ‘began his entry: for mind,in réference to missions. First, their part the minister of the , church of which
eason | of trouble that we think the pierced hands Tuesday, thé 24, which was: finished by home organizations; and, second, their he was a member. En 1840 and 1841 he [2or the bleeding fect can never be acoustombored with the First Wolfeborough church,
:
another hand.” He, died, the next day, foreigh' operations.
ed to, have to be accepted as a part of our
64
subsequently spent two years with the
and
aged
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The
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past
when
the
friends
of
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April 8d, 1872, in
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base of the brazen altar.
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Nothing
of this.

house:going minister made a church-going

His last
certainly, disposed of his remaining effects,
after this manner:—To our Benevolent
Societies, (Foreign Missionary, Home Missionary, Education, and I think one or

ized at twelve years old. Unquestionably
the external organism, as servant to do
the master’s bidding, indicates the status
of the directing mind within, and by carefully studying ‘the human face, one may
judge of the soul's qualities. The phrenological examination read out quite plainly such

. He received but littlé compensation for

bis labors as .a minister—not more than
$2000 fora service of forty years. Yet,
beinga very hard working man, he was
enabled to acyuire a property of about
$3000 value, although contributing quite
largely to various benevolent enterprises,
and*being a’ generous benefactor to the

to say, thata

Dr. Chalmers was. wont

to Northwood Academy.
American- excellent library
unique, original
minute,
Will,

‘eign’ nativity, though he was

a ruler or one of the *‘common people” had

ing, of the meat offering, and of the sin offering, and of the trespass offering, and of

principle of domiciliary visits.
tried can take the place
yet

and tones suggested a forHis countenance

when

Ossipee. (As he found opportunity; he
visited most of the churches in the Q. M,

treasury to the

people on a well organized plan

!

* lesser sin- offering,”

the

and moving

tervals,

which

,

this church he resided on bis farm in
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these

to the treasury by

preach

Falls church. + He also

ed with the Ossipee and Wakefield church
about three years. While laboring with

peals which at best ¢an only be made at in-

His very peculiar eccentricities
marked in Prof. Van Dame, and his eccen~ had cropped out on occasions all along his
THE SIN OFFERING.
tricities prominent. His. personal appear
LEVITICUS 7: 87, 83,
y
life, ure exhibitedin the ehuracteristic
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impressed you. His physique arrest:
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u
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rities of his Will, and the minute
GoLpEN Text: —By him therefore
the law. ed attention at once. His stature was less peculia
offer the sacrifice of praise to God con~ will offering, but is requbyired
tshe made for his own funeral.
weight «one arrangemen
tinually, that is, the fruit of our lips, 1ts victims were various. In what may be than medium, his ordinary
sly, when he could use them
previou
had
lithe, He
.
called the *¢ greater sin offering,”.a bul- hundred ‘pounds,he was slender,
giving thanks to his name.
his philosophical - and
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,
longer
no
9
with an iron constitution and ‘rouscies of chemical apparatus fo the New Hampton
—
lock was required, that is, when the whole
rapid.
NOTES AND HINTS.
| congregation, or the priest, had broken the steel, his voice clear, his movements
Institution, and the most of his large and

J
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God's goodness.

Effingham

movements of the pulpit and platform, or
‘be content that this cause should rest on the
strength of periodic eloquent advocacy.
Phere is a vast difference between moving

and

so wasted

Fe

‘sions should be satisfied with the oecasional

| must have been a release and a joy to

vg

was “very

" Individuality

of

acknowledgment

and

« | thanksgiving,

student of Van Dame's, and a participator

| reduced to less than fifty pounds, “and

AS A MAN AND'CHRISTIAN.
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a mode
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regarded

been

old

Davis, an

Y

1874.

in the services of his funeral, “informs me

* CHAPTER XII.
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that his weight previous to his death was
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gelical faith, or sets them
up as targets for
his ridicule. A sanctuary thus used will

TRE

“sarAll communications designed for publication

.

snould be addressed to the Editor; and all letters on
business, remittances of money, &c., should be ad
dressed to the Publisher, .

The special Premiums offered for a limited time to both old and new subscribers

set forth on our third

page. We ask the attention of our readers
to these offers. We also suggest that they
call the attention of those who are not now

subscribers, both to the Star
special Premiums.
They
more than one important

dy to these

~~

ful; trying to scent heresy in the fresh .and

ol thus serve
end by a small

outlay of time and effort.

effective preacher’s magnetic speech ; ready

and eager
;

aword.

to make a man an offender for
We seem to sce something of this

in Mr. Patton’s indictment of Prof. Swing.

>>

We shall be gladto know that we are -mistaken
; but it wears that aspect. Some of

* Old Theology, or New?

his points appear trivial; his proofs now
The formal indictment of Rev. David
Swing, Presbyterian Professor and preach-

and then are weak; he seems to strain the
language which he quotes; it is as though

er in Chicago; for

he

heresy,

is a

noticeable

indictment

has

many counts or items,

and there is enough of it to crowd three or
four columns with small type. All the
formalities are carefully observed.
The
document suggests the work of an experienced ecclesiastical lawyer. .The charges
are specific; they are couched in technical
language; they conform to prescription
and precedent; they are buttressed by ample referénces to and quotations from Prof.

Swing’s publishd

-

writings;

several emi-

nent clergymen are mentioned

es who

should

as

witness-

be summoned to testify at

the trial; and the whole

tone

of the

thing

is such as shows that the accuser is in dead
earnest, that ‘he means businéss, and is in

no

or

Fi

mood to put up with shuffling, evasions

needless

delay. Prof. Swing’s general

offense is, that he fails to teach and

defend

« the theological dogmas of the Westminster
Confession of Faith, and, instead of this,
allows himself to speak lightly of some of
those dogmas as though he held them to
bes false, and teaches other and antagonistic
sentiments such as are found in the writ-

ings of heretics and liberals,
‘Such a procedure

rare. Formal
~quent things.

as this is becoming

trials for heresy are infreThey seem almost novelties,

or like the coming back of bygone experiences. Thought is allowed a larger lati-

tude than formerly. Truth is trusted more
in debate. Error is tolerated so as to be in
no great danger of violence. It is not
much fought with the sword, the dungeon

and the fagot,

There is indeed 3 growing

indifference to it that hasmo great merit,
and that is more to be deplored than gloried in. The toleration accorded to false

opinions is sometimes more the fruit of
stupid cowardice than of calm and confi-

\

dent bravery; instead of standing for a gen-

“But whatever else may be affirmed of
this Chicago accuser, he certainly seems to
be a man who has positive religious opinions, who holds them to be sacred and vital,

the uniform.

Flexible life is a thousand

times more than routine
stiffness. Methods in the
grow better as time and
with them. ' And so, while

The Churches and the Indians.
r———

.

Perhaps: if the whole Indian Tace in this
country should be finally brought into the
condition of actual civilization, there would

still be a class of irrepressibles who would
call the work a failure, and say that peaceable treatment of. the Indians was only so
much wasted effort.
So long as the tribes remain, it is per-

haps idle to expect them

as a class to be

anything’ else but rude in conduct and unworthy of complete
confidence.
Their
blood ean hardly be expected to work itself free of its traditional elements, so long

as. they remain Indians. When it does,
they will in a sense have become something
else.

For, regard

provement is the part that the chureh,
through its missionary efforts, has had in it.
than

bev its exponent and defender. + A‘faith like
that has always a=ublime element in it,

lett” for

the

Christain

and he who embodies it ‘commands a respect akin to that with which ‘we follow the

method

of

good

show the best, though

surveillance,

and all similar methods, have oftener failed

succeeded.

It’ seems

to have

been

method, that is, the

faith

and
by

plete, results, - That

kinduess,

no

means

to

com-

this method, has al-

martyrs of history to the stake, and dismiss ready succeeded so well is its best claim (o
them to heaven as their souls are swept up further confidence and support.
in the chariot of flame. ‘There may beThe Jast report of the Seeretary of the

some human passion mixing itself” with the Board
+ Christian fidelity ; the belligerent will may sented
clasp bands with the trustful self-surren- partial
der ; no soul gets wholly clear of earthliness year's
the

flesh.

But

a

real

martyrdom is always a grand thing; and
they

who have put moral conviction above

mammon

and friendship and life have done

TAR,

They ‘exercise and

APRIL
naintain his rights.

of Indian Commissioners, lately preto Congress

and

now

printed for

official reports

agents; teachers
and oth-

“much to set the firmamentof history with ers, conversant with the work at the agenfadeless stars. Possibly Mr. ‘Patton may flee: A partial summary contains much
have added a little to the emphasis of his nteresting matter in this connection. It
challenge and indictment by personal am- shows that the Protestant Episcopal church,

+ Calvinism.

Tt is worth something, in these

“ days of doubt and

shallying,

compromise and

shilly-

to find a man who reads off his

= evangelical creed as if he were giving a
military order, and contends for it when he

sées it imperiled as he would charge upon
a battery. A thorough moral earnestness

is always refreshing.

!

“This case, thus referred to, suggests (wo.

thoughts that ure worth considering :

Be “3

The

A

indiffere

quite

board.—The American

nColEt

a large sum

The

Knox's prayers more

the

to him, and
that thé soldiers will soon retire to’ more
It is noticeable that the

power of

armies. Need we mention the power of
prayer as seen in the lives of Wesley, Brainerd, Edwards, Payson atid many still engaged in the work P It is rather late, now,
to propose materialistic tests, as though

get the office the question were altogether

President has

viptinlly kept his hand out ‘of this Arkan|
air. And this is producing an imfon on the minds of some that he is

Indians, presided over by Christian persons

and

political evil that now

threatens

the

tive abstraction.

patriots and Christians, for the

also bad its forces in the

each would be greatly helped in ‘correcting

favorably

of

dent of each

it is

other.

It should

fortunately getting,

their achieve-

it. Especially
tions be less
its care, in which schools and churches are managers, that
well sustained.—The Baptist Home Mis- -#0 powerfully

It bas six general agencies under

the

attention

other has been tried

let them insist that
under the control of
the mercenary spirit
prevails in "the public

tions the past year.—The Catholics

‘We firmly believe ‘that thef way

to the

best care of the Indians lies in the direction

aboye indicated. Of course, there will always be outbreaks of the aboriginal nature.
No effort of missionary or soldier will preBut the ultimate effect of love,

that ¢* avarice of God”
managed to call it, that
whatever may be good
soul, must seemingly be
complete civilization of
nature is capable.

The

as somebody has
divine greed after
or worthy in the
to realize the most
which the Indian

Double Governor

contests for

is still fresh in

immediately

be-

States Marshals,

Judges, &c., the President not hesitating
“to interfere in the matter, and thus, by as-

suming authority’ which

in no

There

is no ‘more natural

of the heart than prayer.

semse be-

ages and nations.
tion or individual

One of these

is unbelief.

do not receive, becanse

expression

We

we ask

of

city.

abide

his name among the list of candidates.
Whatever may
be the outcome of it, and
it would certainly be remarkable if Glas-

and

gow should come all the way to America

in the

ness,

thousands of drinkers

have

been

re-

helped.

that the

Let the friends of temperance see

work doesn’t stop for want’

countenance,

.

“

retical or

practical,

pray?

duty to take care of my health, I am
naturally of a cheerful, hopeful disposition,

—CIvIL

excellent hedlth, and 1 take care-of myself.
I believe that hard work in a healthy body

Impossible.

nize the God of the universe—not as some |
general conception or abstract force, but a

SERVICE

REFORM

AGAIN.

Je-

Doubtless a good many persons have begun to regard -this thing as a mere fiction.

per

This’ is the spirit
need, aid never

is a false theory

He

can not
receive

it in’

a prayerless

state.

about the counforeign climes..
with you, and
the months of

urging it was mainly for effect in its campaigns, and there have seemed to be so
frequent violations of both the spirit and

the hot months, and return to you

the letter

of its rules,

that.one

may

be

a.and peace, Suchis |

is exactly

for me to remain at home, attending to wy

ay and June, go to the mountains during

the fall.

early in

I don't need a six months’ yaca-

tion. When I'am broken down I will take
it—auntil then you have got to fake it every

Sunday.”

ceived,

Moreover, he has in the remark

quoted

above,

President, in which

of

right rule for that ¢lass whose work is sim-

bearings

amount of rest for mental and physical recuperation, but to waste no time ** in seooting about the country, or wandering about
in foreign climes.”
;

Eaton, has just presented its report
the

subject

to the

the House, as well as in its

upon.

The remarks are partly characteristic of
Mr. Beecher. He is not the man to consent
to martyrdom in any sense, nor to either

indulge or allow much sentiment over the
consideration

which

his case has lately re-

practically

laid down

officers.

The President himself, in trans

sideration.

Well, words are cheap, espe-

cially when they are written by a clerk, Of

that this isa

very important matter which this commis.
sion is charged

with perfecting.

at present treated there

Bat

it

might. nearly as

wellbe no such commission

and no such

talk of reform, But the reform can be
achieved,and greatly needs to be. Shall it?

the

ilar to his own ; namely, to take the proper

general administration, and upon the char- |
acter, attainments and efficiency of the ——VEroED.
mitting the report to Congress, makes the
usual remarks about the gravity of the
subject to which he thus calls their attention, and asks for it their favarable con-

Missionary Associ-

Doni

dent of the United States, meant to be the,
guardian and patron of those privileges,
should thus be using assumed authority
against théth, is infinitely worse."
_ |

Orleans,

Two Gove

.

d

’
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That President Grant can do
some things as well as others, is forcibly il-

lustrated in his recent veto of the Congres-sional finance bill. The bil} in question
was one which received the most earnest
support of Butler, Morton, Merrimon, and

others who are said to be the President's

most influential friends ; the President's signature was clamored for by all the tongues

that the West and South could put in motion ; and the President himself had drop;
n one hint which bad given the

friends of the bill, very good: ground of

hope. Last Wednesday, however; he returned the bill to the Senate, without hig

signature, accompanied by a message gets
ting forth his reasons therefor.

These are

other to almost any extent in this way, but Kak

| whont we have ho éotibestion

through

the’ th

habitan ts, In. In

wag

ex-

‘It has quite a number ols.

arms for the State’ House.Tt happened that
in
“was the
i

thing.

cohfribute

thisthid

owisis;
6
i Bosto
Boston

next few months
\ ; as showing
:
; that hisA moral .

unspardtigly of Souris wt OS sea opel X iba pros

True, it uses fotms, it ¢lothes . it~ | money and provisions, one despateh alone | 2°'¢

sellin words ; but when the #ivifying spir: to New Orleans authorizing ‘the city to
and ‘one it is lacking; the whole is a’ dece
and draw on Bostort for ten thousand dollars.

tha

Ril

gam

passeq

o

liis veto, and the hope which his act holds

to the country seems to be weéll-based.
lican candidate for. Governor,
Brooks,
a
sham.
Who'can
the
wonder
*‘Liberal,”—which
that
formialfst
s
is
Demo
employees...
of wise thought; it is very doubtful wheth- ~The Friends (NorthernGovernment
Superintendenay)’ tic, It resulted that Baxter got himself count are fruitless P Yet multitudes will rest.oti | break itself of the habit of guia con | MEXICAN , CateroriomM.
WW
«Whether
er they are the offspring of a sound soil. téprese
nt
six yearly Betings. The
ed into the office,it seeming of paramount the form,
ware?
:
xitois of a worse type
trasts
Witnegs- Catholicism fir
: when acts of this nature
att
Never was there more need than now sof nent ‘mien Rb with the Society promhave -¢onsequence

thoroughly furnished (heologians in. the
pulpit, and their theology is wanted, not

sions and

missionaries

treasury, and ii
women sent out as

sup

:

from its
men ahd

r

to thé powers that ‘were to] hen, fn view of ‘the prevailing formalgiven much attention to Indian affair, and, give
the Republicans by fraud what the ism, many despise prajer, and, pronounce

at, their’ own expense, have visited all the
agencies under their care, and given a su-

| sovereign
‘will of the people had withheld

but for. use, Ij -is- through pervision to the work which
for ornament,
ernment: by vate, * Brooks objected, but the Louisthe truth tha
Christ prayed for the sancti. employees could not do. , The result of this inna farce was repeated, and {he ystrper
personal visitation

nti: of aca hod that sively

for

din

once andis “foreibly
"dress,
what alone

it; 3

gE yruth,

carries the prom

can

hardly

be overes-

excuse for skepticism.

ox

pendel from their awn treasury 87,500, and
be contributions “of clothing, books, &e.,
would make
a considerable aodition,—The

being
the : power
ofRRGod unto \the -‘salvation Friends
3
ig

But’ mankind know

a four years tetof office. better. Elijah, in ‘the midst.of protracted
Suddenly, however, Mr, Brogks, appears. famine, prays for rain, and showers refresh
to claim his own. "He seizes the State’! the earth. Prayer shuts the motiths of NHouse, garrisons himself therein, and ells, ons,” and shields from devourin
g flames.
(Central Superintendency) report thé acting Governor that he means to get Piayer unlocks
prison doors, and sets .cap-

timated. ‘During the year they have

duly began

religion a failure. = Voltaire, Hume, and
Bolinbroke make Romish superstition an

pow

yan

od,

The

old hateof that State

——

towards | than that in other laces or not we do not

Massachusetts and of the South - towards

the North, the bitte¥ speeches that were

know. Certainly fi

ic and unequivocal.

i

are more emphat-'

ollowing closempon

habitually offered by that portion of coun | t e late apsaséination
of missionary Stephens

try, the experience of the war ‘and the quite wo havo news that Mt? Watkins, another
as aggravating experienceof some phases nilsgionary
companiofiof Mr. Stephens,

of the peace era,—all these involuntarily | has received «letter signed by a Catholic
come up when we read that. Néw England clergyman and sixteen. Catholié students,
is doing these kind acts, They are prop- thredtening his life unless he' leaves for .
er,

They

are

eminently

fitting,

They

a

.

pardoned who finds that his faith in its
practical application- is fast failing him.
But it should be said that the commissioners who have lately had Jhis matter in
charge, and whose chairman, since Mr.
Curtis’s retirement, has been Dorman B.

While David remained in sin and kept silent, he groaned under his burden, but re’ course, this country knows

ceived no blessing ; .he.confessed, implored,

I am in

duties, than to be scooting
try, or wandering about in
erefore I shall remain
robably preach through

and
4

condition to receive spiritual blessing, and

temperament.

|. We can hardly speak of it ourself without

de-

is so

one of a different

it is far better «

In

with

and throw off trouble, and it does not
weigh and wear upon me as it would upon

is the best thing, and that

It is an excellent way to keep
bumility,
Wo

remarks:
“1 understand that, before I entered, a
notice was read from the platform calling a
meeting of the church, to extend to me a
six months’ vacation, Now I don't usually
countermand the actions of the trustees of
this church,but in this matter I think I know
what is best for you and what is best for me ; »
and I want to tell you there will be no need
of attending that meeting, for it will be
love's labor lost, I can not tell you how I

or of culture in this New World, there
would be wide spread satisfaction over the
success of the proposed candidature.

He must get rid of his atheism, and recog-

to feel our

to that effect seems really to have been
taken, but on Sunday of last week, the
clerk of the church having called a second
meeting
perfect arrangements for the
vacation, Mr. Beecher is said to have pre-

appreciate your- expressions of affection
be is, above all others perhaps, the in-| and sympathy for me, but I shall not take
tellectual Americane”
For his own sake, advantage of it. I don't need a vacation.
for the University’s sake, and for the hon- I am not sick. I consider it a Christian , ®

Civilgood that he will give us what we need, if
service
reform
is
considered
in
its
relations
we do not ‘ask, Where, in_ revelation or
nature is any such doctrine taught? Does to the Constitution, to public sentiment
and morality, to parties, to republican
he give meat to the idle, or fill the barns of
principles,
to the President, the Senate and
the slotbful, or impart knowledge to those

very

But the fact of the great

faced his sermon by the-following pertinent

for a Rector of its University, the proposition at least shows the high esteem in
which the Concord philosopher is justly
held abroad. It would be diffieult to find
a more scholarly mind, or ohe more richly
cultured, than Mr. Emerson possesses.
Whatever mild eccentricities he may bave,

must believe that he is, and is a rewarder:
In the model which Jesus gave his disciples the first expression is, Our father who
art in heaven. How can an atheist, theo-

regardto the goodness of God.

sectional insurreccause of education

with the great spiritual revival that

Messrs. Moody and Sankey have nominally
led off in"London, Edinburgh and Glasgow.
¥We do not mean to admit that it is the result of mere natural laws, as storms and
varying temperature are, but there is evidently something of this nature .in the .
matter, that philosophers "have not yet

When

gentlemen who have addressed him,

source ; and when this connectionis severed, we are like the branch cut off from the

seriously Ninderod, Tt is signally deplora- |

ble that this hindrance

One

the public. It simply says that he decides
to leave the matter in the hands of the

ask, but

amiss,

coustitutional authority as would Gen.
proButler in assuming to be Governor of Mas- who will not study? Does he ever
sachusetts, -But the. President has contin- | vide ends without the nse of appropriate
ned since to aggravate the case by sus- means? “Does not his sun enlighten the
taining his pretended government ip that world?” Yes, for the earth is the Lord's
State, ignoring all propriety and law in and the fuliriess thereof. But if one withdraw to a cavern, will the sun follow him
the act,
Ty
;
The evil resnits that have thus. been to his marky retreat ? -They are not in a

improvement have been

HONOR.

tor of the University in that

then lose faith in asking. By unbelief and
sin we cut oursélves off from the fountain,
and then wonder why the supply does not
come. Prayer is designed to keep usin
union and communion with the infinite

Another obstacle

Not only have ‘riots,

it is in many sermons; it

OO

DistiNéuisHED

extended to Ralph Waldo Emerson, by a
committee of gentlemen formed in Glasgow,to promote his election as Lord-rec-

No really prayerless nahas ever been known.

with failure come modesty,
a desire for help.

State are too apparent

in behalf

the distinguished honors shown Americans claimed, and the cause of so
and
in these later days is the recent invitation good morals has been quite perceptibly

down pride -and self-conceit.
Ignorance
makes one think he can do wonders; but

absolutely oppesed by law, and the present
administration being ‘as really without

great movement

there is

allowYet prayer has often been perverted, and ing them tb decide whether
the chamces of
there are numerous obstacles to jt.
-an. election. warrant the presentation of

pendence.

not only retired Governor Warmouth in
1872, but
he virtually appointed an administration in his - place, both acts being

——

It
first struggles of the infant mind, it the invitation came, two months .ago, it ——MR. BEECHER AND VACATIONS.
was thought
Mr.
Emerson
would
not
was
announced
just
after
the
late
Brooklyn
is breathed forth jn the ardor of youth,
deem it worth a formal reply, but he soon Council that Mr, Beecher’s church bad votamid the burdens of busy life, in the loneafter replied both by cable and by: letter, ‘ed him a vacation of six months, and that
ly and still hour, and in the last faltering the
latter of which has just been given ‘to he would spend the time
in Europe. Action
accents of the dying. It is common to all

this way, we are brought

Louisiana is consequently without any
legal state government.
The President

and all moral

—A

It appears in the

give up till the blessing is obtained.

longed
to him, making himself obnoxious
to the best opinion .of the country and a
serious obstacle in the way - of prosperity
in the State.
ied

to need mentioning.

—

to

* Obstacles to Prayer,

til the request is granted.
of prayer, to ask what we

port Collectors,

nature that it institutes these contrasts,
The helpful- acts thus ‘gather added significance.
:
:

thought out.

almost ev-

If so, and

sonality of God; but also in the efficacyof a sickly smile of disgust. ‘There have
prayer. The Tittle child bas it fally, It been so many indications lately ‘that the
asks, and if need be continues asking, un- pretended zeal of the Administration in

gan to quarrel for the control of the plate,
being assisted in their efforts by opposing

United

subject

person, father, the living, infinite
hovah,
We must have faith not enly in the

the public mind.
Ome governor. having
been legislated out of office by an inadequate power, and therefore not legally out

exercise there is hope for the world, still
remains. And it is no discredit
to human

movement itselfis enough for‘present conobedience on the part of believers, no.ob- sideration. Its results in the West are of
stacle can withstand it.—J. J. B,
the most cheering sort, and even here in
staid and matter-of-fact New England there
Current Topics.
‘| are mauy hopeful signs. Sellers of liquor
in many villages liave closed out their busi-

ery section of the land,

The soul that comes to God in prayer

the governopfhip. Unable to prosper under the mdpagement of one, the states
find themselves actually receding .under
the wrangles of two.
J

at all, two other persons

the hearts of numbers at once in

ES

vine. By faith alone can we
living vine.

Malady,

The most serious misfortune that has
befallen some of the states lately is that

The case of Louisiana

be not

are. al-

so doing their own characteristic work,
repeating in many cases the romantic experignce of the old mission days in Canada
and California.—Besides these, there are

vent that.

states

more,

not as an experiment or to gratify ouriosibut, as we have great reason to be-

-elecparty
which
serv-

Administration control.

creditable contribu-

of the

against it with

of lievegglictated by the divine Spirit, moving

nomination

al rights

One means after an-

or less of success, though not complete.
At length, the power of prayer is invoked,

interests of

ice be rebuked, and that the constitution-

made

ooh

show that the brotherly spirit, in whose = ig.

erwise,

receive,as ‘ty;

sionary Society has under its care four important agencies, in aid of which the déhas

-

have a close relation, atmospheric or oth-

Here is an iniquity pow-

erful and extensive.

coun-

would be sorry consolation if he could dot
expect that,
:
The American Missionary Society has
speaks

Ten

SAA

if It is is seemingly
in
nearly everybody's
‘the root of real prayer to the living God, with fait
thought, and one could almost believe that
the evil hos been touched. That lies in the in the spirit of humility and consecratiof. it is in the very air, so prevailing and
growing domination of the party spirit, If tha heart is in it, the hand will accom- widespread is the interest in the matter.
which appears not only in these attempts pany the heart, the life will accord with One is almost ready to call it the action of
to thwart by force -the clearly-expressed the prayer. Nothing can be more feasible. an epidemic, and to wonder if it may not

nent improvement of the race, and one try, and the gravest moral evil, too; for
ney reasonably expect still larger results one ean hardly conceive of the two forces
than have yet been reached, Indeed, it achieving, ady
great success indepen-

re-

o--

EL

in,

hearts to unite in supplication for the sup- tain themselves;

ot wholly unable to see his own mistakes

no specula-

the

pone

ET

this unreasonable, -or fanatical? Is it a is in much of the conversation by which
token of folly or weakness for devout travelers and chance acquaintances enter:

This is no epipty ceremonial,

field, and

Eh
tees

ie

3

aw

t is in all the prints, even...
may cease: those that condemnit helping
to give itthe ravages of intemperance
and the ligtor trafficbe overthrown, Is publicity and thus draw attention to it; it

will of the people, but in making so many
important public offices the reward of
meré party service. In it is the greatest

in behalf of the most perma-~

RY

mindful of the
of temperance,

city areginging a call to secret prayer, that

Not

directed

:

a

new and un- Tne TEMPERANCE REVIVAL, b One
could not, ifhe was so disposed, be unfio

tried,
CY
“To-day, at ten o'clock, the bells’ in our

.

ht

oO

feared John

than

gs

————

i

Wicked rulers

Vrieans, Iwo Governors, ue, self-elected
ye
Sav 10
Conde
through the | the juha
Sal)) eDais_24 sppro- _ | and the
other chosen by. the people, mein | s6hses. The spirft, therefore, 18 every- | merchants

ward a definite and sound the- ‘past. year, about
$8,0
of 00
which

| sneers at dogmatics, at systematic theology,
at doctrine in sermons, &c., are not born

Mm

:

, Gov-. tives free,

peaceful pursuits.

I

RAE 10 Tring ABout. It is of the most sound and ereditable nature, To
they can not cheat God, = The Mussulman vety pleasant to reflect upon the action give his signature lo such a bill Would, he
contributed by Indians and others directly
may repeat Allah three hundred and sixty- which was taken in Boston list week in says, be helping to ignore all the presider:
engaged in the work, The report adds:
five thousand times, tind be no nearer God aid of certain sections of the Bouth: Large tial and party pledges on that question,
The Presbyterian board report an expen:
diture’ of $22,660,65 for Indian missions
If there is any favorable side to the mat- than before, Heathen have tried it end- tractsof country in the Mississippi valley, since it would be flooding the country with
from iis own treasury, besides quite a re- ter,it is the fact that fhe Kxecutive
Catholics and Protestants, too, all’ embracing thousands of’ square tiiles, an unmanageable volnme of worthless paper
seams . lessly,
spectablé amount contributed by the Indian to
with
the
same ‘result. How long before baye become flooded by broken levees and toney, putting off the day. of specie payhave
learned
caution
f¥omy this Louisiand
churches. "It has forty-four missionaries
miei
will
leurn that the form without the | orevassas along the river, and whole coun- ments, and entering upon the direct road
experience.
For
now
in
Arkansas
we
and
tea
engaged in Indian missions.
spirit
fs
noth
# ing
This 4¢ (fue of prayer ties are literally swept{of human abodes, to repudiation. - The best portion of the
The Southom Presbyterian church has.some’ have a conditionof things that is quite ds
very successful schools and missions in ad- unsettled as that which caused
most
of
all:
Real
prayer. proceeds from and starvation, besides the immediate country sdgtains him in this veto, aiid will
the
dition to those reported o ‘the Presbyterian States military arm to be
lifted over New the heart, #nd is addréssed to him with calamity of the flood, threatehs tany of doubtlessfréquently refer to it during the

of the Indians, besides

ng : or
prevalent tendency to decry
be Boti

ology is illogical and morally bad. 1

ny

!

in the’ the condition th all.’
Another obstacle is formalism. . Ope of
line along which the State most imperatively needs to advance. That its citizens the most common perversions: among men
the * priv- is to substitute the form of the spirit. This
bition and resentment; we’ do mot know; under ‘the ‘supervision of its Indian com- should thus be obligedto forego
but, so far as this is a true and brave moral |nission hag expended from its own treas- ileges which the war so
ly seciired to is seen in every department of business, in
fight for what he profoundly believes to be ury, during the year, $67,771.19 in behalf them, is bad enough. + But that the Presi- every sphere of duty. Men cheat each

~ the vitaljgruth of revelation, we can honor
bis fidelity even while dissenting, from his

.

"

pression ofa monster evil?

made to the Board of Judian Commission- murder, and pumerons
but the
ers,by the
s of the various churches, tions followed,

the missiowhrics,

»

and profit by them. .
;
© But this is no evidence that

distribution, shows what the past
work has accomplished.
The in- brought upon the

formation is taken from the

.

.

i

29,

of co

aia

3»
3

civilization
are complete, and show: a de- likely (hat Mr, Brooks will
gree of progress thal is very satisfacto
‘that really ccems to belong
and encouraging.—The Methodist chure

growing out of post-election

the race as we may, the

term Indian is doubtless associated in the
popular mind more with the thought of
pillage and massacre and 'cunsing and cruelty, than with the name of a class of teachable and tractable human beings.
While this may be so, there is no reason
to withhold proper appreciation of the improvement that is being gradually exacted
from the Indians.
It is certainly not a
spontaneous or voluntary change. Probably a large proportion of those who are at
present enrolled on the civilized list might
serve as living illustrations of the couplet
which defines the mn
condition of a
man convinced against his will.
But that there is a wonderful improvement of the Indian over his former condition is apparent enough. One of the most
interesting things connected with this im-.

ed away by one who has pledged himself to

in

"

and statuesque
pulpit ought to
experience deal the Christian, the Methodist, and several
preserving the minor Quaker agencies; the famous Modocs
vital substance of the gospél at all. costs appearing under the. care of one of these
and risks, we should take care that we for- latter, and being described as ¢ very traetbid no true worker simply becanse in meth- able and well-disciplined.” They are located in what is termed the Quapaw agency
od he is not our servile copyist.
in the Indian Territory.

Government treaties, military

dwelling

-

of

ita

ro—l

ments,

sought to make up by emphasis what is

and whose downright earnestness as a believer forbids him to stand quietly and see
the confession
by which he has sworn fritter-

while

i

N

Buminisd

.

the expenditure of $10,000,

port

event in itself, bait it has still deeper and lacking in logié. Whatever may be true
broader meaning as an index-fact. The of Mr. Patton, there are such jealous, susindictment is.a formidable looking affair. picious, cynical heresy-hunters.
It is a
< It is framed and presentéd to the ecclesi- poor oceupation which they follow; itis a
astical coutt by Rev. Mr. Patton, editor-in- miserable and misery-making spirit which
chief of the Interior, the very able and they cherish.
Christianity is the friend
chief Presbyterian organ of the North-west. of liberty. The diverse is far better than
The

3

wren

God's conscious presence, and the church P expendituresby- conferences not reported
gathered within it will find its heroic faith to the general office, There have also been
large contributions of books, for the erecrunning into feeble sentiment and its rer | tion’ of chapels, and for other purposes not
bleod turning to water. The fitting order, includedin the ‘above sum. It has about
missionaries, and thirty natived
for the ministry of to-day is, ** STAND BY twenty
reachers., Some of the most successful
YOUR GUNS!”
fan missions belong
to this, church.—
2. But, while insisting upon preserving
e Baptist church,
North, reports seven:
the vital substance of doctrine, it is neither missionaries supported by them.
The Bapneedful nor proper to stickle for the mere tist ‘church, South, has also a number of
The joint expenditure fof
form of words, nor for precisely the old ‘missionaries.
methods of presenting the Christian mes- the past year amounts to abeut $5,000.
Take into the account
all that it meansto
sage. That is a little soul, making « spehave
schools,
churches,
and other similar
cial show of its litfleness, which is forever
on the watch for something bad or doubt- civilizing agencies in operation among the

to Subscribers.

to this paper, are

,

—

soon cease to be solemnly sublime with
| reports $5,000 expended, besides further

La

Premiums

AE

‘

a

rsonal supervision of the agen- ernor Baxter also calls out tho amiitacys
world is inclined to spurn sound theology ; th
them, =nd, in addition, em- ‘both
a
parties appeal to the President, ‘and
it is far worse when the church member's
)
an efficient. a ent, who gives all bis
pew yawns or frets under true doctrinal in- Ploy 3 a general supervision of their declarp that the dignity and honorof the
struction; it is something pitiable ‘and .Indian work. The missionaries and teach- ‘State demand desperate measures, Meanshocking when .a preacher in a Christian ers employed are thoroughly in earnest in while there is a street gollision, of armed
pulpit jgnores the vital truths of the evan- the work, and the reports of schools and forpes, and some blood is shed, but it is

b>

I
EE
ee

It is bad enough that the outside

4
gant

\

I

of men.

"

America.

hey slate

that

they’ have

de-

aa
Prsal

manded his expulsion. ‘by their President,
and if the demand is not ‘complied with

‘there will be a revolution.

The President

of Mexico, however, gives assurance that

he will protect Mr. Watkins,

lying . behind the’ splendid, physique.

course, it'is a different

‘thing’

CHICAGO, ILL, The news from this impor

OF

tant point continues to wear encouraging
| pects; The baptism at the ¥'. Baptist church

from'a steel

oil, us the'price is different.

‘The Taal num-

ber of The Crescent, the monthly .magazine
sent out by the students of Hillsdale Col_ lege, is on our table. We give

it a glad"

welcome, and it deserves to' have cerdiality
and deference added to the gladness. It is
a thoroughly creditable thing, alive all
through, It stands for a mental vigor, a
maturity of thought, a directness and grace
«of expression, a wholesome taste, and

an

‘appreciation of the real qualities that should
enter into a periodical like this, that will
‘take many readers by surprise, There is
not a dull or merely commonplace paper
among the dozen or fhore that make up its
contents, and the editorial work is exceptionally free from carelessness even in its details. It steps out upon a pretty high plane,
‘which is just right; if work and painstaking can keep it from sinking, those Hillsdale students will not consent to have it de-

gcend a hair's breadth.” The highest suc-'
cess to them, both in what they deserve and
in what they meet.—The volume commences

with April, and it is issued at $1.00 per
year. Subscribers should address Otro
FOWLER, HILLSDALE, MICH,

Tue-BosTON CONVENTION,
er column will be found

a F.

Bagipt

Inthe prop-

a formal

call for

Convention to be held in Bos-

‘ton during the approaching Anniversary
Week.
Its chief object is distinctly stated

in the call.

For some time

less of our brethren

past, more or

have felt anxious

fon

the organization of a New England F.
Baptist Association. They believe it needful in order to unify

and

vitalize our

de-

mominational forces in this section, to accomplish

certain

desirable

ends

that are

not likely to be reached without some such
agency, and to enlarge and make more

ly a goodas” well asa cheap pleture
massive and noble ‘man.

for and, occupied for some time with the work of

the Episcopal ministry, confessed Christ in this

ature and authorship, and who was so related to Mr, Suhuer as to possess materials

best.

sued with the general and hearty approval

nd place designated, “cach bripging
thought, so that there may be a full

and frank

conference

over

boperoet BiH James

Bailey, of

means of personal incidents, &ec., Which
few. are able to report, and which give such

A council, consisting of Rev’s J. Gook, 8. 8.
Small and L. Hutchins, previously chosen by

w

Bap-

ceived us a member of the Exeter chureh, and
recognized as a minister in regular standing in
the F, Baptist denomination,
Lu Hutcnins, Clerk of-Coune;

paper.” The style
irregular, but may

Quarterly 1 Meetings.

“It is natural to ‘presume that there was
no intention to break the ninth commandment in penning that paragraph; and, in

But this may be said: That

such
a style of quotation, or anything
like it, however practiced elsewhere, is
wholly at war with the settled principles
concerned in making up the Morning Star;
and that, so far from ‘‘eccasionally” resorting to this method, neither the editor nor
such u thing

has

hereas, through a mysterious providence, a

large portion of Hillsdale College

at in the great loss which

its behalf,

May

the good work

Full attendance

an
the

to self-denial and labor,especially in the

for the Approve out of their gifts for one

year.

Names, Jacob Rideout and Cliester Wainwright.

The

Martmsh

church

bad

pst year, $513 of the same

S1.JonN, N. B. We are having soine
revival here. I baptized eleven last Sabbath

raised $800

to pay

on

the

meeting

ouse, finished and dedicated last” fall. Collections at this Moding amounted to $56.80; and
were given on the
balance due on the church’
debt, reducing it to about
$50.00. The audience
room is neat, cheerful, well lighted and conven-

(April 19), and’ the prospect*for a good
J.L.P.

ient, and the church is prospering
charge of. Rev, W. P. Fisher re-elected

HopaDON, ME. + An excellent revival is

Jone ues singing was

excellent,

under the
pastor for

led

by

Bro.

.
eys
Next session at Shepardstown.
“a true unity and a fresh vigor may hence- in progress in the 2d Hodgdon Free BapA. H, MORRELL.
tisschurch.,
Sabbath
and
social
meetings
|
.
‘forth animate our work.
We
want to
are
well
attended,
and
deeply
interesting.
keep alike clear of presumptuous and head MCLEAN
Q.-M.—Held its last session with the
long dash on the one hand,and of timid and The voices of the saint, backslidet and eonBroughton
church, Feb. 27, 1874. Owing to the
vert are heard praising God together.
A bad
~conservative routine on the other,
state of the roads. the meeting was not very
meeting-house lot has been given the So- well attended. No ministering brethren from

CHEAP AND'ExCELLENT READING,
The
Tribune Extras, 16 of which ghave been issued, containing full reports

of courses

of

scientific lectures, &e., afford most striking

a

examples of what may be done to supply
the choicest and: most substantial sort .of
reading at the very smallest cost. Ne. 15
is now before us, in pamphlet form, con-

taining full reports of Dr. Brown-Sequard’s
six Lectures on the Nerves, Prof. Proctor's
four Lectureson Astronomy, Bayard Taylor’s admirable account of Dr. Schliemann's
most important discoveries on the site of

Aneient Troy,

and

a Lecture

by Prof.

Chandler on the Germ Theory of Disease.
And all this mass of rare information is
furnished in pamphlet form for 20 cts., and
in the form of an ordinary newspaper sheet

for 10 cfs. The whole 16 extras, in newspaper fokm, will be sent for $1.00,—a mass.

~s

of unusually valuable matter, worthy of
publication in substantial volumes, and
which, in that form, would be cheap at $15,
-Those wishing the Extras should address
THE TrreuNe, New York.

A LiBRARY IN A VOLUME, - THE*TROPI«CAL AND POLAR WORLDS,” a solid and well
illystrated ‘octavo volume, most happily
~condénsed what is essential to a good

‘knowledge of the varied wonders, geologi-

cal, vegetable and animal, that distinguish

the tropics on
the o
circles on the other.

been compiled

from

and
the polar
The-accounts have

the

best and latest

sources of information, and the whole work

is done with superior judgment, taste and

skill.

The wonderful record

“venture by the

men

who

find a north-west passage

lar ‘sea, down

to the

of arctic ad-

have soughtto
‘and an open po-

last expedition of

‘entertaining.
usual

The\volume

interest

and Avi

a scientific treatise and

romance.

é, teaching

magnetizing

‘Shepard,

Boston;

Rev. G. W. Haskell has preach-

ed for this Society most of the time for

the

past80 years,

the

and

is fullof

Holy Ghost.

zeal

and

there are
considersubscripcanyassit,

Mobéts.

Lee &

have sent ns. a life-size

igture of Mr. Sumner, executed.

in thor

has

rice-—$1.00-=1s

“The

low

Poople’s , Portrait.” ~~ The

massive

picture
head and fill bust of the great man

rgreat forces
him as he was, a. Wd suggest the
=

gates, but were not Lieported as prosperous

erally as was. desirous

prayers of God’s

Bap-

tist church in Hillsdale, Micb., and
upon his duties the: middle of May.

enter

they should

Rou

be;

people jug solicited
fol
in behalf Nt

be TamaQ.
Q. M., that
at the Lord may revive his
work and precious souls be saved.
The business
was transacted in harmony. Q. M. co¥épant

KANSAS Y. M. will be
ot

few. CARL,

A

New

H.

to

forward

sta-

H. WITHINGTON, Olerk.
gebzreh

« Horse- Men,” and others who pretend

Compliieatary;

some

recent

tee

marks in this paper, we have received the “f6llowing resolutions, which, notwithstanding our
belief that
a more fitting dispesition might be
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your Drisgist for Ses 's Moth and
which i8 harmless
in every case
for his Improved
COMEDONE and
the
SKIN MEDICINE for PimRe Head 8 or Flesh-worms.” Or consult B.

B"PERRY, the noted Skin Doctor, 40 Boyd 8t.,
Now

York.
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t15

An Extended Pepularity, — Each year
finds “ BROWN'S BRONCHICAL TROCHES” in new
localities in various parts of the world. For ve
lieving Coughs, C.lds. and: Throat Di-cases. the
Troclies. have been proved reliable
Ontuin only
BROWNS BRONCHICAL TROOH" 5 and hid Fok tu ke
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Music Books!
Oliver Ditson & Co.
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Pieksani oaks
your obi win
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not bys a
it to sleepyas its
wth will dicate oid by Toit Spd ye 2
cents per bottle.
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THRER
Volumes of Bound Music.

Choice

MADAME DE ROSSA’S
ANTHEO
is the best preparation in the Jord Afor beautifyihg

during ropairs of thelr butld-

TR

| large
Books;

Price of each Book : Boards, $2.50;3 Cloth, $8; Gilt, $4.

MUSICAL
strumenta

TREASURE:

WREATH OF GEMS.

SHOWER

OF

Duets.

Vocal

and

In-

Vocal.

PEARLS.

The Best Vocal

Capital collections. 200 large
ge pages, popular pieces,
P a great deal of musio for
tlle money.

13 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

RIVER

OF

DIPLOMA,

LIFE,

Best Sabbath School Song Book.

American

Tune

Book.

5 §§§§ 55
AUTOBIOGRAPHY

Address The McKee Manufacturing Co.,
309 Broadway, New York,

1yeow2l

Fri-

AGENTS

WANTED,

|
Best and Oldest Family Medicine. —SANFORD'S LIVER INVIGORATOR.—A purely Vegetable,
Cathartic and Tonic—For Dyspepsia, Constipation,
Debility, Sick-headache, Bilious Attacks, and all
derangements of Liver, Stomach and Bowels. Ask
your Druggist for it. BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
lyeow

i

Towa NORTHERN Y. M. wall hold its next session
with the Central City church, commencing Frida
June 12,at 1 o’clock, P. M., and continue over t. e
Sabbath. Those coming by ful will find teams in
waiting at

Manchester and

ing, to convey all who
place of meeting:
3617

Marion,

Friday

“Valuable

mor n-

may wish to attend, to the
R. NORTON, Clerk.

SUSQUEHANNA Y. M. will hold its next session
with the Apalachin church, June 26—28. Confer
ence will convene on Friday, June 26, at 4 o'clock,
P. M:. TheQ. M’s compo sing the Y. M.are requested to pay QM dues
the Y. M. session preparatory to sending
next Oct.

delegates

to

su7

General Conference
J. W, HiLLs, Clerk,

:

A

hold its next session with

the X B. A
bros
shnell, May 23,24. The clerks
ofthe several oharohes will please Bring in their
réports ot membership. The nearest x int by R.
R. is ‘Sheridan,
on the Ionia and Stanton branch
road.
H. J. SMITH, Clerk.

i

tist Minister.

STRAFFORD Q.M. will hold its next session at
North Tunbridge; Vt., commencing June b, at 1
JOHN MOXUEY, Clerk.
o'clock, P.M,

Office

Addresses.

Rev. J. M. Kayser, Winnecoune, Wis.
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A friend, Ellicottville.

twice that

amount can be made.

Address

SECOMB

$47,00

:

SILAS CURTIS, Treas.

Concord, N, H.
For Maine

F. B. H. M.

Society.

*

80,00
in Augusta & W Buxton, $15 each;
10.00
4h ecomb Q M, col. by H A twood,
Ch Otisiera, $25. and to con. Silas Morton, Mrs & A .
Holden. Mrs Geo W Barrows, and Mrs PR
98.00
Wight L M's,
20.00
Ch Richmond Vilage.
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Ch in Portland,
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to
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NOTHING BETTER. » Cutler. Bros., BosDv. John Ware.
ton, celebrated VEGETABLE PULMONARY Batuay, fofiColds and Con
for the peoy jes
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BOOK MAKING,

Sure relief

ANTED
h ui~lenominstional,
w paper,
‘‘THE
R.”
Kifteen depart.
ments; sixteen pages. only ..
8 00 a year. Rev. A.
B. EARGE writes for it.
magnificent premium,
“The Old Oaken Bucket.” Nothing hike it’ for Aonta.
One writes: “Took 3b SUDSCRber: the flyst da y in 4
hours; and 47 the next da y in
hours.” rex Amie
“pakes like hot ‘cakes.’
yh: her: “Sells itself.”
1128.24
Commissions
large.
i
terms,
samples,
&eo., adPo
k:
dress, J. H EARLE. 3ostony Mass. |
Awd

‘

ot

hat
at rorpil quick fo

Pittsburgh,
13t8

KDDERS PASTILLEY Pa.
1863.

OE

oure in all the worst

10.00

Mo, Int,

mrs Mary Chase. Pr:

taken, in: time, may

in LEPROSY, SCROFULA, RREUMATISM, SALT RHEUM,
CATARRH, KIDNEY DISEASES, and all diseages of the
SKIN, and the
oatost BLOOD PURIFIER ever discovered. En
ble. Seénd to me and take
back
ok your, mone; 2A
oases of failu
None for 16
years
money In of , Chemist, Bostdn. Sold evi
a a Aud
Send for Ciroulars.
13teowi2
$1
made from 50.cta. call md © amine. o
12 Samples sent ( outa
80 ots.*

lcensed and warranted for five
We will pay $1000 for any machine

& C
Boston, Mags:, New York City
Pa. Chica, I. or St. Louis, Mo.

Society.

and

FOWLE'S

$172.8
18

SILAS

Education

doses

Ae CU

2

Concordy N: H

sweats

' Pile and Humor

$15.

11.06
11.05

6,20
10.50

"Cheshire, to con. LM,

Price

10,00

|

ha

night

save from along ‘sickness or premature
death.

“ Elastic Hook Stitch.” Everv-second stitch can be
cutyand still the cloth can not be pulled apart with.
out {ening it~ We pay Agents from $75 to $250 per
month and expenses, or a commission from which

:

:

by ' coughing,

raising of blood, who were thought to be
in hopeless Consumption, have been cured
by from one to six bottles of the European
Cough Remedy. Tt is, in fact, the best
medicine known for coughs of every description, and consumption in all its’
stages. It should be kept in every fam-

hat will sew a stronger, more beautiful, or
dre elastic seam than ours.
It makes the

10.00

urlingame,
WTI, per M
Collected by J 8 Manning.

Cheshire.OF.

f most superiof -.manner:-

18.35
3.25

yme, Ope or G HCChappell,

Hundreds of

| persons, who for months had been ema-g

for me to
EGETINE

blood which can be

That it has made most wonder-

ful cures, no one will deny.

ANTED-ACENTY
93 to $250 per month;
everywhere, male and female, to introduce
the GENUINE
IMEROY. ED
COMMON
SENSE FAMILY
WING. MACHINE.
This Mache wall stitch; hem, fell, tuck,
quilt, cord, bind, braid and embroider in

Harmot, Portsmouth, ll

oh, 0,

to year.

pL

/

Mich, Q M, per O H P ‘Sheldon,

Lie,

Standard Medicine throughout the country, increasing in ‘popularity from year

~

well, Treas, A Woman's M 8oc.,
Mn 's Fox, Ashford, NY.
Sow

the

Cough

TEA AG:
S wanted in town and
countryto géll TEA, or get up club
agrdors, for
f the largest Tea Sompany |. Pro
2x
rs
8
eumatic
C
erica,
Importe od prices an
3 wholesale by Geo. C. Goodwin & Co. a Boston,
inducements’ by JE
Send for
Circular.
Ad: oHH. H. Hay and Jobn W, Perkins, &
Portress, RUBERT WELLS, 43 Vesey 8t.,N. Y. P. O. land, and retail by Druggistaand Medicine dealers
ox, 1287.
3mé
generally.
lyeowid

Rev J 8 Burgess, Lewiston, Me,
10.00
Pine St ch,
Lewiston, Me, per J S Burg
10.11
i)
A friend té Home Missions, Westport, ar per’ J8
Bui
New
oe
yi
og N H.
per W Loud,
10.00
New Durham Q M. N H, per C
Pliikhani,
6.58
00
Ellensburg ch, N Y, per. 8 W Cowell

§

in

the European

Remedy, on its own merits, has become a

I know of no disease which will

(2)

EXPRESS,

fering” per LL

forgotten, whil®

miles.

Rev W H Hulse, N Boothbay,
Me.

» Than

ber of medicines have been advertised,
ried, proved worthless, and will soon be

fa fact, VEGETINE is the best reme ly Yel discovdisco
RE
ered, ard is the i | reliable BLOO
FEER yet placed before the ‘public. Sold Wr J
Druggists and Genlery Sylora

Rev ¥ E a
Kenn
Pa.
“ WJ Fulton, Pine Grove, Gallia Co, 0, 2)

Home

is unnecessa
for which the

°

DURING TWENTY YEARS
that Clarke’s European Cough Remedy
has been before the Public, a large num-

lied from
the system by the use of the VEGEINE. When the Mood i 8 perfectly eléaiitad, the
disease rapidly
yields;
healthy action is Lil
in
and Pso patient is cured.”
The remarkable cures effectedby VEGETINE
have induced many
physicians and apothecaries
whom we know to obo
and use it in theirown,_

Books Forwardea,
¢
BY MAIL.
Daviso

HENRY. WARD BEECHER'S

October, 1870.

"not admit of its use with good results.
numerable complallaints are caus ed b

8
Sg

ScaumonK

“Tt

by y himself.’—P:
se)
oiheroy

New Lectures on. Preaching, 3d Series, now
in course of delive: ry. See Ellinwood’s verbatim
reports each wees in Christian Union.
tf3
J.B. Ford
& Co.. N.Y.

USING

This certifies that my daughter has always been
troubled with a humor, which has caused
Baus
swelling on
her face and about her eyes. Physi
cians call
t the Erysipelas; but after having
taken two bottleg
ot the V
ETINE, has not been
troubled with it
Sjnce.
SIMON ‘ALDRICH,
Charlestown, Mass.

|
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drtay <Q
D
n—8 Mo
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Oliver—J
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H Moon—S8
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Saat ‘W Parker—C Putnam«J M:
Perry—S.

so Jatenzely,

BOSTON, Oct, 1870,

CHARLESTOWN,

P ublished

aia industry
and talent are modest]
oped. »_Baptist Union.
! SsyelRa Will ‘be sent by mail
t-paid, on receipt
of:
the price. Liberal offers hg Ht
Addres 88 pe
SELAMB RIRBALD BARRETT
4115
tland, Meigs County, Ohie.

Cured Me.

SINCE

and

$# Embraces the e
erience of half a century.”—
Journal and Mma
ng
Fd,Should be found in every family.” —Middleport
ews
““Mr. Barrett
1
is a flue writer.”—Huntington Indepen
“ His style is plain, direct, unambitious.”—Morn-

VEGETINE.

Ely
tefield—J M_Lan
Lite

Wisin
“ Es

‘Mr. H.R. STEVENS :
Dear x
daughter after having a severe attack of whoo ping cough, was left in a feeble state.
of health ; beinng advised by a friend, she tried the
VEGETINE, and after using a few bottles, was fully
restored to health.
I have heen a great sufferer from Rhenmatism, I
have taken several bottles of the VEGETINE for this
omy]
and am happy to say it has entirely curave recommended
the VEGETINE to oth&) "with the same
results. It is a great cleans
er and purifier of the blood; it is pleasant to take;
and I can cheerfull iid
it,
EYL
S MORSE, 864 Athens Street.

NO TROUBLE

a=

a
LM
LT
coln~H S Limbock

pi AE Baptist can’ afford to do without it.”—Rev.

C. H. TUCKER, Pas. An
Bay
Tyler Secor, Boston.

Has Entirely

1vol.,

12mo., Cloth, Price $1.00

ae TIMONIALS.

Information.

plait, of which I have suffers

Barrett !
Steel Portrait,

“ HaveAry it with much interest.”—<Prof. Dunn.
“QCol
s much valuable matter,”—Pres, Colegrov:
¥X good.looking book.”—~Rev. I. D. Stewart.
“Type plain, paver excellent J—Rev. 1. Z. Haning.
“I cheerfully recommend it.,”—Rev. J. B. Lash.
“Should be in every Sabbath school.”—Rev.P,

BosTON, Dec. 12, 1869.
Gentlemen—My only object in
giving you this testimonial is to spread valuable information. Having
been badly afflicted with Salt Rheum, and the whole
surface of my skin being covered with pimples
pim
and
eruptions, many of which
caused me front
and
annoyance, and knowing it to a a blood
e, I
took many of the advertised blood preparations,
among which was any quantity of Sarsaparilla,
without obigining any benefit, until I eommence
takingthe VEGETINE; and before I had completed
the first bottle, I saw ‘that I had got the right medicine. Consequently I followed on with it antil I
had taken seven bottles, when I was
religuliced a
skin is smooth and
entirel

cof

8

OF em

Selah Hibbard
A Freewill Ba

ted with
Kboulsakisia, I will make mention algo of the VEG’8 wonderful power of curing me of this acute

GEAUGA & PORTAGE Q. M. will hold its next session with the Troy church, commencing Friday,
May 17, at2 o’elock, P.M. Clerks of churches will
lease remember to send Lacs
for the next
R. R. WALT KS, Clerk:
gister.
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York,

"great

kin

Qovor mailed (as soon
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HORACE
WA

the complexion. It imparts sitihot hness, transparency and rosy freshness to the
skin. Cures all Leruptions of the
. Is not injurious. Sold by Druggists, or sent by Mail. Price 50 penis
r box.
om
Address
MILL
BROS.

of labor.

»
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its next session at

Hey
All the advancement in‘science, art and clivilizp- 1AM R Rutland, O,

eight ears ending the 1
and 81 by | etter,
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10 more,
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dress,
. M. REEVE
Fort Fires "St. Lawrence Co., N. Y.
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land

take-~a perfect substituég
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MOTHERS, | READ THIS!

HOPKINTON & ST. LAWRENCE churches solieit
corres ondopce with any Freewill Baptist minister

%

Cry for ‘Castoria,—Pleasant to

550

Lelie ws lobed on

® that

valley, Fillmore Co., Minn., commencing

Qa ana

Children

‘

Eienn,

00 Pricyn Boards, 35¢ § $30 per 100,
-

i 0.1ABBY,BY; Tres

New
Koy

Ju al

action on the question of such organiza:

s

Yellow Wriipper is for animals,

1.50

for z6-

:

Tonio JorTafa lp be and

day,
, at 2 o’clock, P.M. Traveling and visiting ar dhe will be gladly received. We especially desire the churches will send full delegations.
CHARLES W, CRAIN, Clerk.

Jin

burns, and will cure rheumatism,
spavin, and any flesh, bone. or
muscle ailment. The White
Wrapper is for family use, the

ein

AWARDED BY THE
Baptist Convention will
be held in the Freeman
Price $1.50, or $13.50 per doz. Has 1000 Tunes and
Place Chapel, in Boston, on Tuesday, the 26th day |
American Institute,
) Anthems, not new,
sel ected as the favorites from
of May next, at3 o'clock, P. M., for the. following
all
prominent Church Music Books published durTO . W. MeEEE,
purposes
ing
the
¢
last
haif
seutuyy.
©:
1. To consider the
Negtion of forminga New
FOR
«
England Free Baptist
Association.
Father
Kemp’s
Old
Folks
Tunes, Enlarged.
Embroidering
and
Fluting
Machines.
9. If it shallbe deemed advisable to form such
#4 Per des.
an Association, to advise as to the time of forming
“Tt is ingenious and will meet the ‘wants of every
by and also to its nature-and powers.
matron in the land.”
. To give to the consideration of the general
Exhibition of 1873.
WINNER'S
NEW SCHOOLS
i ects of Education, Missions, Sunday
schools
John E. Gavit, Rec. Séc’y,
F. A, Barnard, Pres.
Temperance as much time as can
safely
For Piano, Cabinet
Orga Melodeon, Guitar, Banjo
Samuel D, Tillman, Sortesponding Sy
Ah from that allotted to the consideration of
Cornet roFife, oa
Clarionet, Flute an
New York,
November 20, 1872
t e main question which calls the Convention
togeolet.
This simple and Ingenious Machine is So
as use as
ether.
the
Sewing
Machine,
an
pular
ge convenient bogs cost but 75 cents Sach, and
= It is expected that the Convention will close on
with ladies in the ond of Boa ys gD
are conc
simple
hods, with large’ quantities
ZURIIdAY evening, May 28,
| o
its work being much more handsome, requiring less of pleasing airs For practice, 4 d
oh [3
hs
oe
0.8.
time and not one-tenth part the expense. No Jad pe
The above books sent, post-paid on receipt of retail
toilet is now complete without it.” A Machine
J.E. DANE,
( oo
price
illustrated sirenlas and full nt
nt Busi
the
D. H. ADAMS,
ceipt of $2, or finished in silver plate for $2.75.
J
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cold, and rub

Centaur Liniments
allay pain; subdue swellings, heal |
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92. That the large a

Liniment

in well with the hand.
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ly of bis efficiency
zenal.

towel.
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resolu.

Condition Pow-

h RH,

8.00

Cordial Elxi of Calisaya Bark,
th Biyention; un. Sicel ont.preventive. of Fovors

Locating Com,

Whereas, The Trustees of Bates College, and
some of the New England Yearly Meetings, have
indicated their approval of the organization of a
New aginnd Free Baptist Association at no disa;
And Whereas the interests of the Free Baptist

ment : one case of a man forty-five yeats old who
had not | done a day’s work for four years. The
back should first be washed, then rubbed with a

to resign the pastorate of the 1st F\. B. church in
aps
Starksboro’, Fey and ~-said_church haying

i

03h

ap
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a week; the same every other night for 4 or 6
C Tolford
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ut Thon =
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Whither -H
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will be an advantage.
e~N WilHin Hi Rey A. y Worthen— 'e RE
Weston M Walkn—J Winch—Mrs G A Wilmet—d
We have heard recently of several severe cases
J
Wood—Mrs H J Young.
of spinal, disease cured by Johnson's Andoyne Lini- oH Whitcher—8

“8. That we commend him to the fellowship of
the people of God Whertvef his lot shall be cast,
. C. 'W, GRIFFIN, For Com.
+ BE. ©C.
C. SMALLEY, Clerk.
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fit
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ders: Give a horse a tablespbonful every night for

and WHORE God ‘shall call him in his provi- dence he shall receive our prayers for hig pros-
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Thursday,

England Convention,
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clerks will please be particular
tistics of their churehes,
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Special |Notices.

GENESER Y.
(N.Y. ywill hold its next session
with the Middl
3
x Free . Baptist
church, comTon meine
June] 206, OW
oelock, ;A. M. nonin sermon b
Clerks of
¢ Ms
will gre
be
‘in1 Howard. the five cent tax due
the Y,
¥: WALKER, Clerk,
Bt16

G H Parsons—H

[Notwithstanding

held with the Ple

Hceting very interesting. The funeral serviced; | 5 avia-a
Prony
cing. kyRB Bebell
Dexter—R
Dotson L Ta:
Sabbath morning, of Mrs. Emerson, wife of
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ler-4 1)
le—1 Eme
French} Fernald—D'M
G
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A
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G
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Go
ter in Christ, were very
solemn and impressive.
Grover—8 P Gaskill
Sermon by Rev. J. H. Steward.
C aly x
Fry Lg > LV
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Been
Next session with the Fairview church, in
Howard Tp., 10 miles N. W. of Toledo, com- ard
= ME
hus ~
ohn
mencing June 19, at 2 o’clock, P. M. The church
hi 38 hgA Kelley—H LinRalghtoF A
DT

ac-

cepted a call to the pastorate of the Free
will

Collec

Toledo churchy March 13—15. The aftendance
was better than was anticipated. The churches
were all represented either by letter “or dele-

Ministers and Churches,

rs dil

hit

¥] church, 18 fies foul] of Fort Scott,
y 21,
innin,

TAMA Q. M.—Held its last session With the

“

REV. A. A, SMITH, of Portland, Me.,

;

BR ORDER.

Post

Capac, MicH. During the last year the
F. Baptist church of this place has been
much encouraged. Ten have been added
to the church, . and its influence is greatly
enlarged. The church has bought half of
the new meeting-house from the Methodists.
The writer enters upen his Second year’s labors, trusting in God.
E. J. Dove.
cin

#rmon.

JAs. H. ODELL, Clerk.

ons be placed
That.a
he was in oO . Thay
dear brother as a token of
—
raph, exhibiting the man as
towards him.
2 years of his life, ‘and copied from looyeve and frietdshi
‘
Sg
NOS JOHNS
§ Conmistee,
a
found
lf
himse
he
h
de
SYLVESTER
HILL,
whic
in
a phot ograph
lent,
excel
is
ess
large satisfaction. The liken
Donations.
and the
the mechanical work is well done,
le
It is we 11 called

pointed to preach the opening
tion for Home Mission, ip 40."

‘M. H. Tarsox.

like a

PRRNPRES

"PORTRAIT OF SUMNER.
x

like

readers, it will have

the value and attrdetiveness of a
able library, Itis sold only by
tion, and Mr. A. L, Winchester is
ing this city to find purchasers for
-

and

is one of un-

For. families, where

young and inquiring

summer.

will be erected this

ch In Starksboro’, Mis
of the trew of | From the EF. B. church
R.
oreas, Otir beloved pastor, Rev.
in this ‘book, Faia on ‘account of ill health, has seen

Capt, Hall and the escape
‘the Polaris, is epitomized
and in a way equ
instructive

abroad; only two churches represented by delegates and four by letter. Bro. Strong (Congregationalist) preached a spirited discourse to us
on Sabbath mornin
Next session with "the . Ashkum church, May
29, at 7.30, ». M. Rev. W. H. Harris was ap-

ciety at Hodgdon Mills,upon which a suita-

ble house of worship

;

8tie

RooT RIVER

direction of Richmond city and Amelia C. H.,
Va. Voted to license two young men, both of
Storer N. school, (one now teaching and preaching,) and members of the Harper’s Ferry church,

s

question, that the wisest practical conclusions may be reached, and that, if possible,

and 12th inst.

excellent spirit, J osperity reported, new
widely opening
doors of usefulness inviting

churches

Com.

Guilfo

Mission,

RR
ig hats
0 Jordan
forboro

New Hampshire ¥, M.
Dold, its mext session
with the church in Ashland, J une "hin:

Sprin

Va., on the 11th

ever con-

thé matters in ‘work is very encouraging.

in )

its ashes,as MN

HARPER'S FERRY Q. M.—Held its last session

ladiesg<were. baptized by the pastor Sabbath morning. It was a day of rejoicing
to many hearts.
Others are seeking the

Saviour.

to Heaven

rise from

with the F. Bapuist church at Martinsburg, West

thir-

“OK”,

«83 an

mill vote to alter tho wr

\Huntingion, Vb, April 24, 1874,

0. H. P. SHELDON, Clerk.

|.

men and five young

tinue, is-our prayer.

that it may

gold from the furnace, purified.
8. That in view of the labors of the President
and Faculty under peculiar circumstances, we
Pledge ourselves, as far as-we are able, to stand
y them, with our influence and material aid.

19) sixteen persons were received to the
t Free Baptist church, Rev, A. L.

ht. young

the denomina-

nation; and the publie geverally.
2. That our p! afer shall ascead

Last Sabbath (April
number,

de-

tom bas thus sustained, we realize more than
ever, the worth of the Institution to the denomi-

Revivals, &c.

Of this

has been

of the Van Buren Freewill Baptist Q. M., assem:
bled in session, express our sympathy in the followia resolutions :

Denominational News and Nots

Houghton, pastor,

]

stroyed by fire, and In consideration of the growing nts of that Institution, we, the meinbers

Lo

LAWRENCE, MASS.

ul 00 seittho Co

Hedin
on

preach the opéning discourse on Fri

been

knowingly done.

d

d ack on al reports;

churches in and about Boston seem

At the last session of the Van ry
(Mich,) the following resolutions were Sica

his assistant is able 10, recall a, single inin which

0

Ly

VAN BUREN Q. M.—Held its Jost session with Boston churches, held some weeks since,.a comthe Waverly church, March 1
A good meet- mittee was chosen to call a Convention » consider
ing was en eyed. A a
aa was taken for the question of forming an Association
Home and
n Missions to the amount of
Therefore, with the approval of those who have
eleven wd
‘he next session will be held been chosen committeeson the subject by the
Seat)
Meetings, so far as the Rastora of the Boswith the Western Oshtimo church, June 1,
ton churches haye been able to learn their names,
1874. Rev. J. M. Kayser was Mf poined
this ha
give notice that a New England Free

would be more considerate to avoid a point

stance

a

Foreign

et

And whereas, at a meeting of members of the

view of the fact that “ to err is human,” it
denial.

Semina.

on the 18th of | ot paldthe ouM. tax of ve ents ro ember
"April, and after an interesting examination,
ar Fog
to lorward itRE ‘H. MAYNARD, Clerk.
which proved satisfactory, Bro. Nelson was re-

New StyLe. The Morning Star occa-_
sionally quotes from the Baptist Union, but

blgnk

2’ To hood

bo 14 3 Monies, ran By W.K. Er

:
|

the . Loehaay
a Wao
P1BTh, ak one vlolock,
P. Me" |
To
ofilgers forr the ens
year; |

Friday. ane Yipat 1 Delock, A.

nation, met with’ said church

The. following para-

credits to ‘* a New York
is new and seems alittle
be all right.

nnual

enki

|
Mountain

100.

Balance on subscriptions at Nari vay Hy, L100

J, P, Nelson, from the Christian denominaMion. Y. a wi hold lax next session’ yi the
Oaklan 4.9 M.,
Ret: for membership in the F. Baptist ‘den omi- | Commerce o

~

graph appears in a late issue of the
tist Union:

———rg

thefpsater (Me.) F'. Baptist church, to examine

an attractive quality to the {rue biographer’s

URSTIONALE,

Rov

wish hifi peace of mind and all the dther riches

of an Siding

being 83 years of age.

work.

otice.
sation i"of G

react
Eons.
:
‘The Very Best Sunday School Song Book

Storer College.
‘Rev N C Brackett, Harper's Fe

words al
“
Davari” HS
op F A
ff
BRC JorL Wines, of Bethlehem, Ny Hy ‘in
Dover, X.5,
aay other?Flkiness found
fon haa
his |, mety-third yéar, renews bis subscription to i 0 trait My

likely to enter into it that will serve to exhibit. the mun as he was in social and private life, and illustrate: his qualities by

‘The call for this Convention is is- teen,

of the members of those committees. And
now that such a Convention is to be held,
it is very Jdesirable that there should be a
full attendance from all sections. of New
ngland. Let our ministers and laymen,
city, town and country, gather at the

na

for a biography full of interest. Much is East Andover,1s another veteran SYbsertber,

This sume subject was presented to our

such authorized action as might be deemed

a

gratitude for the great
A CoMING ‘BIOGRAPHY. Moses, D. Lo- tho & r, and ex
that its co
s afford him. The words
throp & Co., Boston, are about issuinga comfort
Life of MY. Sumner, writtenby a lady well in Which he expresses his trust in God and
in view of his nearnessto the grave,
and favorably known ia the circles of liter- cheerfulness
are such as only Christian héroes can wie, ‘We

definite the plans according to which we
are now called on to work as a Christian
body. Hence the eall to which we refer
our readers.
several Yearly Meetings in New England,
last year. Several of them appointed committees to consider the subject and take

ofa Li

use

give ui his Post Oftice addrens?
is

Notices and Appoiitients;

in view of the fact that a young man, educated

The shading

become dissatisfied With
haps not. But if they are mot, it may be borne in his best and highest moods ; it sug- | ordinance,—he having
ecclesiastical attitude, and baving found
safely regarded as not on account of volun- gests the fearless and dissatisfied critic, bis
the F. Baptist faith and polity corresponding to
‘tary Catholic retraction, [ie
d
| rather than the prophetic statesman and ‘his own views, We trust this accession may be
i
4
~I'the- assured philanthropidt. But it is real- profitable both to him and, to: us.
Ventas,

win 5 ord

engraving or a nice piece of work done in| arecont Sabbath was made especially significant,

Are these the| on the bust is not all that one could wish.
first steps towards more serious acts? Per- The expression on the face ig not that

Tuk New
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Kate Fairbanks” sald. afterward : “Well,
a

'

vs
Te Re ia ee

renee

4

stall. But God did hear little Ida. He
always does hear us, although he does not
’
always answer at once.

Poetry.
Left Alone at Eighty.

”

—

died.

She was

very

baby.. She

Sotell them not to wait,

"My poor hands tremble sore,”

| talled,

Aunt Polly, who used to help, dear heart,

took in: ‘washing,

The child's thin face

ing fellow, and had such

I couldn’t smoke to-day,
I'm gort 0’ dazed and frightened,

him,

And lonesome out 0’ door

He

was

not

I never knew what lonesome meant,
In all my life before.

home from school

Tire, bees go humming the whole day long,

looked down

And the first June rose has blown,

“I

QO precious lips, so white!

gener-

stopped’

into the stream.

wonder,”

said

he

:

to

himself,

* if

‘seems to look up at him from
a thin, tearful face,

But she, sweet, thrifty soul, bent down
And planted it where she stood; .

A face

the water—

** I declare, how

Ellison girl'did flame

And threw the stem away;

out: at me

.

I can’t rest, deary-I can not rest;
Let the old man rest at will,
- And wander from porch to garden post—
The house is so deathly still :
Wander and long for a sight at the gate
She has left ajar for me,

We had got so used to each other, dear,
So used to each other, you see.

Sixty years, and so wise and good,

i

She made me a better man
From the moment I kissed her fair, young face,
And our lovers’ life began.

And seven fine boys she had given me,
+ “And out of the seven, not one

But the noblest father in all the land
Would be proudto call his son.

Oh, well, dear Lord, I'll be patient,
But I feel so broken up;
At eighty years it’s an awesome thing
To drain such a bitter cup.
;
I know theré’s Joseph, and John, and Hal,
And four good men beside,
Se
But a hundred sons couldn’t be to me
Like the woman I made my bride.
My little Polly, so bright and fair,
So winsome, and good, and sweet,
She had roses twined in her sunny hair,
‘White shoes on her dainty feet.
AndI held her hand—was it yesterday

0 5

That we stood up to be wed?
And—no, I remember, I’m eighty to-day,
And my dear wife, Polly, is dead.

Weekly.

Che Family Circle.
—

I wonder if the boys and girls in cities
ever hang May-baskets, or whether it is a
custom which only country children in
eastern New England have. I know I
asked Johnny Greene, who lives in New
York, and who is always alive to all the
fun which is going on, if he knew about

And he exclaimed, *“ Hanging MayWhat on earth do you mean, Miss

Morrison ? Tell me!”
month

of May, 1869, stood a merry group of; boys
and girls before an old-fashioned schoolIt was recess, and they were

that.

chat-

‘| for the baby, a dainty little hat and gloves
for Ida, and, besides, some useful groceries
for Mrs. Maynard.
A great paper of
oranges and a box of Philadelphia confectionery for Ida, too. Then the handle
and outside were: covered with ground-

pine, and the top was

with

covered with pink-

discussing who kept

the

best ‘candy-shop,

and who would have the finest May-basket ;
and the others joined in with merry laughs

that part of the programme.”

Kate pouted
** I think that’s

a shoe which she was binding.

*“ Why are you

so sober

v

to-night,

dar-

ling ?” her mother asked, anxiously,

*“ Why, am I ‘sober? I was only thinkand conjectures. © But Ida Maynard hagd no
.ing,
then, about Daisy Dean’s May-basket,
saile on her face, and her blue eyes were
She
had
such’ a beautiful one. Aad she
filled with tears. ‘She had never had one;
she never expected to have any.
“I

say,

Kate

Fairbanks!

How

many

did you have last year?” cried Harry Min-

Grace

had

four,

And so, one after another, they ** compared potes,” until
Harry happening: to

look up ‘suddenly, espied
the face at the
window. .
ado
aw
“ Hallo, Tda! What are you doing up
there? How

many

May-baskets

have last year?” But ghére came

did you

no

an-

swer, and the little face disappeared.
* Why; : Henry Minturn!” : exclaimed

_ Rath Elison.

*“ How

might baye known

could

she’d never

you?

You

have

any.

1 should think you would be ashamed.”

“The boy’s face flushed; andl, taking off

Jis hat, he made her a low bow.

* Thank

you for your preachment, Miss Ellison.”

~+ Charlie Forbes looked up, surprised,

3

and

We have to work so hard, and get
pay. And I should like so much if
have just © one.
Am I’ wicked
go?”
;
i

so little
I could
to feel
Bevis,

‘Mis, Maynard's eyes filled with tears,

and she moved quickly

toward

the baby’s

, take such ai thing to hearbut
t;it seemed

#0 hardto be slighted, when every one else
was remembered. And naw, as’ she lay

sobbingin the little hav-lott at home, she

cried:
"great

“0 God, I im se tired of this
world! When can 1 see the angels

i “and have some

om

one to

love

brightht angel came down

aly the swallows

me?”

But

to cofort

no

her;

twittered under the

eaves, aid Cowslip chewed her bay in the

Then said the

sovereign

to: the penny,

“You lump, get away from me !" You

are

not have the poker with which

mamma

is

stirring the fire, or the steel-pén with wkich
I am writing, or the glass globe of the lamp

best, and, if we are only patient

here,

and |

that gives us light,

Fire is a good friend

as Jorg as you behave wisely to it; but if
you behave unwisely to it, it is not your

You will soon be lying all black ‘and dirty

not P” said the little boy.

trouble of picking you up.

very busy ; but mind you do as I say,

on the ground, und no one will take the
costly gold.

I am

made

of

I shall travel about in the

plain that now,”

“I can not ex-

said the father, ‘for

and

never play with fire.”

do great things, and perhaps
shine in the emperor's crown.”

some

day
-

:

when his father and mother were gone out
of the rogm, said: *‘I should like to have

one littlgfgame with- my friend Mr, Fire,
Bnew what harm there isin it.” So
old gray cat. When he heard this he licked 4 just to
his paws thoughtfully, turned himself round he began to throw pieces of paper into the
‘‘Some

things

go by the rule of contrary.”
«a
:
And so it proved with the pieces of money. It turned out the very contrary of
what the gold ducat expected.
It fell into possession of an old miser,who
locked it up in a great chest, where it lay
idle and useless with hundreds of others

:

:

ing to?”

hundred

The pilgrim answered : “Many

miles away to the city of Jerusalem, where

the Holy Christ dwelt and died. I wish to
offer up my prayers at his grave, and re-

deem my brother, who is a prisoner in the
this purpose

bands:of-the Turks; it is for
that I beg for money.”
“Théh take a mite towards.it

not

flew up the chimuey. It was great fun’ for
some time ; but at last one of the burning
pieces of paper fell out into the room on the

carpet. . The little boy put his foot on it to

me,”

from

tunately, his father came in just in

time

to

prevent hind from being killed. Bat all his
body was scorclied, and he was in very

great pain, and had to lie in bed for weeks
betore he could get well.

God
fire.

¥

givesus many blessings as well as
He

gives us food,

strength, cleverness.
But if we misuse

drink,

clothes,

They are his gifts.

them,

we

change

God's

blessings into cprses, Ifyou eat or drink
too much, you make yourselves ill; if you
are proud of your pretty clothes, you become vain like a peacock ; if you think too

Ptuch of the strength of your body, and of
‘games, you become stupid ; if you think too

much of your cleverness, yout will soon be
be beaten by. other boys that are not so
clever as you. Remember that all good
things are gifts from God. Then you will
be sure to use them rightly. But if you use
them wrongly, they will harm you as the
Now I am going tg say a terrible thing.
Even the good Jesus may harm wus, if we
behave badly to him. If we read about
him, and will not think about him, we shall

become

worse instead of better.

read about him, and think

about

If

we

him,

and

do not try to imitate him, we shall

become

they were before we ever heard of Jesus.

If we do not like Jesus, we suall be uneasy
whenever we. think of him; we shall be
want

him

not

to be our friend, but to let us alone.

will not let us alone.

He is

a

to

baker,

miserable. He will try to burn out ‘of us
all thatis bad, that the good may be left.

who saw all that passed, given him the loaf It is'good for us to be uneasy and miserable
t when we are behaving badly. Then perwhich he wished to buy. And now the pilgrim wandered through , haps we shall be taught to leave off being
many lands, and went in a ship far over the bad.— From Parables for Children.
When
sea to the holy city of Jerusalem.
he arrived here he first offered up his prayers at the sepulcher of the holy Christ, and

then went to the Turkish sultan who kept

his brother a prisoner. He offered the Turk
a large sum of money if he would set his
brother free. But the sultan wanted more.
The pilgrim said: ‘I have nothing more
to offer you but this copper penny, which

beggar,

was given me by a poor hungry

also

have

pity as he had, and this copper penay
4
secure you a reward.”

will

May

compassion.

out of

you

“That boy knows how to tak

gold dust,” said Tom's uncle often

his clothes without wounding him.. The
sultan was very much surprised, and: when
his clothes were examined after the battle,
the penny was found in the pocket, and this
had caused the arrow tq glance off. So the
sultan prized the penny very much, and had

to pay. us for the shoes

last

night, so we could buy the hay for Cowslip I"

g

:

oA

of his gold dast.”

4

just shining through a veil of

green leaves

and flowers. “God ‘sent it. IT know he
did. Let's kneel right down and thank him,
before we open it!”
-I believe all the adjeetives - and super-

in gold’; and this son took care of them as
if they were. Take care of your gold dust!
— Little American.
:

_. Lost the Opportunity.

penny.
ceived

But when he looked at’ it he per-

that

green.

the

penny

had

turned

This showed everybody

that

smperor.

The servant was ordered

peror’s crown.

agi

hat

‘

r

;

Victor Hugo's unique and wonderful power
as a writéris such as no intelligent reader can

think out and et forth the mode of God’s exist

for the power to condense information, for effective narration that makes one see what he deseribes, for dramutie intensity and passion cou-

ence and the true interpretation of the doctrine
of the Trinity.
Men will think on this subject. It is both
proper and inevitable that they should do so.
The human, mind

instuctively

struggles

to un-

derstand what is submitted to it. It avails noth-

pled with the completest selfspoise.
for skill to
set forth the terrible and the pathetic, for ability
to crowd the fact gatherer’s full knowledge,
the

thinker’s broad philosophy and the poet's dar-

ing to tell it that a certain tenet is- shrouded in dog and creative imagination so that the product
mystery ; that the secret is impenetrable; that exhibits all the umty of a single power, we do
the only duty relating to it is unquestioning and not know his equal. And he has never given us
reverent faith ; that speculation is an atlempt to a completer expression of his remarkable genius
be wise above what is written and puts the soul as a writer than is aflprded by this book. The
him a figld fvhere he is
in peril; that the reason must be prostrated be- French Revolution offé¥s
fore revelation, asking

ting no doubt.

no questions

Fer many

and admit-

minds that is simply.

impossible, and if it weré otherwise it would

be unmaily, God bas so fashioned the human
mind that it can not help asking questions and
seeking to harmonize facts and opinions. And
this irrepressible tendency to inquire and philosophize is the soul's divine warrant for study‘ing and theorizing even over that most signifi.
cant of all problems,—~thé mode of the divine ex-

istence and tlie real import of God’s revelations

to men.

:

“This volame is to be commended for the fresh-

ness, the

vigor, the

candor,

the directness, the

reverence for what is sacred, and the faith in the

testimony of Scripture which animate the whole
discussion. The author's view of God, as the
doctrine of the Trinity sets him forth, is somewhat peculiar, though nearly every element belonging to his theory has been presented by others. - IL is rather.in

these

elements

the methods of combining

that

his

peculiarities

appear.

What have been known as the Monarchian, the
Patripassian

and the Sabellian

theories are sub-

stantially reproduced, and yet the author is not
really a disciple of any one
ese schools. Dr,
Haven. has summed up Mr. Burris’s view 80

briefly and so well that we ean hardly de better
He says:

The
general view ot the author may be
sumo ap: He believes the Bible to oh thus
That there is but one God, the Father of sll.1.3.
That Christ is the Son of God, be
n
the
Virgin by the Holy Ghost; that in this Son,of thus
begotten, God dwelt—the whole Deity, and
merely the second person of the Trinity, as not
usually taught. 3. That the Holy
Ghost, sustaining
thus to Christ the relation of Father, is none other than God the Father; in other words, is the

Siiirit of God,and no more a distinct

from
person
rinity
not a
but the three essentials of one

Father being

nature in which

Deity; the Son,

Delty becomes

iu.

carnate;
the Holy Ghost, God ‘working in us
through his Son,—a trinity first comi
into ex-

istence When God

became incarnate Ta the per-

son of Jesus.

;

=

These points are successively dealt with in a
clear and direct way, and the whole testimony
of Scripture on the subject is very carefully con-

fully at home, and in

which he

or his whele

and intense

mighty

finds stimulants

nature.

He

does not wrifeat all after the manuer of the ordinary historian, though he tells more and leaves
a deeper and perhaps juster impression than any
carefubeeitrsuicler has done. He is a novelist 3
but sober history and solid fact underlie the

most intense and dramatic portions of this most
exciting

book.

Tt is such a

panorama

as only

he could have given us. Everything lives and
moves as we turn these leaves. We stand face
to face with the leaders; we perceive the plotting in secret chambers and bear the shouts of
passion in the streets; we listen to the stormy
debates of the Convention and know half the
members ; we see the strange marshaling of parties and overlook the battle-fields where armies
meetin the deadly shock; we catch ‘sight of the
bauner which stands for the Republic and the
symbol of the monarchy that struggles to regain
its feet and its throne,—~all these things pass before us until

we seem

in the very midst of shat

strange and terrible movement in France whose

meaning even centuriesto come will busy them-

selves in seeking to evolve,

The issue of the

volume is an event in literature,
;
The same Publishers ‘send us the ANNUAL
RECORD OF SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY FOR 1873,
edited by Spencer F. Baird.
It is a solid and
substantial looking volume of over 700 pages,

every one of which is crowded with information

such as the past year has brought to the. knowledge of the public,

Much of the information has

appeared in Harper's Monthly

Magazine, but

it

is here greatly enlarged and admirably classified.
Every department. of Science and the Arts is
dealt withyand the amount of interesting and
valuable information here gathered together is
large enough to surprise and of a quality to en-

rich even a wealthy possessor,
reading or reference, the volume

Whether for
is slike .wel-

come and interesting.

SEX AND

EDUCATION.

COlarke’s * Sex

A

Reply

to Dr. E. H.

in Edueation.”

Edited,

with

an Introduction, by Mrs. Julia Ward
Howe.
Boston :- Roberts Brothers, 1874. 16mo. pp.
208. - Soldby E. J. Lane
& Co.
It was to be

supposed that Dr.

Clarke's book

condemned,
what has been accounted a fundamental point and that he himself would be a target for critiin theology. And the Introduction by Dr. Ha-: ‘¢ism and find himself with more than one chal.
lenge in ‘his hands, That is the ease. This volven is by

sidered.

Ttis a real snd valuable discussion of
farthe

best

preseutation, in

brief, of

the. history,of this doctrineof the Trinity that

we

have

anywhere

met,~intelligent,

impartial

and [ucid.—The publishers bave reproduced the
superior - mechanical excellences which have

been noticeable in all the books they have issued,
LIFEOF THOMAS JEFFERSON, third President

he is never

common

e or

dull; he issure to leave a definite pic
f the
man of whom he writes beforg the mind’s eye of
his reader, corresponding to that in his own

mind
; and he is almost ‘equally sure to call ut

sharp criticism from those who admire or those
who dislike his subjects,~very likely from both.
This life of Jefferson is a striking illustration
of all we have been ‘saying. It is intensely interesting; much of it is wonderfully fresh even.
to intelligent readers;

the man stands

before

us

in such clearness of outline and fullness of feature

as to. suggest one of Titian’s portraits; and the
general effect of the biography is to make him apself-con-

been separated from

the company of ‘merely no-

certainly furnished. ample reasons for a careful
review of ‘the verdict which public: sentiment

His recommendations were first class, and
the officers of the fnstiturion were decidedly
pleased with his appearance. They, however, made him no proposals,
nor did the

state their favorable impressions.
:
A gentleman of this city was requested to

would be complained of, reviewed,

ume covtains a dozen

or more

formal critiques,

by such persons as. Mc. Higginson, Miss Phelps,
Mrs. Maon, Mrs. Dall, &c., together vith the
specific testimony. borne .on the subject in question by officers of the Educational institations

where Dr. C. alleged that the evils against which

be struck bad especially shown themselves. The
papers are of unequal merit, but the points made
by the writers are not without force; and Dr.
C. will need to justify some of his strong statements by added argument and testimony before
he can ask for the full confidence of the public.
The discussion of {he question

of the co-educa--

tion of the sexes 1s mow fairly opened, and we
trust it is to go on till the matter is thoroughly ~
understood,.
LINCOLN

AND

SEWARD.

Remarks

upon

the

Abraham

Liun-

Mem
Address of Charles Francis Adams
on the
fate William H. Seward, with incidents
and comments illastrative of the measures and
policy of the Administration of

coln, and views as to the relative positions of
the late President and Secretary of State. By
Gideon Welles, Ex-Secretary of the Navy. New

York : Sheldon & Co, 1874. 12mo. pp. 216.
Quite a portion of the material entering into

this volume has already appeared in the Galaxy;

but what was there found only whetted the ap-

-

petite for the fuller narratives, revelations, incidents, &c., which are here supplied. Mr. Welles

thoroughly believed in Mr. Lincola; = he found
Mr. Seward

too much of a plotter and a polit:-

cian to command his complete contidence und
win his moral admiration, We concur, in the

Sceretary for this mass

of interesting facts and

was fashioning over'his subject, and given to's
large circle of readers a most Interestinand
g

instructive book. | Quite a number of its chap-

ters have’ appeared inthe

of our national history. His bopk is full of interest; it is ‘written out ‘of a Iatge knowledge

and with: manly motives; it ‘throws light upon
men and events that,
puzzled observers; and
it will really aid in tashioning wise verdicts for

Atlantic Monthly. ‘the page of history.

but no one ought to be satisfled without reading
the entire volume,—Parfly perhaps with a view

of putting the work into.a reasonably small com«

SEVEN DAUGHTERS.

By Amanda M. Douglas,’

author of “ In’ Trust,”

‘etc. Boston:

Shepard, 1874, 16mo. pp. 369.

Lee &

Sold by K. J.

pass and a cheap form, 80 ‘as to save the public
Lane & © D,
:
pocket from sevére taxation, the paper used is Tar FISHER Boys OF PLEASANT COVE.

thin enough to blur the page aud considerably
lessen the attractiveness which usually marks
the volumes bearing this imprint,

© |

heh ax

Ailusttuted,

B

:

y

author ‘of * Lion Ben,” &c.
same Publisheps, &c, 1874, 16mo.

pp. 836,
Miss Douglas aver

Sel
writes books that are

THOUGHTS FOR YOUNG MEN. Three morally. aimless, intellectually feeble or sentiascertain where the young man spent his "HELPFUL,
Discourses by T. D. Woolsey, D. D.; LL. D.,

spent several nights of the week in-a billiard
room, and Sunday afternoon drove

span into the country with

a hired

three

He is wondering

why

other’

didn't hear from the honse concerning that:

80 this penny made a child. happy, gave

New York:

Brothers, 1874, 12mo. 0. 856,

net life at
ticeable men and set forth bh‘ herd. Whether reminiscences connected with
~{ wholly right or parti
wrong,ally
Mr, Partoii hus ‘Washington, during the most significant period

young men.

to ex-

By SEL

en

Hugo, author of

fail to ‘recogmze,
feel and confess. For epigram-

pear a much greater, better and move

there

ecutioti,
but the penny was set in the em-

ran

By Victor

°

sistent man, patriot and statesman than the pub- main, with Mr. Welles in his estimate of the two
lic estimate had allowed, He has been taken out ‘men. ‘But those who incline to the view preof the mist and set in a clear, dry light; he has sentedby Mr. Adams, may well thank the £x-

‘quite

was poison in the goblet. A wicked seryant had mixed the poison, hoping to kill the

ie

NINETY-THRERE.

And yet there is almost no end to the diverse

mian interviewer;

that boy, I tell you, knows how to take care

emperor was showing it to thg empress the evenings, and -what class of young, men
penny became unfastened, and fell into the were his assogiates, It was found that he

goblet of wine. The emperor saw it; and
before drinking the wine he took out the

centuries have raged. He who holds to that,
whatever be his philosophy or his method of 'expounding the divine existence, is pretty likely

unique charaeters for subjects; he studies every-

Not long ago a young man of this city
it fastened with a golden. chain to the hilt of had a most favorable
ity to entera
his curved sword, Some, time afterward business housé in this State, at a large inthe sultan was made prisoner by the em- crease over his present salary, with a prosperor, and had to yield up his sword to his pect of soon getting a placé in the firm.

the table, and was just in the act of raising

Around that point the chief controversies of the |’

.{ thing that may help him comprehend what he is
to set forth; his knowledge is alwuys ample,
Tom.went to college, and ‘every account
both In respect to generalities and details ; he is
they heard of him, he was going ahead, lay- thoroughly and sometimes almost audaciously
ing a solid foundation for the fature.
independent; be tells the good things and the Lad
“Certainly,” said his uncle, “‘certainly ; things alike with almost the freedom of a Bohe-

:

“Gold dust!” Where did Tom get gold
Then the sultan took compassion on him,
and set his brother free, and he received the "dust? He wasa poor boy. He had not
been to California, He never was a miner.
:
penny from the pilgrim.
The sultan put the copper "penny in his Where did he get gold dust? Ah! he has
pocket, and after a little while forgot all seconds and minutes; and these are the
about it. Now it happened that after a gold dust of time—specks and particles of
time the emperor of Germany came to Jeru- time—which boys and girls and grown-up
salem to fight against the sultan.. So the people are aptto waste and throw away.

it struek him, indeed, but glanced off from

and his method and style unite to yender his
sketches vivid 4nd attractive.
it

The central truth in the doetrine of the

Trinity is confessedly the Divinity, or,as many
would prefer to put it, the Deity. of ,Christ.

of the United States. By James Pirton. Bor
ton
: James R. Osgood & Co, 1874. 12mo.
p.
764. Sold by E. J. Lane & By
opp
Mr. Parton's qualities as a biographer are
well-known. He always chooses strong and

Tom's

self, and sometimes aloud.

events, and sets them forth in a way at once

clear, just and striking. The following are some
of the special subjects dealt with, they are skill.
fully treated; and are fair specimens of the
whole: Capt. John Smith,
Massasoil,!Indian
Customs, Salem Witchcraft, King Philip’s War,
William, Pern, Arnold the Traitor, Tudepen-

dogma,

nevertheless we do not love him, our hearts trinity of persons.
God in Christ,—the
will become cruel and hard, harder than’ the
human

shall

interest in historieal sub-

dence, Lafayette. The salient points are grasped by the author in dealing with his subjects,

person
very much worse. IFwe read how he was
than the spirit of a man is a distinct
from
the
man himself. 4. That the Divine
kind, and loved us and died for us, and if —the Father,
Son and Holy Ghost—are

afraid of him, and we

ing a commendable

jects. It deals briefly und happily with a large
and
{ number of prominent historic characters

a candid seekér after truth who would attain to

.| than to copy his words.

fire harmed the little-boy.

Light, but be is also a Fire. If we behave
badly to him, he will make us uneasy and

penny

the

his

dress, and id"a moment he was. on fire all
over. He shrieked aloud for help, and, for-

Jesus

said the beggar, and he gave his
had

grate, watching how they caught fire and

stamp it out; blt the flume caught

ers for whom it was written, and who are show -

methods in which theologians have been wont 10 ‘matic skill and force,for vividness of portraiture,

In the same room there lay by the fire an

on the other side, and said,

Westminster Confession: perhaps, and yet théy
are utterly at fault in answering the inquiry, of

and for good reasons to be counted a Trinitarian,

I am

world with great lords and princes; I shall |- That-sarhe evening the foolish little boy,

his goblet to his lips, the empress said she
do his will, there will befor“us ‘pleasures.
was anxious to see the carved . Turkish
evermore.’ Think how nice .it was for sword. So it was broughtin, and as the

Mr. Packard

lar.as'it adapted to be useful to the young pead-

some clear iden or rational exposition of the

only made of common copper, and are not friend. You must never play with fire, or
worthy of the sunhght that shines on you. throw pieces. of paper in_ the fire.” “Why

crib to hide her face,
sid
*¢ No, dear, But you know. very many conqueror. So the penny came into the
of the boys and girls only hang them “be- possession of the emperor,
.
cause they expect one in return; and we
One
day
when
the
emperor
was
sitting
at
could not afford that. But God knows

Rath began to croéhet more rapidly. But? ' ¢ Dido’t some one knock, mother?”
just then the school-bell rang.
“I think it' was only the wind, dear; bu
ay seemed to have disappeared my-:- look and see.”
.
aia
|
teriously, for her ‘seat was empty all the “4 O mother, mother!” and Ida came
'. rest of the morping. It was very foolish, back with her arms fall; and her ‘blue eyes

no doubt,for a girl twelve years old to

they lay, shining and clean, close together
on the table, and the bright rays of the ‘sun
danced and sparkled on them, ~~

‘Sultan fought bravely at the head of Tom knew their value. His father, our
caught Rath Ellison, who huug it" to'hez,’ ‘his army, and was never wourided ; bat one minister, had taught him that every speck
She said there was such a big orange in it,
day atrarrow was aimed right at his breast ; and particle of time was worth its weight
and such lovely violets.”
~
:

*¢ Is that why you are sober my child?”
turn.
Kate laughed, and commenced to cotnt | _ No. Ye-es. Lsuppose I am very wickup on her fingers. She had eight—more ‘ed, but it seemsas if God had forgotten us.

than any of the others.

gold ducat and a penny just coined, . There

as hungry as he came

her red lips half seriously.

—

1 Historieals is a book that ought to’ bé as popu --

‘What a kind friend is fire!” said a little
has paid us for all pur trouble I”
By Fy H, Burris,A. M.; mem
boy one winter evening. “Fire warms us Tie r TrINTY,
of the Sout
sas M. KE. Conference.
and makes our rooms look bright aud cheerSun an8 Intradual a
proL Jose
Haven,
.
D.,
L . D.
Chicago: 8. 0. wank
[ ful, and we can take'd piece of fire and put
History of a Penny. i
.
1874.
13ma.
pp, 316,
hp
it in a lamp, aad it gives us light to read,
There are many intense believers in the docor work, or play.”
:
i
A FABLE FROM THE GERMAN,
"trine of the Trinity, Some of .them are so inol
In the mint, where all oui pounds, shil-y, “Yes,” said bis father, “anid fire helps us. tense as to be impatient of anf questioning over
lings and pence are made, there once were a ‘in other ways also. | Without fire we. could the statement found ‘in the Nicéné Creed or the

with its blue flowers and-graceful sprays.
“ I wonder if she will try to catch us,”
queried Kate, looking up in Harry's face,
as they wound the myrtle amongst the
moss.
* No, indeed! She will never- think of

a

were

to-day | .

the pilgrim, and would ha¥e gone away

“ Never mind,” said Grace.
“ We will
wealth of golden
hair, stopd | leaning
hide ; and, if she forgets to look for us, ‘we
against a tree, listening to what the others shall see her at school next day, and that
were saying. She was Kate Fairbanks, will make up for it.”
the belle of the school—always the May
It was May Day, and Mrs. Maynard had
Queen, and always surrounded with dutifinished
her daily work. The babypwhich
fal sabjects. In contrast, looking out of
was always erying, had at last fallen asleep,
the window over her head was a figure
Cowslip had been milked, and had her
with a sad, wistful face, thin, pale cheeks,
supper, and the ever busy fingers of the
anda little scanty shawl drawn Lightly over
widow ‘were clicking her knitting-needles,
her. shoulders.
.
while the pale fice of Ida bent wearily over

Harry Minturn and Grace $.ovejoy

face

and-white May-flowers, mixed with myrtle,

too bad; that is all the fun—"
girl,

bus I think her

| Bien Born.

Fire.

she didn’t look to find where we were hid- |

den last night

I might have known she wouldn't have
any. She must lead a hard life. Suppose
1 give up Kate’s basket, and hang her one.
She’s a queer child—expect she’d think an
angel brought it. They say she has queer like itself. But when the old miser found
notions. She will’ never think I am an that he should not live much longer, he
angel, though, after what I said to-day, [ buried all his money in the ground, that no
guess. Well, Charlie Forbes, is that you ” one might get it, and there lies the proud
*“ What do youn see in that brook, Min- ducat to this day, dirty and black, and no
t
one will ever find it.
turn P” .
’
:
4
But the penny traveled far about in the
Harry did not tell all he .saw in the
water.
But he said, * Forbes, I've a propo- world,and it came to high honor. .And this
sition to make. You now the Maynards, is how it happened.
I propose we all get Ida up a May-basket
First, one of the poor boys at the mint
—one of the useful ones, I mean.”
received ‘it in his wages. He carried it
“ Well, Hal, I second the motion; and
home, and as his little sister was so delightto begin, I'll give a peck basket, and we ed at the clean, shining penny, he gave it to
will get some ground-pine and trim it- all her.
The child ran into the garden to show it
up, and get the girls to help us fllit. That
will be better fun than hanging the turnip to her mother, and saw a poor, lame beggar passing by, who begged for a piece of
to Sam Jawbones ; won't it?”
=
fe
HH
So the next day Harry Minturn and his bread.
friend called a council, and Kate and
“I have not got any,” said the child.
Grace were let into "the secret. They all
““Then give me a penny to buy some,”
agreed that their spending money for that said the beggar, and the child gave him her
oy
month should be devoted to Ida.
I don’t new penny.
The beggar limped off to the baker's.
know whether Kate Fairbanks ever knew
what she lost by the transaction; but I Just as he came to the shop an old friend
know she seemed very well satisfied with of his passed by, dressed as a pilgrim, with
the heautiful wreath of trailing arbutus mantle, staff and scrip. He gave to some
which *¢ somebody” hung to her, and that ehildren who were standing round the
she looked no more with longing eyes at baker’s door pictures of good and holy men,
the fancy basket in Ray’s window, but and the children in return put some money
gave all her energies to the Dorcas Society, ‘into the little box he had in his hand.
as she called it.
The beggur asked, “Where are you travelAfter
many consultations, the basket
was finished, and a fairy-looking affair it
was! There was a dress, socks, and rattle

The May-Basket.

the’

that

to-day!

I wish I hadn't asked Ida Maynard

“ Dear, may-be the flowers are living,” she said,
“Asleep in this bit of wood.”

—Baptist

Kate is a glo-

But why does the boy start back?

It was ouly a slip; I pulled the rose;

in

he

by tite ‘willows, and

rious girl. - I have-three dollars to spend—"

. She rooted it last May;

ting like magpies.
~~.
One beautifal, dark-eyed

that night,

the window at Ray's store.

You’ve cut the flower, you're very kind,

eastern Massachusetts,

a hearty,

‘Kate expects a May-basket from me. I
think I will buy that one with * gold spangles, and the picture on it, which hangs in

For the first sad hours in sixty rears,
You were out of my sight last night.

house.

'

altogether perfect, as

on the liltle bridge

© And I am eighty, dear Lord, to-day—
‘Too old to be left alone !
O heart of love, so still and cold!

In;

and slow,

we have seen; but no one regretted hasty
words more than he. As he was going

It’s lonesome in the house here,

.

she sewed

ous way with him that everybody liked

And don’t know what to say.

them.

the

Harry Minturn was a tall, maniy-look-

Put up the old pipe, deary,

baskets!

only

with

weary step made her mother sigh.

Lies other side 0’ the door.:

—

had

straw, she bound shees; and she ‘tried to
make little Ida’s heart happy, but she often

I'll dress as quick as ever I ca n,

J

poor,

who

little house and barn and Cowslip; so she
"had to work hard to support Ida and the

——

Somehow I’ve slept too late.
You are very kind, déar-Effio—
'

her husband,

house left ber by

What did you say dear—breakfast?

©

the little red

Tda's mother lived alone in

——

coveted position.— Springfield Union,

he

|

I pray you very solendnly, says Ruskin,to
put that idea of knowingall things in
heaven and earth ont of your head. = +

late President of Yale Oollege. Boston: D.
Lotbrop ' & Co. Dover, 'N.' H,! G.T, Day &
Co. 1874. 12mo. pp. 81. 1
:

TORICALS FOR TUE Young Forks, 'By

Noque. Bame Publishers. 1

Oro

4, 12mo, p y 168,

mentally vicious.

after her own

She i8 no copyist, but works

ideas.

She: is always bright,

breezy, wholesome, and tends to lift the souls
that are suré to féel her influence. The Seven

Daughters are the children of a elergyman; they
‘have no brothers; they are varied in. taste and
for instruction and profit. They deal
with prin. |
development ; they are fresh, unhackneyed, lifeciples and facts rather than with pictures and like girls; and the Home they largely help
fancies, Dr. Woolsey is well known as one of to fashion ig one that will do ‘good to those who
| the calmest, solidest aud most considerate of look at the: very pleasant pictures of it app earcounselors, and his large knowledgeof and ining on these pages.
°
tense sympathy with young meu renderhis words Mr, Kellogg closes his Pleasant Cove series of
especially wise, weighty, practical and 'valuable. In these Discourses, —entitled respectively juvenile books with this mew volume} and itis
‘ Strength to do All Things,” * Serving, our no slight or doubtful praise when we say that he
Generation,” and * God’s Guidance fu Youth,” has put into it all the elements of interest which
have marked fits predecessors, anil that; while
‘We have here twe good books, meant

directly

As it respects general habits, a parent —he. has
latives expressive of joy were exhausted bread to a beggar, delivered a prisoner,
most forcibly and kindly discussed ‘writing so mavy books, he does mot repeat himcan
gearcely teach 4 child a ‘more’ valdable | those very questions “which~li
over that basket. © Harry Mintarn said, cas- saved a sultan from being wounded, and
e at the busis of
nor grow stale, nor become ‘Very thin,—~
manly character und a truly successful life. With self,
ually, at recess next day: * Had any May- preserved the life of ap emperor. It de-. art than dispateh without bustie. though now-and then a readér does find a tenspecial

baskets, this year, Ida?’

Aud

sucha joy-

ful face looked up to him as she answered :
“Yes, one,”
:
;

served to be set in an emperor's

Perhaps it is there to this day, if we

crown.

only sed
the crown.—Children's Hour.

could

It is in the heart that God has placed the
genius of women, because the works of this
genius are all works of love.—Lamartine.
vi,

emphasis we commend the book to those |
dency ‘in: Himself’ to think of skim-mitk rather .
for whose profit it was written by the distin- ‘thin’ cream. ‘But
there id a real robustness of _
guished man and Christian educator whose
mind and character inculeated and illustrated hy
nameit bears,
this popular writer,
:
3
-

A

’

-

A

:
%

reer

eyes

8 sacred place, . How many a lordly palate
years’
up, proudly, two t
sure to, that ), stood
i8 DOW 8
of ruins,
forgotten by

of

van

Be

at “board” in the newest

that is,

adhe est. It is a bit of man's work with no
wounded
form is
the
If
er.
w
aid’
ous
ventiti
and
ride
e
u
r
t
assumes the offensive, anda
l, or ugly, or commonor quaint,
required on the part of the beautifu
steady nerve are
the plastic clay has followthat
is
it
place,
ed to L
bearship will
sportsman, or his
ed the conception in
produc
exactly
and
ed
agree
than
close
more
ntance
acquai
an
form
is formless, without
it
;
mind
maker's
the
the
and
hand,
at
is
tree
able. If a good
colorless, it takes
but
all
and
nce,
cohere
,
as.
“better
the
hunter can scale it, so much
tency, and color
consis
the
and
form,
the
the cinnamons do not climb; and a knowlwho transforms
man
awith
ideal
are
that
edge ot this fact tends to restore confidence.
into a piece of pottery, and,
earth
gray
the
withsed
conver
have
I
men
of
ty
majori
The
his handiwork lasts
refer to hunt them in this wae; In some when he has done this,
.
forever
badly
being
after
on,
nstances the cignam
Coins rust with time, statues of marble
hit, rushes at the’tree up which his snags
bronze crumble or are corroded, inand
in
it
onist has shinned for dear life, seizes
obliterated, stone walls fall
his teeth and claws, and attemptsto tearit sorigtions are and the pyramids themselves
down. At this critical juncture it is best 10 the earth,disappearing; every monument
are slowly
for the hunterto preserve his composure,
have - thought most lasting
and not fly off the handle. The bear may that mankind except the work of the potter.
time
to
Li
but
keep him: imprisoned an hour or so,
productions is yet
e most frail of man's
bruin has a small’ stock of patience, and
us tints

Then

to bay.

and. brought

position

when he asbertains that the

is -im-

pregnable, be gives up the job in disgust,
and retires in good order.
grizzly, however, stands at the head
The
bear family, and is more feared and

of the

He is a treach-

_ respected than all others.

erous, sullen, malicious, desperate, ill-manbrute—one which
! nered, uncouth, sha;
advances towards
stubbornly resists
riendship, and is ready at any time to die

Like the immortal ** Old

in the last ditch,

Guard”. of Napoleon, your genuine grizzly
toethe last.
never surrenders, but is gam

. The grizzly has a lordly, independent bear-

sides, or

mountain

‘his native

on

ing, and

in the forests, will hardly deign to make
room for man himself. If you meet one
the chances

in the road,

will

are that he

himself upon his: enormous haunches, and
‘Neognatwait for you to
graciously

witha breechter whether you are
Winchester or
loading Ballard,
Sharpe, never attack a grizzly alone, or out
in the open country.
The onl ly safe posi
y tion is onon thethe back of
a good horse,
or in the limbs of a cotton-

wood tree, Many
persons, Foiwi nokn
this advice,bhave pad
their
wit
their lives; for, no matter where you shoot

or

without a strnggle,and will fight as long

as

he can lift a paw.

Practical

of the fighting
seen

your
from

correspondent
Fairplay, who

nearly

in

every

these

Death

day.

The.

other

morning

At first I supposed that he had been invited
by some of the friendly Indians to a secalping picnic as chiet’ performer; but, in conversation, it turned out that he had received each and all of these grievous wounds
from the claws of a grizzly.
~The grizzly bear obtains his full growth in
four years. At six years he is in his prime,
and able to cope with any animal in existence. The majestic lion may
be consider-

far as looks are

concerned ; but he would stand very ‘poor
show in the hug of a grizzly. The average
weight of a grizzly is 1,300 pounds, but
quite a number have been killed in this locality who kicked the beam at 1,800. Old
man Griffin, of Canon, one of the early set

tlers, and reputed to be the sharpest and
most courageous bear hunter in these parts,
knocked over a grizzly last fall that weigh-

ed 1,600 pounds after being dressed.
The
claws of this fellow were large enough to

anchor a good-sized sloop, being nine inch“es in length. He fought to the ast, and,

the heart,

charged upon the enemy ,and dropped down

stone dead so close to the ofd man that he

could touch him with his paw.
:
They tell a story avéund here of a foolk, who

made a bet that he would lasso a grizzly
and_bring him into camp. He made the
~ gxperiment, and‘ slipped a good noose over
Mr. Grizzly; but the latter sat down upon
, his haunches very ‘coolly, and commenced
hauling
in on the line. In vain the horse
struggled; the
er at the other ‘end
was irresistible; but fortunately the ‘ariat

there

ed

The

country

is illuminated

by.

northern

to see- the
Ysbmverh night, --I-waanted
Laps and. drivea weindeer., They. can go
The
fifty miles an hour for two hours daily.
sledges are narrow, have an oscillating motion, and one unaccustomed

to them will

You. drive
tumble out in all directions.
with one line only, that reaches from the
animal's.

horns,

and

/is tied

around

in the

family

The Origin 0 Species, we may almost say

‘‘Steamboat

of

it has taken Josessioh of the human mind,
lode, Our views of
and will not
life, of art, of the

survivors of the are

sert such a thing of any one wearing, army

blue, I should say his voice

an

trembled

your

arm, After you get pitched out, ‘the reindeer stops: when he is tired of dragging you
.through thé snow.
Sometimes they bout
face and buck you out, and not untrequent-

ly perform that task by kicking.
was
| keeled out by a kick, and snatched: along
two hundred yards at a rate of nearly a
-mile a minute. There were Laps ahead and

modified” by

conceptions,

world, our

master-thought.

this

‘He said

no mother could be more

ed to a child than that Modoc mother

devot-

was.

He never knew of her. sleeping night or
day while it lived, and the father shared
her cares and Shaky,
;
One day the captain: heard, through the
door leading from his office to their room,
a single sharp sob.
He knew then the
baby was ‘dead, and going to. them, He
rolling in mute
found. Steamboat Frank
agony upon the bed, with the little lifeless
form clasped tightly to his heart, while the

for
her

mother crouched, weeping, beside him
then, drawing
and
a few moments,

blanket over her head and folding ‘ber
empLy arms upon her breast, she sat silent

and

wotionless for hours .
When the captain expressed his “hym-

pathy for: them, ‘and ‘asked them if’ he
shonid talk to God and tell him how. heavy
their hearts were, they eagerly assented
and seemed comforted,
;
The question of burial came up, and they
were bewildered and helpless.- Of late
they have burned their dead, not knowing
how else to secure their graves from desecration.

;

vears and eight

the. reader
arduousness

and better

is,

place for their tribe; then with the. captain
he went to. the

grave,

and

together

they

ve the little heathen baby a Christian
urial, and so the first Modoc grave was
made in the land of their exile.

remote

2

It is not now sufficiént

A

vl

bein

rar tay oat oe ms

ay

i AT

thoughts.

The thought

riage. The women of the United States
oughtto read the Bible story ‘of the nativty and birth of Jesus,over and over again,
till they lose interest in the critical disputes

lqved God’s

of Sainte-

it

the

longer

his

best.—Lippincott’s
.
mY

How many hundreds and thousand;
our fellow-mortals awake each morning
expectation

of news: by

what conflicting feelings they

OLIVE, wife of Rev,
‘West
Sister
{ ness,
call.

fancy; that'every-new
called by

Almighty is
if. ‘of in-

motheris a Mary

a voice from heaven to the holiest

budget of news:

of
to
\

with

in its way,

perhaps,

pointed to some inspired missionuplifting of man.

ap-

for the

I implore, especially, the

appeatance of Satan

himself.

of sci-

‘

pal.

Mathematics.
b
CLARA A. FORBES, Teacher
in Normal

Miss

i

and
De-

Teacher.
No deduction for less than half a term, except on
Half terms commence at the

though often dlstrusting herself she ha

S.

‘
11 as gentle
men’s are formed.
reasonable
at
families
private
in
board
Rooms and
rates.
For further particulars, address the Secretary, at,
Pittageld, Maine.
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COLLEGE

C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

OF PENNSYLVANIA.

AGRICULTURAL,

|

EVANSVILLE SEMINARY.

SCIENTIFIC and

SerixG

by

died

of prayer

all

Stephen Leavitt, died in

that-die in the

is lostin the perusal of the letter through
its matter of fact reception. There have
probably beer none of the hopes and fears

«1

mourn their, loss.

PoLLY, wife of Dea. Wm,

struction

m

TUITION :

Primary Studies,

Common English,
Higher Engl sh

Latin and

Pe

reek,

French (extra),

.

-

-

-

K

.

-

-

-

.

-

-

NICHOLS

Board from $3.00 to $3.50

-

-

-

-

in

families;

mm

clubs

on
reat

LOCATION :

its arof the

School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the village
of Lyndon Center, and is in the midst of the universally admired full seenery of Vermont. The Lyndonville station, of the Passumpsic railroad, is but
ten minutes walk trom the Institution. It is thus

=~ Jan. 6.
- = « Mar. 30.

easily accessible from all pasts

of the country,

and

from the activities and
at the same time removed
temptations which tend to divert the attention and
.
corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.
particulars, address the Principal at
L Fordonfurther
Secretary, at
SANBORN,
W.
I.
or
Center,
Lm donville.
31
yndon Center, Vt. 1873.

ness m doing their work is secured from both teach-

upils, which is not ordinarily found in
ers and
schools where so many kinds of work are done. Th EL
students are faithful drilled in Latin and Greek
cient History, Algebra and .
Ancient Geopraphvs
is given to rea ding,
Geometry.
Special attenti
reek and Latin
poetry,
declamation, composition,
soanning, &e. The location of the school 5 at
e and Theol ogieal School, affords advantages of association with students of a higher rank
and culture. The public lectures ot these institutions
are invaluable.
A.M. JONES, Sec,
LEBANON ACADEMY.

"WHITESTOWN

SEMINARY.

The 32d Academical year of this institution will
commence March 23rd.
Complgie courses of study for/Hoth sexes.
hers of Common
Normal Department for
A
id
Schools. Tuition free.
Free tuition to studerits from this and other states
nt’s certificate in Common
who first secure the
English. ‘Send for Catalogue.
J. 8. GARDNER, Principal.

LOCATED AT WEST LEBANON, ME.

10

Whitestown, N. Y., Feb, 11, 1874.

The FALL TERM of this Institution commenced
Tuesday, August 19, 1873, and continue eleven weeks,
under
instruction of

FLINT;
Av Bs; Principat,

.

.

.

The new, commodions building, ample in
for the use
erected
recently
rangements,

The special work of this school is to fit students fo 4
College, and it is open for’ both sexes. The school
being composed of only one department, a thorough-

G; Wi

.

-

lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.
»

LATIN SCHOOL.
-

-

Instruction on Guitar,
.
.
.
Vocal Music,18 Lessons,
Ree
Penmanship, 156 Lessons,
ergymen’s children and students relying
their own exertions for 4m’ education, received at
:
2
duced tuition.

L.G.JORDAN, AM,, Principal, with three Assist
ants.

“Spring Term begins,
Summer Teri begins,

-

Use of Piano or Organ (ex'ra),

A special effort will be made, by the Principal, i
spe
Jiopare those students who may have the
I n stry in view, by furnishing them every assistance
in his power towards the prosecution of theological
studies.
For further particulars, address the Principal at
Waterbury Center, Vermont.

CHRISTIAN

+

BAPTISN

"This little book has been revised by the antnor, ds

‘Miss SARAH C. GILMAN, Assistant.

resents
clothedin an entirely new dress, and
of Jnsrimients 1‘ | 4béen
e
yar comely
appearance. It should be
usic
et every pastor and Ae
Bd
Pp
ye
I. G. N. FISK, Teacher of Vocal Music,
ber have a copy of this newly revised and useful
# The course of studies in this schcol embraces
book. ' Price, ii cloth; only 25 cts.; m paper covers
everything necessary to fit one for college Or a prac15 cts. . Postage extra; on the former, 4 cts., on the
tical business life.
latter 2 cents
:
¥or beauty of scenery, healthfulness and comfort.

,

Mis. M. E. FLINT,

Teacher

«this location is unsurpassed. It is free from those | ©
Dacosof resort conducive to idleness and pernicious

of & large family, and the hearts- of the parents
on
and brothers and sisters seemed-to be set
Ella. But they do not mourn as those that have |.
with
family
dear
the
no hope May God bless
bis presence and there be a reunion on the shinI. 8. JONES,
ing shore.
|

BOSTON

Jo
common to large villages and cities,
moral
résent management take great pleasure in
presenting the Corps of Teachers to the attention of
parents and foard ans and the public, 48 eminently
scholars for every honorable position
ualided to
n life.

AND

/ "WINTER

MAINE

»

RAILROAD

ARRANGEMENT,

1874.

—

TRAINS FOR

BOSTON.

TERMS:

Common

na

English,

en

-

.

AR

-

«$1.

SS "

Higher
*
.
sina |
.
Languages,
.
.
Instramental Music (20 lessons),

b.
6.
8.

JUse of Piano,
wl
iam
ies
:
Good board canbe obtained in private families at
$3.00 pee week. NiHose wishing to board themselves
can obtain good
Pooms ngar the Academy.
.
4
0
HAYES, Secretary. \

‘West Lebanon, July 29, 1873.

.

lew

ts Boston at.7.30, 8.30, A. M., and 12.30, 8.80 and

“Leave Portlandat 6-15, 9.10, A. M., and 8.10, and 6, |

P.M.

<

grleave

Sat

)

Alton Bay at 5.85, A. M., 3.45, P. M.
TRAINS FOR PORTLAND.

Leave BOSTON
LAPHAM
The

SPRING

TERM,

INSTITUTE.
of

18 weeks,

“

send for a Circular to

Rev, W. COLGROVE, A. M.. President.

TREATISE,
The New Trearisey just revised by-order

of the General Conference, can now be had
on'application, for 25 cents for each copy.
ders

are

sahisited

DOVER at 1045, A.M., and 8.00, 6.17, and
z
810, P.M,
TRAINS

one;

Or-

FOR

ALTON

BAY.

Leave BOSTON at 8.80, A. M., and 3.80, Pp. M.
¢“
PORTLAND at 6.15, A. M., and 8,10, P. M,
DOVER

at 10.45, A. M., 6.25, P, M.

7

PFLEMINGTOY, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.
This Institution offers to students important and
peculiar advantages. For, particular information,

Postage (extra) 4 cents for singleof
4 cents each for two or more copies.

at 430 a M., and 12.30, 3.30, and
/
. M.
ALTON BAY 6.85, A.M, and 3.45, P.M.

4
“4°

WEST VIRGINIA COLLEGE, *

Lisbon.

«

commenceon

Monday, Mar. 23, 1874.
Complete courses of-study for both sexes.
G. H. RICKER, Prin.
North Scituate, R. L, Feb. 8, 187%,

10, 1874, aged about
‘from disease induced by a fall in Dec., 1872» He
part of his
was born in Franconia. The early

the Fe Baptist church at'Suzar Hill. From
time to-nis death be was aworthy member, « He!
his. end trustfullyy and fell, asleep
approached
peacefully, May bis childless widow be ‘divineCom.
>
ly sustaped.

;

.

Theology.

faithful, devoted wife and mother, a kind friend
Her husband. and children will
and neighbor,
mourn her death, byt hope to meet her. where
‘
!
CoM.
nrore,
purting will be no

40 years ago, he experienced religion and joined
that

Penmanship.

CALENDAR:
Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins August 26, 1873.
Winter Term of 13: weeks, begins ecember 2, 1873.
Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 12, 1874.

mantically
situated amidst the highest mountain 8
and grandest scenery of Vermont.

Baptist church, which was organized in Sebago,
Nov. 19, 1826, and of which she remained a
worthy member until ber death. She was a

spent at Sugar ‘Hill,

Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS,

2), 1874.

The Buildmg, one of the finest in the State, is ro-

Haley, of Sebago,

He lived about 80 years in Sutton and Lyndon,
Over
Vt., and had resided nearly 6 years in B.

:
Faculty :
BROWN, A. B., Principal.
Lizzie CALLEY, Precepiress.
MARY C. BRADFORD, Associate.
MARY E. MOREY, Music.

.Instruction on Piano or Organ,

She embraced
died March 17, aged 80 years.
religion in Oct, 1817, was baptized 'by ‘Eider
me
of thee F.
member
a
beca
and
| John Stevens

married life-was

Feb.

Location.

048. HasTY,

Bath, N. H., Feb.
Cave ALDRICE died73. in His
death ’ resulted

Opens

BOATA »essssesesnosesrsssnres
Book-Keeping,

J. FW.

"Bria May, daughter of Harvey and Susan
Coldren, died in Hawpateh, April 7. 1874, aged
1 year and 9 menths. She was the youngest

12 weeks,

Instrumental Music,
Use of Piano and Organ,...

Lord.”

years

TERM,

J. 8.
Miss
Migs
Miss

Taition:
i
Common English,.......... Wisnraenveais $5.50
Latin and Greek, extra,
«1.00
French, extra,
cages 2.00

in

which

a

Rev. R. H. Tozer, A. M., Principal.

Mrs. E. C. Smith, Prineipal
es’ Department.
Miss M. E. Prentiss, Assistant.
G. T. Swasey, L. A. Butterfield, E: C. Sith, Miss
Abbie Lyon.
;
Calendar:
FALL TERM, 13 weeks. Opens Sept. 2, 1873.
WINTER TERM, 12 weeks. Opens
Dec. 2, 1873.

church endeavored
tian life. Conscious to the last, she entered the
shadowy vale fearing'no evil. She was the mother, of mine children, six of ‘whom survive to:

mechanically, as’ an important routine of
business, in-so-much as it may greatly affect
their worldly prosperity ; buty if am

re- about its arrival that'a person experiences.
of who has a scanty correspondence and that
the only a frieqdly one. Expectation is a larger

Disguised,

veneering

at
of

4.

oh

M.

confidence in the power of Christ to save his fol.
lowers. Funeral sermon by Rev. L. Hathawayt

Limington,
‘Wipow ANNA Foss anddied 10, inmonths.
This

March 20, aged89

letters

throng of uninteresting correspon
office of humanity ; that her child is the the
‘claim attention, one’ occasional
last revelation of heaven to this’ warld,—a who
rivate aud. éven paramount inte
|
‘holy thing,” over whose cradle
trade on their notice, how much
may singa new song and prophets
new~hope;

.

girlhood or atthe age of seventy-five; for 8h e
oved the pure, the beautiful, and the
good;
od, aug

h 5, 1874, aged T9 years.
Corinth, Vt.,
a great sufferer in her last sickL. was
for her Saviour’s
waiting
but ever patient,
her end was .peace.
Peaceful" in life,

quéintance, to mourn her death.

anticipate the

They devour their

A
HELD

ent.
Miss
A C. VICKERY, Teachér of French.
Miss ELLAC. HURD. Teacher of Music.
Penmanship will be taught by an experienced °

aged sister experienced religion in the great refvisit-of the postman! Some, with cares | ormation in this place in 1825. For many years
that cloud its divine depth of meaning ; til 1 | daily
prepondering in their minds,lose | she took an active part in public and-social meetthey learn, there, that every little child is of business
anxiety to read the ‘Thorni ng | ings,
and although . never uniting with any
sentimental
all
of
Spirit
Holy
iven to its mother by the
to live an exemplary Chris-

od’s creative Jove; that God
poorest little
the
of
the Father

term 6¢

ous mother

makes allusion in almost every -manuseri
we find, whether written in the joyous ars

She was a faithful wife, and a loving mother.
She Jeaves 8h aged and jofirm husband and three
with a large circle of friends and ac¢hbildren,

With

post?

Normal, Academstudy. . ferms y 10

ache!

or a80 terribly uberdis. | |Spring term Rebs,
better world: to which he Miss R. ANNIE DRAKE,, Weacher
Foacher of German

bas gone to that

he had an unwaA good
Saviour.
widow and five
Taunton, Mass.,
A. L. GERRISH.

in death
mighty
leaves a
Rich, of

«Blessed are the dead

The Morning Letters.
the

people and the house

and
through his life,
vering trust in Israel's
man has fallen. He
children, Rev. J. N.
being one of them.

for the crit-

is mo

receding

greatly trom Rivoase; bu

we
ttle op
We trust that oe

ing words:

time he has invariably maintained family devotions. He lived on the same farm in Brooks 42
years. The last three years of his life were
spent mostly in Pittsfield. | He belonged to the
He
church in Pittsfield Village, where he died.

ic to tell us his'chance opinions or to mgke
elegant ‘restatements of other people's
who expresses
Mugazine.

- Consecration of Home.

missed

Me., since

Jackson,

Baptist church

ingredient of pleasure than people think.
What though disappointment must often
be, under any
a
‘the footsteps of hopé? Hope has
follow
selfof
ten times; the second, seventy; the’ third, ence, liberty or culture, this gospel
fairy wings, which can notbe stajied in their
shitty the fourth, ten ; next day, no times, jshness is the Satan in our American para- course,
upwards
‘Advancing ever—flying
of myriads of
and thiought that was bully. The cold dise, hardening the hearts
ever in motion—rising above the surface
land,
the
of
Slory
the
be
ant
m
who
was forty degrees below, yet 1 did not suf- women
despair and death of minor obstacles. What pity can we have
Lhe climate is dey and healthy. and easting the blight of
fer from it.
only remedy for the unlucky possessor of go serial a visThe
We droveto an acquaintance who owned into nuniberless homes,ed,
y mar. itor? ‘‘Giive me something more tangible
for
the
hasty,
ill-assort
mercenar
his
into
went
I
.
reindeer.
four thousand
social to cherish,” say the thoroughly , practical.
with
America
filling
are
that
riages
and
dogs
and
tent, and found men, women
of joy. |
of They know not the hight nor dept
lesson
the
just
is
divorce
and
discord
I
other animals sleeping: together, and
the’
only
cultivate
they
when
they,
can
How
d,
womanhgo
holy
and‘
love
ed
found so many fleas there that Ttook my consecrat
the
nip
and
existence,
of
portion
material
o
gospel
the
of
heart
very
?
bag and went out to sleep in a snow-bank, found at the
life
spivitual
a.mmere.
of
buds
yh,
blossoming.
Ta
44
hear
All'the Christians read and write, school our Lord.
to!
careless
are’
who
wapy
ave
‘There
Such ‘marriage as’ our youth; 80, conse
attendance being compulsory. Their mode
on his motnwill make, will construct, a; family: the postman’s pupetual steps, slackens at
They wear gnow- crated,
of locomotion is funny.
round, because he seldom
ing
And
*
home:
neistiat
a
insist'on
will.
that
. shoes ten feet long ‘and four feet wide, and
person may be slightly dehere comes in the law oft a’ sanctified -econ- their door. A interes! from’no, deficiency
go sliding about in a comical mater.
friendly
of
void
no.
the
i§
vulgarity
The essetice of
The natives lve on reindeer meat and omy.
cof Joiteumis of neat. .: Man, is. tusk crane
«coffee, All the money gathered by selling, tion that the beauty of the household
business .in four days,

Winer

of Rev. John Colby, thén preaching in Montville. Forty-eight years ago he joined’ the F.

and Mommsen,

the criticism of Lord Kames and

Beuve!

PITTSFIELD, ME.
Furnishes MARE whi
ical and Ladies’

her death she suffered

Alton, March 2, aged 60 years. During the ‘last
eight years, paralysis had so affected her powers
of body and mind, that she was unable ‘to imari that assistance to her dear family which
Sometime
er naturally - loving heart desired.
before her death, her tongue was paralyzed.
Early in life she became a Christian, uniting
with the Baptist denomination; afterward moving to Alton she united with the F. B. church
at Gilmanton I. W., remaining a member till
A huscalled to join the church triumphant.
hand, three sons, and one daughter mourn her
absence from their home, but may be comforted
with the assurance that, free from suffering, she

. eras ; they show us the nebulous beginnings

tween ihe histories of Hume

MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.

weeks,

his
| tress n,

.

New Hampton, N. H., July 23, 1874.

e, departed this life November 16.
and 6 months, The sub,
years

|

hy

He

y

.

or
1
For further particulars, apply o fhe Principal,

B, SOUTHARD, of South

fect health, and for the fifteen

months he had been a confirmed

SUSAN G., wife of Sargent P. Dudley,

recede

upon

he

of this notice hati, perhaps, never enjoyed

from ancient eras, the better we are able to ‘has gained the home eternal.
J.C. 0.
understand them. = The stream of time hurMarch
Me.,
SAMUEL RICH died in Pittsfield,
ries us onward, but not so" rapidly as the
of typhoid fever, aged 77 years. Bro. Rich
28,
darts. back toward its was horn in: North Yarmouth, Me, He experiphilosophic vision
sources, The principles of evolution are enced religion at the age of 15, under the labors

telescopic in their bearing

THANKFUL

1878,

his sad father and the family, for, by his cheerAulness and patience, his very presence was the
We can not wish
light of the lonely dwelling.
him back to suffer, and ‘by grace may go and
ROYAL W. BRYANT.
dwell with him.

the
The captain told them if they tvished, it of history. _ The older the world grows Like
should be buried just as he would bury one more we learn about its childhood.
Se = Mr. Squier history, ¢riticism, too, is to be re-written ih
of his own children.
light of evolution. The whole world is
bought a neat coffin, and had a grave dug the
spoil to the modern critic; new work, new
where they could. find it, again when: the
beare. settled and have established a burial results, invite him. See. the difference

cultivated young women of thisland to
Laps behind, in the ease of accident, ‘and pel this swarm of new, loose theories
they came to the rescne pretty often. I marriage and maternity, as they would
learned the

MRs,

wishing obit-

the ** Summer Land.” * He is greatly

of course,

we

farther

the

ner

\

relinquished
hig hold of
;
things
and ado a full surrender: her Wr’ or several days he was very happy: ‘very ecommunica~
tive and much in prayer.
e sleeps in Jesus.
. BT.

years his sufferings, were intense, yet borne
without complaint. “He was a praying boys, and
we feel he has zone to join his angel mother in

the greater and rarer thing. and sucha
thought is the évent of -a generation: But
this high and ina province distinet from
aecessible ground.is opened by our greater
modern knowledge. New judgments upon
all things are demanded ; history,art, character, require to be seen again in the light
Litthrown upon them by recent science.
tle of history, for instance, stands long. unuestionied, - But

gave no. clear
dence of
5a brief Free gn fore his

Feit Sr

bei

invalid and nearly helpless from inflimmatory
rheumatism. His last illness was measles
which resulted in hemorrhage of the lungs, an
was the immediate cause of his death. For

. superficial
work, is. thus produced;
methods ‘are discarded for one which gives
more trustworthy results, . More than this;
while the immense extension of the range
of criticism lays new burdens upon the
critic, it also gives him “peculiar opportunities. A new order of originality becomes
possible for him. The creative originality
of Goethe or of Darwin, the thought in
which the mind itself grows,

tful, but
Christian i

For a period of about

than 18 years of age.

may find himself embarrassed by the infinite

But
his eyes moistened when he told us about in describing a patriot,
tough the
of Tus goins advantage
it: - Atall eventshe- made: the rest
under
wink'very
fast.”
SNS
. of the, critical task,
old

jenn home ‘18 a consecrated faith in mar-

‘Many have the impression that Lapland

powerfully affected in so short a
ating from the appearance of

been so
time.

Tor onionFo A,
Spring
Spring Term
fumes fr Ea ARAL

3

dev

RIDGEVILLE COLLEGE.

whole course of the higher intelligence

‘The fonndation of the consecrated Amer-

.is dark in the winter, but that is” an error.

has the

never before

to Meinl

The location of this institution at Evansville, Wis.,
CLASSICAL.
is a beautiful one, being surrounded by a rich, productive, farming country. The village of Evansville
Ten Brofossors and Instructors. Not sectarian,but
can not be surpassed in the high moral tone of its inthoroughly Christian.
habitants; having no liquors or billiard saloons.
Location can not be surpassed in healthfulness,
The school enters upon its fifth year with. increased
beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.
facilities for the “accomplishment of its work, Prof. .
Expenses only $175 for Coll
ear of 40 wee
(| Bradley and wife having, after four years’ charge of
HO
Tuition, Boarding, Wasting, Rent, Fue]
the school, recently enterea into a contract with
fhe
8
and use of heavier Furniture,
tees to conduct it for five years to come,
permanency.
?
For Catalogue or further information, address the giv
tress,
President, Rev. J. CALDER, D. D., or the
CALENDAR:
ollege
Miss JANE W. Hox, A, M., Agricultural
26, 1873,—ends Nov. 21.
FALL TERM opens Aug.
P. O., Center Co., Pa,
WINTER TERM opens Bee. —ends March 6, 1874.
24, 1874,—ends June 12.
The
Spring
Session
of
the
above
mstitution,
located
March
0
TERM
SPRING
|
Ea
For ftucther particulars, address,
near Bellefonte, Center Co., has opened under very
Rev. G. 8. BRADLEY, ‘A. M., Principal.
pleasant circumstd#itoes. Already upwards of one hun~
& having done what she could,” ~ P. SMITH.
dred students are upon the roll, and others have sigpified their intention to enter. Professors Collier
CALENDAR FOR 1873-4.
_ OLIVE PARSHLEY, wife of Charles Tebbetts,
Miss Hoyt jand Pres. Calder, all fordied in Chicago, March 29, aged 67 years. The and Downey,
instithis
in
Aug. 26, and ends Nov. 14, 1873.
laboring
are
begins
College,
Term
Fall
Hillsdale
of
merly
Brunswick
subject of this notice was born in
gine Mar. 10, and ends May 29, 1874.
Term
Spring
alresults
the
by
encouraged
much
join
are
and
and
tation,
converted
was
she
Harly in life
Me.
begins June 2, and ends Aug. 2l,
Summer Term
1y48
the C. Baptist church of that place. Removing to ready achieved.
1874.
Roxbury, Mass., she became a member of the F.
EXPENSES.
NORTHWOOD
SEMINARY.
Papust church then under the care of Eld. Peter
$7.00
Tuition and incidentals, in advance,
The WINTER TERM of eleven weeks will commence e
Folsom. In 1834, she and her husband removed
to 4.00
Room
rent,
per
term,
from
2.00
WEDNESDAY, Dec. 10, 1873.
:
3.00
to Libertyville, Til., and in 1860 went to ChiBoard,
per
week,
in
private
families,
WILLIAM H. COTTON, A. B., Principal, with
2.80
LH
RR
clubs, about
cago and were of the number who were organiz- competent
Assistants.
ed into the 1st Free-Baptist church of that city.
2
EXTRA CHARGES. .
The
tuition
will
be
as
follows:
Subsequently they became members of the Free
$10.00
Instrumental Musie, twenty lessons,
Primary Branches, Baptist church of Harvard, Ill. Sister Tebbetts
Use of Instrument for practice, per term, 1.00
Common English,
.
was esteemed by all to whom she was related
1.50
lessons,
twenty
Music,
Vocal
Higher English,
in family and church, as a faithful wife and
Penmanship, fifteen lessons,
1.50
Classical,
"+
«=.
Her
Christian.
~
exemplary
an
and
mother,
French and Music extra.
Rooms for self-boarding may be had at reasonable
|
of the
time
any
dying counsel was full of tokens of devotion to
at
school
Board and Rooms can be obtained at reasonabl e'| rates. Students may enter
God.. The family feel deeply the loss, but must
term, paying from such time to the close of the term .
rates,
:
on
not
is
For further particulars address the Principal, or at the regula rates.
know that that which is so surely saved
For Catalogue apply to
WOODWORTH.
E. 8. TASKER, Secretary.
H. G.
the whole a loss.
WM. REED, Sec. & Treas.
Northwood, N. H,, Nov. 20, 1873.
Ridgeville, Ind.,
July 18, 1873.
BLMER E., son of B. F. And grandson of the
GREEN
MOUNTAIN
SEMINARY.
Wis.,
,
late Rev. R. M. Cary, died in Janesville
LITERARY INSTITUTION.
LYNDON
WATERBURY CENTER, VT.
Feb. 26, 1874. He was born in Johnstown, Wis.,
and ‘was at the time of his deceasg a little more
;
Faculyr:
LYNDON CENTER, VT.
four |

« Darwinism” has given to men somethin
they were here.
It which they had not a few years ago, an
Wilkinson first saw which, for better or worse, has bécome a
to it won the con- | part of themselves—an addition to the very
;
Steamboat Frank and substance of the buman mind.
‘I'his doetrine gives to eriticism, not less
;
y and cosmogony, a new
The captain confessed that he himself than to philosoph
and new conditions, The critic
became attached to the little creature, method
study an immense environment,
to ns
which, in spite of sickness and Modoe an- tolear
view, perhaps, an entire era, in order
asdared
IfL
child.
bright
a
was
cestry,
that he may speak justly of a sonnet ;-he

FARREN

Laplanders and Reindeer.

Perhaps

thought.

n,
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Persons

PARTICULAR NOTICE!

Modoc race.
A baby died while
was sick when Capt.
it, and some kindness
fidence of its parents,
his wife.
i

broke, and: the rash young man escaped
‘with his life.—Chicago Tribune.’
;
et GX

—r—

of a Modoc ‘Bahy.

Frank,” one of the few
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fellow, residing on Current

+ Master Thoughts.

Oregon, describés a tender scene witness

and indented with ridges; while his head
was as
guiltless
of hair @s a billiard ball.

ish
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stin
destined
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nthshe was evidently considerate

~ @bituaries.
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sad and picturesque clearness when set that philosophy has had to be re-written
year 1859. Whatever may be
off by the surroundings of civilization. A since the
to the Advance from ‘Saints’ Rest,” the final place of the doctrine of evolution,
letter

valley region for supplies. He carried his
right arm in a sling; one eye was twisted
upwards; his face was scratched, and torn

with three balls square through

any, in the dim, old time.—A4.

high-seasoned

on

feeds

he

’ £28 bin disoaney consum

body or brain by hard labor, exposes him:
self to inflammatory disease, seeks continual
excitement, gives loose rein,to his passion,
frets at’every trouble, enjoys little repose,
th ends, and is
is burning the capdle at
sure to shorten his days.

ly the lesson of that visit of Jesus to the
home of Martha and Mary in far-off Beth-

The pathos of savage sorrow shows with

encountered a miner
bad come down to the

ed the king of beasts, so

nstitution
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whether material or mental fatigu

England hospitality,to-day, needs especial-
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illustrations
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so radiant with welcome that nocare whether they dine sumptuthe latest siyle of porcelain, or
from grandmother’s
and meat
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shelves of the olden time. New
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He had been a ve

leasant and amiable child, but being of a frail

tensely, to draw. his little amount of life

est re-organizing force in the. world of

powers ‘of the grizzly are

to be
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body will
ous ¥ from
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SisChristian era. Glazed mural tiles
of paralysis, aged 59 years) and 4 months,
discovered among the ruins. of Babylonian them back to us for a ‘renewed attempt at
ter Gerrv Sperienced religion in her youth,
Sontin
laces, still bright enough to decorate a interpretation. Such ideas were those of was baptized by Rev. John Stevens, and
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rather
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life
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death,
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Ra,
Such
of
Americas
and
figures
LEZypt are found glazed
one of deeds of love and sympathy than of mere
sun god, of Anubis, and of the sacred Scar- these plastic thoughts, is what is popularly words. Of her it might truly be said, “I was
m,
the
or the doctrine of sick and ye visited me.” When stricken by dis
known as Darwinis
abeus, as pure and brilliant in color as
and
latest productions; of Deck or Minton.— +tvolution. This doetrine,traceable at least, ease she said, ‘“ I have been ex aysctingof this
suffering
“
as far back as to Goethe, remains the new- preparing for it.” After a few
New Quarterly Review.
the
faithful,
she went to the rest
prepared for

ns to be
not budge an inch, unlesshe
then he
in an novouiinodating, mood,
a few yards, rear
will trot out one

a grizzly, whether through the heart
brdin box, he never gives up the
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from BE
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genuine dt
which ig the goring of real ed he has no more. He who lives abstensocial
oliteness. . How miserably we fail as iously,who avoids all stimulants, takes light
ong as we Yreaty ourselvesto death in t
exercise, never overtasks himself, indulges
entertainment, of our friends, like poor old no exhausting passions, feeds his mind and
Scripture Martha, so troubled about her heart on no exciting material, has no debildinner, that she can not give a momentto ‘itating pleasure, lets pothiug ruffle his temthe divine Friend that sat at her board. per, keeps his “accounts
with God and man
Let us provide things decent in the house- duly squared up,” is sure, barring accidents,
hearts
hold, and then open our doors and
to Joi out his life to the longest limit
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ible to attain; while he who
it is

it-comes to have so purely

dangerous customer ‘when
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"a genuine
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the hand; so is it that
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human an inter-'
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a certain
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B.S well supplied with- bears,
the plums an
Sian atiy vefuse
grapes are ripe, it is nothing unusual to cept no present ;
a
brutes
the
she was astonished
:
stumble upon a dozen or so of
allal
in half-an-hour's. walk. There are three she got acoustome toit.” A kiss was
distinct species: the commen brown or Joould give lier that cost nothing.— Paul
\
black bear, which still maintains & precari- du Chasllu.

of

man’s.
nature sleeps. oj; } [nota
Excitement and Short Life.

| but that o stable in Palestine, where
in- | carpenter's family abode for a n
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OTHER TRAINS.

:

The 7.80, A. M., train from Boston leaves Dover at
10.10 for South Berwick Junction,
3
. The 5, P. M., train from Boston leaves Dover at 7.45

for Greaf Falls.

A train leaves Dover for Farmington,
A train leaves Farmington fox Dover,

Portland

at 9.55, A.M.

at 9, A.M.
Boston and

STAGE CONNECTIONS.
Stages leave Wolfeborough Tuesdays,
Moulto: ThursdaysA

h,
for Tuftonboroug
and Saturdays Center
BOTORER;
,
eh

oultonborough;

Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays and Siturdays
J for Laconia.
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A
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A
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E days and Frid Ns fo
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”

most distinguished : people

London, ‘besides the
of England, °

:

The steamship Silesia, from

CONGRESSIONAL.

On Monday,in the Senate, the House vill for
'receiv-

the relief of the Louisiana sufferers was

The

ed and referred to the military committee,

the delivery of certain condemnbill authorizing

ed ordinance to the town of Concord, Mass, , for
con

The

wus. passed.

New’ York

tor

Hamburg, is reported aground in the Elbe aud
in a dangerous condition: = ©!
‘
The mill operativesin: 8t. John, N. B., have |
formed a combination

against

the

proprietors,

and trouble is anticipated,
5
Two railway accidents are reported as hap-

peningon Saturdiy in England, by which tivensideration of the Louisiana bill was resumed, ty persons were killed or wounded.
ane
and Mr. Bayard of Delawsre offered an amend-’]
Advices from Hayti state that a conflict bement in the interest of McEnery. In the House tween the adherents of the rival candidates for
of Representatives,besides the introdugtion of va the presidency is feared, .
4

%« monumental purposes,

rious new. bills, among which was one increasipg
the tax on the circulation of national banks from

Mr. Poland, of Vermont, introduced resolutions
Cuban

to recognize

independence,

for

bill

‘A

the construction of a telegraph line on the Texas
frontier wis. passed, as was a resolution for the
regulation of affairs in Utah.
On Tuesday, in the Senate, the House bill" for
the relief of the Louisiana sufferers was passed
with an amendment limiting the time of the continuance
of the relief to September 1. The

Louisville and Portland canal bill was discussed
at some length, and after being amended was
passed. Inthe House of Representatives, ue

“

Senate amendment,to the Louisiana relief bi
was concurred in, and the discussion of the leg~
islative appropriation
bill was continued, but
very little progress wasmade.
The bill for .the
improvement of the Mississippi alluvial lands
was also considered, and a bill for a double
track freight railroad from tide water to Council

Bluffs reported.
On Wednesday, in the Senate, the President’s
message. vetoing the Senate finance. bill. was re-

ceived and the bill laid on the

table.

Paragraphs.

month,

per

one-twelfth to one-fourth per cent.

Messages

on other subjects were received.
The consideration of the Louisiana bill was resumed, and Mr.
Saulisbury of ‘Delaware addressed the Senate
at length in opposition to the action of the President. The Mennonite colonization bill was also
discussed.
In the House of Representatives, a
bill to.¢
into effect the fourteenth amends
ment rad repori, explained and discussed.
The legislitive appropriation bill vas also further discussed in committee of the svhole.
On Thursday, in the Senate, the Louisiana bill

was further considered, and Mr. Merrimon of
North Carolina made an extended speech in opposition to the Kellogg government, and had not

The Anchor line of steamers follows the plan
adopted by the English coasting vessels, and
brightens the cabins with fresh vines and flow
ers, which thrive remarkably well,

The new Cdnfederate monument, whioh is receiving its fiuishing touches at Atlanta,
regularly dedicated on Memorial day.
Among

other

in Greece
gina

public

works in

will: be

contemplation

of

at an outlay of 30,000 drachmas,
recently on the

Ohio River bank, and bearing the inscription,
“ Fanny W., 1600,” is excisifig the curiosity of
the quidnumes of Carrolton, Ky.
A South Australian

Bian

man has

cure for diptheria, which

just discovered a

has been

used in the

colony with great success.
It consists of a dose
of four drops of strong sulphuric acid in threequarters of a tumbler of water for adults, a
smaller dose for children,
General

Washington’s

private=seal is now

in

possessionaf Mr. BushrodD. Washington of 11lipois. It isof white. cornelian in
shield, surmounted by a coronet

the form of a
upon which is

perched a raven with’ spread wings. On
shield is the motto, * Ezitus acta probat.”?
Geological

observations

made

on

the

the

were found

scattered along the

beach.

lieved that they have been
brought
the interior by glacial action.
Lamartine, the great

It is be-

French author, has

been

dead some Tittle time, but in the excitement cre=
ated by

other and more

tion of the legislative appropriation bill occupied

has

been

not

quite

important

forgotten.

matters, he

Emilie

Ollivier

wost of the session, and mueh time was taken up | "will

with an angry discussion

of a personal nature

soon pronounce a eulogy on his life and
character before the French Academy,

between Mr. Starkweatherof Connecticut and
Mr. Browa of Kentucky, séveral pages of the
bill were disposed of, and the ‘evening session
was devoted to the same matter.

" On Friday, in the Senate, a bill was reported
for a court of adjudication of the Geneva award,
and a number of bills on the calendar were pass-

ed. Mr. Merrimon of North Carolina concluded
his speech on the Louisiana question. Mr. Windom of Minnesota reported the recommendation
of the committee on transportation routes to t
Seaboard.
In the House of Representatives, the
consular and diplomatic appropriation bill was

reported, and the legislative

appropriation’

was further considered in committee
whole. Fourteen pages of the'bill were
ed of,
:

bill

of the
dispos-

“The town of Colfax; California, is reported fo
have been almost entirely destroyed by fire, with
a loss of $40,000.
The news from Arkansas gives indication that
all danger of further bloodshed is past, and that
the controversy will be left to the courts to de-

cide.

i

A severe tornado and thunder-storm occurred

Tuesday,

causing

considerable

damage, and the death of one man.

A rigid investigation into the cause of the
disaster to the steamer Amerique
dered by the French government.

has

Semaphore

of Marseilles

states that the

authoritieffhave just ordered the seizure of certain letters'Péaring by the side of the address a
small photograph of the Prince Imperial, with
the motto, ** Appeal to the
ple.” A number
of visiting cards in envelopes,
marked with the
same likeness, have been put into circulation in
the city.

Greater preparations than ever before are being
made to entertain summer tourists among the
White

Meuntains.

Montreal Railroad

The

Boston,

Concord

and

expects its track will be laid

been

or-

ington, Conn.,

on Sunday night.

on the place

has

been

A

man

arrested

em-

for

the

:

A boy four years old, named Horace F. Millin,
wis brutally murdered in a marsh in South Boston, Wednesday, by some unknown person. A
hoy sixteen years old, by the name of Pomeroy,
is under arrest on suspicion.
By the falling of a building in Brooklyn, Friday, two men were killed outright, and others
seriously ahd some fatally injured.

The reports from Louisiana still continue distouraging, and the-necessity for immediate relief

a

is represented to be very urgent.

The President

has already ordered 500,000 rations to be sent,
and they will soon be available.
Generous

measures of relief #re also reported from various
Paves,
AE
Hane
ATE

Adviees from-Arkansas state that negotiations
are now pending for a peaceable settlement

+

the political quarrel by the legislature.

of

Matters

are quiet, and each party has dispemsed with a

great part of its forcds 4hough Brooks still continues to keep lids position strong.
An official examination into the
the
an’s National
Bank at
and its various branches in other
« . many discrepancies inthe aecounts,

j
condition of
Washington,
cities, shows
to the detri-

~~ ment-of depositors.
'Bbis condition is attributed
by the examiner

+

to a general carelessness

of

of moveément,~whichis perhdps

wiih pérfect freedom from fashionable dress.

An instance of a very ingenious engineering
is reported in a foreign paper.. During the construction of the bridge at Kullenborg, Holland,
one of thie principal traverses,some four hundred
and sixty-five feet in length, was placed about

one inch too far on the piles. At that locality
the difference between the temperature by day
and night was twenty-five degrees Fahrenheit.
In the morning~the too-far-advanced. end of the
traverse was securely bolted dows, when during

the day the heat of -the sun ‘expanded the metal

so that the free extremity advanced .985 of an

noketa, Towa. There were thirty-two of them;
their ages aggregated 2,162 years ; avérage, 67 1-2
years; oldest mother,78 years ; youngest, 60; one
of them has seventy-two children, grand and

children;

as a natural

sequence to

the meeting, there was

nothing left

for the sew-

ing societies to talk about for six weeks to come.
feet in hight, is

to be erected in Havre to commemorate the preservation of that city from the Germans.
It will
be pliced on the highest point of the road by

which the Germans were

intending
te enter the

town, and will bedr in golden
ing inscription: ‘‘ Havre

letters the follow-

preserved

from

the

Prussian invasion—1870-1872.”

The city of Orleans intends to make a great
demonstration this year on the occasion of the
fete of Jea nne @’ Arc. ‘The people seem tobe in
the humor of reviving the memory of the great
historical event, revived, perhaps, in some meas~

ure by the opera which is now playing, and the
proposed. erection of a statue of the heroine in
Paris.
The same feeling prevailed in 1846 under
Louis Phillippe.
A

The cotirt of appeals of Paris has dismissed
the claim of Naundorff, the man who asserted
himself to be the grandson of the Dauphin’ who
All
the

eloquence

of Jules

Favre,

the

counsel

for

the claimant, was insufficient to turn the scale

i

+ mountain and running across

his

water?

Possibly; but

verse,

Simple and

consider

this point:

more probably

wholesome
Bread

the

food?

meadow «on

snd

milk

of the soil and the halmy

ree

sunshite. ‘So, too,

have

are, or

themselves along the sheltered side of stone-

I seen’

them flourishing’ and €aring

Tn parts of
is reported
while adstorm was
Known for

years,
A
" The federal council of internationals

in 'New

York has resolved to dissolye,
the organization
héiving proveda failure in the United States,

Advices from Spain state that the Carlists in
the north huve organized a government with ‘a
regulac-cabinet. .
i
;

burned to

al, Wednesday, aludy

Mq

death,

was

~The application of the Tichborne claimant for
The report that the Franco-Awmerican postal
treaty
had been ratiffed by the French government js premature ; negotiations

heir

of the

‘unfortunate

Loujs XVI.

It is easy to believe that which one ardently desires.
i:
?

flour,—weevils.

when

taken

into

company’s cabs receive from the driyer a printed slip bearing a number, and every two months
a lottery is ‘drawn, the winning numbers gaining various prizes. At the ldst drawing the
number 51,547. This lottery is, says the ‘Levant
Herald, not only an amusement to the 'public,
but it enables

are,

however,

the

company

to exercise

a con-

trol over the pecuniary Honesty of ‘thelr drivers,

as the books from whibh these numbers are
drawn have counterfoils with corresponding
.numbers, and persons who use the cabs have
interest in

preserving

the

tickéts

given

to

them.
: ED
ee
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:
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* A'new tunnel under’ the lake is being constructed

in Chicago—parallel with,

and

fest” distant from, ‘the ‘old one—two
length,

and

is to

recelve

its

sixty
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stables and feed on unwholesome, food, as in the

case with . mostof the cows that are kept in
towns. - These remarks are not applicabl: to all
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but the newspapers assure us that they

are quite true of many, and uotably “of New
York.
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she but believe it,—of beauty ulso, her cheeks
will soon rival the exquisite
no-color of the
dough.
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To this pernicious habit of hiding from the sun
in summer, and the use of stoves and exclusion
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the diminished stature, feeble health, and faded,
pallid skin so generally remarked among some
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Of late years much interest hus been developed in the cultivation of this fruit. The increasing demand in the market ; the enbanced value,

garden; its invaluable qualities,

}

as a house-plant,, Several of the young. trees
have grown remarkably well from the seed
his house. They are very
pretty, and emit a
| Pleasant odor much resembling
:
that of the black
currant.
The retain their green leaves through’
the winter.
‘The. only objection to them a8
house-plants, js that they, become too large, but
it is easy
4 Succession of them by continually sowing theseeds, He'lias grown three of
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iar to the plant Which neutralizes miasmic
than is generally supposed.

These remarkable instruments have created much
interest in America and Europe by reason of their =

death with every pulsation.
:
‘In-this condition of jhinge something 18 needed AT
ONCE, to CLEANSE THE
; and
:

for this purpose ‘was so very striking as to causé |

of time

such a half-growth

development,—into a puny

asit courses

miasmie influences, its efficiency being in proportion to its luxuriousness. The sun-flower
grows with amuzing rapidity in rich soil, as in
the bottom lands of rivers; hence its efficiency

ences.
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fine
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sum

How to Destroy Malaria,

sad to think that many of these enormities are
inflicted upon little girls who have the rather
estionable
advantage ot belonging
to the
fash
circles,
The little girl accastomed to hear those among
whom she is brought up discussing the whimsical and capricious vagaries of fashion as a subject

by

wife a handseme

he got posses-

prize.

of the British Isles.

paddings and bustles, the chiznons,
the waterfulls, (Heaven help us!) and how many more
such like monstrosities with which women have

imposed

the

plant to the parterres and the cottage-gardeéns

:

and the result isa wretched little puppet, stiff
and “angular in her movements, with feeble
health, and narrow chest, instead of the elastic;
graceful, free-limbed, healthy creature that a

brought
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his trouble, and had the homor ‘and felicity
of
being the first to introduce this exceedingly
beautiful and now
thoroughly = acclimatized

heels, the masses of frills and furbelows, the

for years past disfigured themselves.

the sailor’s

sterling the first yéar
Suffice it, however,

every extreme of female
fashion is, without
exception, an outrage upon good sense and

taste.

much-coveted

if we ‘remember correctly, not

and curetully

exaggeration to.say

bad

however,

sion of the

ise to the sailors wife

adapted
to the season. Bur, unfortunately,
mothers too often study nothing but the prevailing" faghion when regulating the dress of
their children,~especialty of their girls,—and
think ‘very little of the effect it may preduce
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erpool, where, aftér proper treat
, he soon
had the
plant
exhibited in ‘his show-room,
where it instantly attracted the attention of ama+
teurs, and frem which, after falfilling his prom=
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on their health.

that her
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window, he entered,

hand, and a promise’ that the first

enjoyment and freedom of their young limbs.
Clothing should invariably

inthe

it
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Having found the house,

After some little time,

they will tear their clothes; they
will come
home
covered “with mud; they will get into
scrapes of every kind, thereby indicating the
law of nature, that meant them to have the full

sible, perfectly
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with it.
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sale.
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ascertained that its owner was the wife of a
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plant_home from the West Indies,as a loyeoffering to his young spouse. The delighted
florist made. overtures for the purchase of the
fuchsia, which were at first strenuously refused.

hile they are so young us to require the care
to go to school they

carnation

mediately for London.

‘

exercise?

pendulous

With

Washington
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surance, any man, although overtaken by temporary disasters, may overcome that misfortune

charmed with the new floral gem, and when he
returned home to Liverpool, called upon a celebrated florist to whom he described the plant.
“The curiosity of the florist, who
did not
know any plant which came. upto the deseription, was so greatly excited that he set off im-

plution.
It she can find any ‘beauty in it, beyond its undoubted usefulness when properly

ever get enough

laying it before our readers.

fully

delusion should obtam & lump of unbaked
dough, and divesting her mind as far as possible
of all prejudices, sit calmly down to its contemcooked, let her forthwith

recovers from poverty.

)

This undoubtedly fine book has been but a short
time before the public, and the public is already
convinced of its surpassing
merit.
Witness the
great sales ;—many thousands, , Witness the decided words of praise from hundreds of Sabbath
School workers in all directions.

gency which a man can not, in some other way,
overcome—the contingency of death before he

in the “first quarter of the present century, a
gentleman
from
Liverpool,
while
walking
through a street in Wapping, saw in the window of a humble;looking tenement, a graceful
little shrub. with dark green leaves and beauti-
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bereavement.
Labor as we may to secure some
support and comfort in the future for those who
are depending upon us, there is nothing so sure:

The Glasgow Herald, in an article in support:

to the house
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Bridgepbit, “This work will cost at least $1,000-
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have amounted to pearly two hundred and forty
million dollars. It has paid to its policy-bolders

years you will huve fruit for yourselves,and after
you will your children enter into, the joy of your
labors. The apple and the pear are the two
best varieties of the, quince for cultivation;
these will always sell in the market at five times
the value of apples.

from the destructive action of the borer: When
located at the intersectionof Astiland’ avenue grown in this manner, some root-crop may ‘be
and Tweénty-second
street, in what is known as cultivated betweéh the trees which will, in part |
000,
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copy
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for this valued fruit. On the borders of the
human stomach are similar in their effects to the
garden, especially if there is a side that gets the and the representatives of those who- have died,
Spanish blistering fly. Or the bread may be made “wash, the trees are planted and grow there durmore than nineteen million dollars; and it holds
at home, still with the risk of weevilly flour, and ing the life-time of the planter. And I have seén
eaten hot at every medal, and with plenty of the trees with their golden" heads rising over a gurplus, above its liabilities, of nearly three
million dollars. Thus it may be truly said that
what they call shortening in it; that is, some the mournful ruins of the once flourishing homethe Equitable Life Assurance Society lias taken
kind of fat, which, when bakedis about as effect- stead. The places I have indicated, and all
a (rons rank with the leaders of ‘our life insurual an article for deranging the stomach and similar localities are the natural homes of the
ance system,
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liver as it is possible to procure.
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] quince. Get the roots, or take cuttings and set
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perity to thousands of families in” the time of
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within the past few years have become as large:
as those of any kindred institution in the. world,
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amount of adulteration? or may, be made from
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glonings

pught to be, the staple articles of a child’s diet. walls, where the leaves drifted in the winds till
In most families ‘the bread fs probably bouglt

You ‘have
a

(Successors
to WM. B. BRADBURY,)-

business, it now reports more than twenty-four

for

for

BIGLOW

ble, popular, aud desirable to multitudes that.
bad never heard of it, and hag at the same’ time
made for itselfa very strong position in the con-

the

management, andhe thinks that a little forbear- fn his favor. The evidence in behalf of the claims | : The quince tree grows from eight to fifteen growth of luxurious tree s Ifa taken place, The
ance of-depositors-will
secure them from loss: “1 of this pretender was striking, if not conclusive, feejrhigh, when' cultivated as a single tree; but eucalytus is said to be more luxuriant in producgenerally we find it’ ‘grown with six or tive soils and temperatures. than even the sunReports of a remarkable storm for this. season . and if Naundorf was an impostor he was a skill more
flower or the
Whether it would
ful and ingenious one, but it seemed more char- eight stalks from a single set. As it is subject thrive out of doorsaflanthus,
of the year eome from various parts of New
fn’ the Northern States has
to

' England and from New York Stdte..
New Hampshire and Vermont snow
ito bave fallen to.a depth of one foot,
vices from New York state that the
soverer in that vicinity than any

205 cents
cover, to

has succeeded in'making life insurance ‘intelligis

ik

Let us

= until

you can mot get it in your

fourteenth year. Incorporated with the capital
of oue hundred thousand dollars required by the
laws of New York, and arowding itself into a
business supposed to he overdone, this Society

How many of theSe blessings can a towh-bred the banks of which I have seen the’ quince flour- fidence of the public, both at home and abroad.
child: enjoy? Pure air? Certainly mot. Pure ish with no other aid than the genigl moisture In placeof the capital with which it commenced

Does any town-bred child, except the very
Poorest, that runs wild in the alleys ‘and. gutters

A statue of the Virgin, twenty

hundred dollars every year,

Do.mot buy. a néw. Singing Book fo
School

your Sunday
examined

It is very unusual for any comméreial corpor“ROYAL DIADEM.”
ation after an’ active Bosom of a life-time to
show such a record of prosperityas is exhibited | Booksellers and Music Dealers all
by tite EquitablLife
e Assurance Society, {n its over the coumtry have it for sale, If

One hundred such clumps’
is three

* One farmer has a brook coursiog: down

synynomous

classes of American women.

great grand

his house,

plenty of

sleep and plénty of play, with perfect freedom

to the new Fabyan or Mount Washington House,

inch. Then at night the latter end was fastened,
and th? contraction caused alike movement of
The western temperance movement has comthe opposite free extremity.
This
operation,
pelléd parties to put up their best men for local
twice repeated, brought the traverse into its
offices.
proper position.
:
Irving and Courtland Langwerthy, brothers,
A
party
of
aged
mothers
recently
met at Magwere brutally murdered in their home at Ston-

ployed
crime,

SHeanibiess; cheerful companionship,

11

Rite Hnsuvance,

comefis a mulch to the land. ‘There {sno labor

at the entrance to the turnpike leading to the
foot of the ** sky railroad.”
The Portland and
Ogdensburg folks are pressing on their grading

threugh the Notch. Every hotel propriefor and
very owner of a stagé line appears to bé on the
alert in gettidg ready for the approaching season.

MISCELLANEOUS.

in Erie, Penn.,

The

APRIL 29, ABTA

a hill where the sof] is moist: with small springs
dnd rich and soft with the wash and leaves that

mum by the practice of keeping the blinds élosed

finished his argument at adjournment.
The
Mennonite colonization bill was also discussed.
In the House of Representatives, the considera-

——

But.the cheapeet and most successful orchard’

west | in which it lives; and the very. fact of there being such
a garden ULelonging to it takes that

down from

BS

The most important requisites for raising a ‘bestowed after planting; the ground is left like
healthy child, or Testoring one that is sickly, an apple-orchard ‘to, itself; but. then: every auate: pure mir, pure water, simple nutritious tumn the proprietor gathers three-quarters of
and wholesome food, plenty of light and sun- a bushel of the best quincesto a single bunch,
shifie, plenty of out-door exercise, scrupulous and sellsthe same for three dottars
a bundh at

unless

coast of Spitzbergen last summer disclosed the
fact that the various systems, from the Devonian
to the Tertiary,are represented at different points
along the shore. ~Jdarge
erratic
bowlders of
granite, syenité and gneiss, till now unobserved,

Ed 4 gt gud

FARR

T have seen grown, and one ‘that is snwually
loaded with fruit, is located at the’ southeast of

Physical Culture of Children.

weevilly

is the reconstruction of the port

An old grave-stone, unearthed
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